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Abstract 

This report describes the compllation of the final estimate of Dutch 

Gross National Product after the revision of the Dutch Narional Accounts 

in 1992. Attention is focused on the estimation procedures for 1988. The 

description covers i.a. data sources used, sampling features of the 

surveys, grossing up procedures, adjustments for underreporting and the 

integration process. 
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l. Introduction 

In Gorter (1990a, 1990b), the sources and methods used for compiling the 

final estimate of Dutch Gross National Product (GNP) before the revision 

of the national accounts in 1992 are described. In this report, the 

estimation methods after the revision in 1992 will be discussed. A 

summary report: can be found in Bos (1992). Explicit attention will be 

paid to sampling features of the surveys, grossing up procedures and the 

adjustments fox underreporting. 

This paper starts with three general sections. In section 2, the 

architecture of the Dutch National accounting system is described. The 

relation between continuity and up-to-date levels is discussed in 

section 3. The delimitation of the Dutch economy is the topic of 

section 4. 

The three basic approaches to estimating Domestic Product are 

discussed in sections 5, 6 and 7. Estimation of value added from the 

production side is investigated in section 5. The expenditure approach 

is the topic of section 6 and the sources from the income s i d e  are dealt 

with in section 7. 

The iritegration pxocess determines the ultimate estimate of GNP. It 

is discussed in section 8. Compliance with the guidelines of the EC 

(European System of Integrated Econornic Accounts, ESA; Euroctat, 1980) 

is the topic of section 9 and conclusions are dram in section 10. 



2. The architecture of the system 

The three main features of the Dutch compilation method of GNP are: 

1. The use of an extensive Central Business Register in coordinating 

surveys on establishments; 

2. The availability (and use) of numerous annual base statistics on 

production, income, final consumption and capita1 formation; 

3. Integration in a detailed supply- and use framework in current as 

wel1 as in constant prices. 

Al1 these aspects wil1 be discussed in this report. 

The revision of the Dutch National Accounts in 1992 has improved the 

estimate of GNP in several respects. Now more, mostly new, data sources 

are used. Cases in point are: 

- Several new surveys on the production of services are employed in 
estiuìäting value added in service industries; 

- The retail trade statistics and the budget survey are used to estimete 
final consumption by households; 

- Statistics on fixed capita1 formation (based on surveys) are also used 
to estimate fixed capita1 formation; 

Furthermore, rhe integration process has been improved by the use of 

detailed make and use tables. Before revision, more aggregate input- 

output tables were used as the framework of integration. 

The revision involved also several changes in bookkeeping conven- 

tions, Most of these changes do not affect the estimate of GNP. Cases in 

point are several of the changes from a net to a gross registration 

(e.g. of production of old people's homes and temporary employment 

agencies and the consumption of this output) or vice versa (after the 

revision a net registration of processing to order is used). Changes 

that do affect the estimate of GNP are the gross registration of 

dividends received and paid with the Rest of the World (see section 6) 

and the registration of VAT on accrual basis (see subsection 4.4). The 

revision increased the estimate of Gross Domestic Product at market 

prices in 1987 by 10.4 billion guilders, i.e. 2.4 % ;  Gross Naclonal 

Product at market prices in 1987 increased somewhat l ess ,  namely by 10.0 



b i l l i o n  gu i lde rs .  For  more information on the  r e v i s i o n ,  w e  r e f e r  t 0  CBS 

Department o f  Nat ional  Accounts (1992).  

Table 1 shows hou GNP a t  market p r i c e s  i s  c a l c u l a t e d  f o r  1988 ( a f t e r  

the r ev i s ion)  . 

Teble 1. Dutch CUP end i t s  conponents i n  1988 ( in  m i l l i c a  gui lders).  

Gross D m s t i c  Product a t  market p r i ces  
* - 
+ Outwt of goods ard services (excl.  VAT)  - Intermediate c o n s v r p t i m  
+ VAT wi a c c r w l  basis 
+ kevies cm c a p i t e l  formation (e.g. cedactral  

levies, Ievies on c w i c t r u c t i m )  
+ Net taxes on inpor ts  - 
+ Final consurgt ian by hcuseholds 
+ Final consurgt ion by the g o v e r m n t  
+ Gross f i x 4  capi ta1 formation 
+ Change i n  stocks 
+ Net exports 

Gross National P rodwt  at  market p r i ces  453,910 

+ Gross Domestic Product e t  market p r i ces  457,410 
+ Net capensa t ion  of errployees w i  t h  ROM -10 
+ Net proper ty  end entrepreneuriel  irrome wi th  ROU -3,490 



3. The strstegy of continufty 

The data in the Kational accounts are required to be both up-to-date and 

continuous. The former requirement means that estimates must comply with 

the most recent findings. Continuity means that the data from different 

reference periods must be mutually comparable. These two requirements 

come into conflict whenever definitions change, the availability of 

sources alters or the estimation methods improve. 

Changes in sources may have a number of cauces. One such cause is the 

availability of new basic statistics fox a particular field. In rare 

cases, a source is no longer available and an alternative measuremenc 

must be used. Also, the statistica1 units on which observations are 

based may change (e.g. because the register of units is revised). There 

may be various reasons for altering the methods used to make estimates. 

Continuous improvement is going on. 

In al1 cases - adoption of new definitions, changes in the source 
material available or the use of improved calculation methods - this 
would result in up-to-date figures that are correct with regard to 

level, but show year to year mutations that do not correspond to the 

real changes in these variables. 

In the Netherlands, a compromise has been adopted to cope with this 

dilemma. In compiling the annual figures, the continuity aspect has been 

given priority - with the result that levels are nat up-to-date in some 
cases. At intervals, however, the data are revised to bring the whole 

series int0 line with the updated level for a specific base year. 

As a consequence of the recent revision, the figures for 1988 provide 

not only up-to-date changes, but als0 up-to-date levels. 



4. Dellniitation of the Dut& economy 

The definition of residents and the delimitation of the Dutch economic 

territory are in accordance with the reconimendations made in paragraphs 

204-211 of the ESA. 

The Kingdom of the Netherlands consists of three patts: 

- the Netherlands, that is, the territory of the Kingdom in Europe; 
- the Netherlands Antilles (Cura~ao, Bonaire, part of the Island of 
St. Martin and also St. Eustatius and Saba); 

- Aruba (separated from the Netherlands Antilles in 1985). 

A nmber of matters subject to royal authority such as defence and 

foreign relations are regulated jointly. Uith regard to other, so- 

called national matters, however, the three parts enjoy complete 

autonomy . 

The Dutch econornic territory does not encompass Aruba or the 

Netherlands Antilles, because: 

- Under the protocol of 25 March 1957 the Treaty of Rome applies only to 
the Kingdom in Europe and to Netherlands New Guinea. 

- By a convention of 13 November 1962 the Netherlands Antilles were 
incorporated in Annex IV (acsociated countriec and areas) of the 

Treaty of Rome. 

- The European Community is based on a customs union (Art. 9 of the 
Treaty of Rome); ESA 205a refers to the territory within which goods 

circulate freely. 

- Only that part of the territory of the Kingdom that lies in Europe 
belongs to the Community customs area (EEC Directive No. 2151/84, 23 

July 1984, PR No. L 197). 

The Netherlands does not have any £ree trade areas on its territory. 

The value added in bonded warehouses, attributable to e.g. storage and 

duty-free sales at airports, is included in the Gross Domestic Product. 

The Dutch part of the continental shelf is regarded as part of rhe 



econornic area of the Netherlands. The extraction of oil and gas which 

takes place in thic area is thus included in the Dutch Gross Domestic 

Product. Inclusion in the statistics is based on the granting of an 

operating licence. 

Territoria1 enclaves as defined in ESA 205d relate in particular to 

Dutch embassies and some barrack areas in the NATO partner countries. 

Extra-territoria1 enclaves as defined in ESA 205e include foreign 

embassies and consulates, the Permanent Court of Arbitration (het Perma- 

nente Hof van Internationale Justitie), AFCENT, the Dutch Keactor Centre 

(het Reactor Centrum Nederland), Ectec, Eurocontrol and an air force 

base and a few mobilization complexes of other NATO countries. 

The Netherlands does not have any deposits situated in international 

waters outside the Dutch part of the continental shelf which are 

exploited by resident units. 

A special point worth mentioning is that in the province of Noord- 

Brabant there are about 30 small Belgian areas which together form the 

municipality of Baarle-Hertog. These areas in turn enclase two small 

enclaves which belong to the Dutch municipali~y Baarle-Nassau. 



5. Production approach 

5.1 Introductfon 

In this section, the estimation of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) from the 

production side is described. The coordinating role of the Genera1 

Business register is the topic of subsection 5.2. In subsection 5.3, two 

groups of classes of economic activity are distinguished: those with 

production statistics and those without production statistics. These 

classes are discussed in more detail in subsections 5.4 and 5.5. The 

section ends with a description of the estimation procedure of Value 

Added Tax (subsection 5.6). 

5.2 Establishments and the Centra1 Business Register 

Statistics on the production process use the establishment as their 

statistica1 unit. An establishment is taken to be an enterprise, a part 

of an enterprise or a nunber of legal units grouped together (grouping 

of legal units occurs when some legal units only exists for fiscal 

reasons) which is as homogeneous as possible in terms of its activity 

and which can be described in full. An establishment is not necessarily 

a local unit. 'Homogeneity' is, of course, a relative concept. The 

benchmark for measuring the homogeneity of an establishment is the 

three-digit level of the 'Standaard bedrijfsindeling' (SBI). The SB1 is 

the standard industrial classification used by the CBS. In decigning 

both the activity classification of the Eutopean Community (NACE) and 

the United Nations industrial classification (ISlC) were taken into 

account (see also Beekman, 1992). Originally, the SB1 discerned four 

levels: economic branches, classes, groups and sub-groups. As time went 

on a fifth digit has been added. The crfterion 'can be described in 

full' should be taken in this context to mean the availability of a l1  

necessary data for the description of the production process. 

In practice, establishments are first sought in enterprises - i.e. 
natura1 persons, legal personc or associations of such persons trading 

on their own account. Should an enterprise not meet the criteria for an 



establisherit, because it exercises more than one activity, it will be 

split int0 two or more sections, each as homogeneous as possible, if the 

necessary descriptive data are available. Splitting is in fact applied 

only if the activities are relatively extensive and if the respondent 

cooperates (on large and complex enterprises, see also Willeboordse, 

1992 ) .  For some enterprises it is not possible to describe the produc- 

tion process in full. If this is because such units are administered 

together with other enterprises, grouping is carried out. Such a group 

can sometimes be split again into homogeneous units. The establishment 

as it is made operational in the CBS statisticc fully complies to the 

definition of 'establishment-type unit' in the UN System of national 

accounts (SNA). However, in view of the smal1 size of the Netherlands, 

no account is taken of the regional aspect as discussed in the SNA. 

Establishments are real organizational units and thus more institutional 

in character than the homogeneous production unit defined in section 265 

of the ESA. 

The criteria for distinguishing establishments in the general govern- 

ment sector are largely the Same as for private enterprises. For the 

classi£ication by sector in the system of accounts, and in determining 

the value added, it is important to make a distinction between the 

producers of government services and market enterprises. This is done in 

line with the standards set out in section 304 and seq. of the ESA. In 

the Netherlands, al1 subsidized education is regarded as belonging to 

the general government sector. 

The General Business Register (ABR, Algemeen bedrijfsregister) is an 

important instrument in ensuring consistent surveys of establishments 

and comprehensive estimates for the National accounts (see also Wille- 

boordse 1991). Double counting and omissions can be avoided by a consis- 

tent use of the universe of units in the ABR. The production and value 

added of establishments will not be counted twice, as al1 establishments 

are uniquely classified as pertaining to one industry. In conducting 

integral surveys and drawing samples, the universe of reference is 

always the ABR. Data sources on production, compensation of employees 

and value added are compared by first ensuring their consistency with 



the AôX. Suppiementary information, such as annual business reports, 

wage adninistrations and fiscal data frequently do not employ the esta- 

blishment as statistica1 unit. So, establishing consistency with the ABR 

may require translation of information in these data sources into the 

terms of the M R .  Without such translation, data sources can only be 

compared imperfectly and omissions and doublecounting may occur. 

For some years, the ABR comprised 706,000 establishments covering al1 

econornic activities, including general goverment but excluding agricul- 

ture. The ABR therefore covered 95% of al1 establishments in the Kether- 

lands. Recently, the ABR was extended by the fnclusion of units in agri- 

culture. In the surveys on agriculture, the ABR is however not (yet) 

used. 

Enterprises are not obliged to take steps to register with the CBS: 

the records are mainly based on a register held by the Chambers of 

Commerce and Industry (Kamer van Koophandel; 650,000 separate entities). 

In the Netherlands, firms must register at a Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry. Exceptions pertain to agriculture and to some very specific 

professions. The register of the Chambers of Commerce and Industry is 

supplemented by information from executive bodies of the social security 

system (100,000 legal entities). The latter cover al1 enterprises with 

employees. The CBS itself also organizes cpecific censuses of units 

engaged in particular acrivities. As a result of grouping there are 

50,000 fewer statistica1 units rhan firms. On the other hand, splitting 

has generated 6,000 establishments. 

The ABR is therefore fairly exhaustive and may only exclude a few 

businesses without employees and fully illegal 

some sweatchops in textile production or drugs 

The data recorded in the MR include: 

- Name and address; 
- Legal fom; 

- Main activity as defined in the CBS standard 
tion; 

production units, like 

trafficking. 

industrial classifica- 



- Size category in terms of man-years employed. 

Changes in these characteristics are updated monthly (400,000 changes 

annually), additions and deletions are made once a year (each involving 

approximately 50,000 firms). 



5.3 Five groups of estimation procedures and data sources 

Value added per econornic activity is estimated in various ways. For the 

Netherlands five broad groups could be distinguished: 

1. Classes of econornic activity with production statistics; 

2. Classes of econornic activity with good-quality data sources from 

supervising bodies ; 

3. Classes of econornic activity which are (partly) estirnated 

functionally; 

4. Classes of economic activity which are estimated from the costs side 

(by convention as the sum of compensation of employees, consumpcion 

of fixed capital and VAT); 

5. Other classes of econornic activity (miscellaneous data sources and 

estimation procedures). 

The relative importance of these groups is s h o m  in table 2. 

Table 2. F ive grwps of conp i la t ion  procedures ( p r o d w t i o n  approach). 

Compi l a t i o n  method Classes of e ~ w i . a c t . ~ )  V a l w  & )  G o d - q u a l i t y  i n s t .  
X data sources X 

Production s t a t i s t i c s  

G d - q u a l i t y  data swrces from 
supervising bodies 

Estimated from the costs side 

Uanuf ac t u r  i ng 
Publ ic  U t i l i t i e s  
Construct ion 
Trede, Hotels, ... repai r  
o f  consuner goods 
Transport and storage 
Part of business services 

Agr icu l  t u r e  
Operaticm of duel l ings 

General goverment 
Subsidized &ation 
Social  services 

E s t i m t e d  ( m i n t y )  on the basis of 
arnual repor ts  Mining d quarrying 

Comnnicaticm 
I n t r a m r a l  heelthcare 

MisceLleneous Other services 

a l  More d e t a i l 4  informetion en the groups of conp i la t ion  methds  snd t h e i r  classes of e c o n a i c  
a c t i v i t y  een be fwnd i n  scùsectlorrs 4.1 a d  4.5. 

b )  The concept o f  va l# & m l o y e d  t o  ca lcu la te  the percentages ckv iates i n  s m  respects frm 
bomestic product a t  market pr ices, see tab le  3. 

C ) Approx imte ly .  



Table 2 also indicates that the coverage of good-quality institu- 

tional data sources is 76 % of Dutch value added. 

The Netherlands Centra1 Bureau of Statistics also compiles a system 

of Labour Accounts (CBS, 1992b; see also Altena et al., 1991 and Bos et 

al., 1988; for a general overview of integration at the CBS, see van 

Bochove, 1991). The Labour Accounts aim to give full information about 

the Dutch labour market (number of jobs, haurs worked, persons wlth 

unemployment benefitc, wages, wage-races, e t c . ) .  It integrates labour 

market statistics obtained from persons (the Labour Force sumey), 

social security institutions (Statistic on paid working dayc and gross 

wages and saläries, see subsection 5.4.2) and enterprises (e.g. Survey 

on wages and salaries and Statistic on employed persons). Due to 

differences in sources and goals, there are differences in population 

and definition between the National Accounts and the Labour Accounts. As 

a consequence, figures on compensation of employees and employment may 

also differ. Nevertheless, information from the Labour Accounts and the 

labour market statistics plays an important role in compiling the 

National Accounts. 

Firstly, the labour market information is used to complete the 

information from the production statistics (see subsection 5.4.2). For 

some service activitiec, it is even employed as the main data source in 

estimating production and value added (see  subcection 5.5). 

Secondly, the Labour Accounts information is used to check the 

plausibility of the information from the Production statistics. 

Thirdly, the Labour Accounts provides information on the relation 

between the number of employees (jobs) measured ultimo September and the 

volume of employment (full-time equivalents). This information is used 

in transforming the job figures from the Production Statistics int0 

full-time equivalents as published in the Dutch National Accounts. 

In subsection 5.4, the estimation procedures are discussed for the 

classes of economic activity with production statistics. The other 



groups are described in subsection 5.5. 

5 . 4  Classes of  econorpic activity with production statistics 

In this subsection, we describe the compflation procedures for classes 

of econornic activity with production statistics. The scope and content 

of the production statisticc are discussed first in subseceion 5.4.2. 

The grossing up procedures are the topic of the second part of this 

subsection ( 5 . 4 . 3 ) .  The other compilation procedures (including adjust- 

ments for underreporting and units absent in the ABR) are described in 

5.4.4. 

5.4 .2  Scope and content of the pro&tion statistics 

In table 3, it is shown in more detail for which classes of econornic 

activity the estimates are mainly based on production statistics. The 

table for exarnple shows that for 28 Petroleum industry: 

- there is a production statistic on Oil refineries, but none on the 
Manufacturing of petroleum and coals products (the third column); 

- that this production statistic was also used before the revision (the 
fourch columzi); 

- that the value added of the Petroleum industry was 5766 million 
guilders in 1988, which is 1 % of total domestic value added (the 

fifth column); 

- and that the 0i1 refineries, of which a production statistic is 
available, constitute also nearly 1 % of total domestic value added. 

This implies that the quantitative importance of the part of Petroleum 

industry not covered by production statistics (i.e. the manufacturing 

of petrol and coal products) is relatively small. (the sixth column). 

The production statistics are compiled by the CBS on the basis of 

annual surveys (see also CBS, 1990b). For manufacturing, al1 establish- 



Tabte 3. The classes of econmic a c t i v i t y  ( ~ R t l s )  u i t h  product ion s t a t i s t i c s  end other g o d - q u n t i t y  i n s t i t u t i o n a l  data sources (vatue added i n  m i l t i o n  gui lders)  

Anrmat Production Not before 
s t a t i s t i c s  a f t e r  r e v i s i o n  the r c v i s i o n  

Va l ue added f 988 mp Cksss/(sub) group o f  economic a c t i v i t i e s  
Toto\ Covered b Covered by other l o t a l  coveraqe 

by prod. :tetma) g ~ d - ~ u a l i  tyc> good-quai ityCí 

01,02,03 Agric., hort . ,  fo res t ry  end f i s h i n g  
11,12,19 Hin ing and quarrying 
20-39 Hanufacturing 

19.2 Sa l t  mining 

20.1-21.7 
22.1-26.3 
X ,  32 
26.27 
28.1 O i I  ref.(= not 28.2 Hanuf. 
petr .  a d  coal products) 

29,30,31 
33.36 
35-39 38,39 (Hanuf. 

o f  inst r . )  
60 excl.  40.3 Uater 
5 

Fooá, beverage and tobacco indust ry  
Ter t i te ,  ucer ing apparel and leether ind. 
Wood, f u r n i t u r e  end b u i l d i n g  mater ia ls  
Paper, peper products, p r i n t i n g  end publ. 
Petro lcun indust ry  

Chemical. rubber, a r t i f i c i e l  mat. proc. 
Metat i ndus t ry  
I n d u s t r i e l  manufecturing n.e.c. 

Publ lc  u t i l i t i e s  
Construct ion 
Trede, hotets, clkrest., rep-of cons.goods 

61-66 Trade 61 -66 
61 Hotels, cafes B restaurants 
68 Repair o f  cons. goods excl.  

68.4-68.9 Repair of clocks, jeu., 
e lec t r .  cons. goods, mus. ins t r .  

71 -76 Transport and storage 
Comnnicat ion 
Other services end n.e.c. ' 
Benking, finance end insurance 
Operstion o f  duel l ings 
Business services, ren t ing  o f  mch inery  
and hold ing end a u x i l l a r y  bodies 

84 excl.  86.f Legal services 84 excl. 84.1 
excl. 84.4 Services of eng. excl. 84.4 

85 85 
General noverrment 

92.1-92.8 covermient: subcidized education 
91,92.9,94,97 Sociat services 
93 Health and veter inary services 
95,96 Cul tura l ,  spor ts  end recreat ional  services 
98 Other services 
W P r i v a t e  households u i t h  uage-earning s t a f f  

92.91 Dr iv ing  Schools 

95.69 Renting o f  videos 95.69 
98 excl. 98.1 Cteaning, d i s i n f  98 excl. 98.1 

Tote l  
Imprted banking charge 
[mrt dut ies  and subsidies on imports 
Other i r x l i rec t  taxes on imports 
Cevies on c a p i t a l  formatian 
Differente k t u e e n  VAT a t  accrual bas is  end a t  approx. accr. basis 1194 

Cross Dunestic Product a t  market p r i ces  457402 

a. Covered by product ion s t a t i s t i c s  ind icates that f o r  that  class of economic a c t i v i t y ,  thcre i s  o product ion s t a t i s t i c .  The values a d  perccntagcs givcn p c r t a i n  t o  the kt?.! s i m  
o f  tha t  cIess o f  economic a c t i v i t y ,  i r respec t i ve  t o  uhethcr odjustncnts are t o  bc made fo r  the abwnce of smal1 establishments. 

b. Approximately. 
c. 'God-qua l i t y '  r e f e r s  onty t o  the r e l i a b i l i t y  of the data source i n  tcrms o f  e s t i m t i n g  value addcd. For the meaning o f  'covcrage': sec note a). 



ments with 20 employees or more are sumeyed. Furthermore, for the 

establishments with 1-19 employees, there is the Survey of Smal1 

Establishments in Manufacturing (see section 5.4.3). In construction, 

the integral survey pertains to 50 or more employees; samples are dram 

for establishments with 1-49 employees. For service industries, like 

trade, there is an integrated survey of establishments with more than 20 

employees. A sample is used for the other establishments. The classes 

transport and storage are surveyed fully; only in some specific 

subclassec, a sample is used for establishments with less than 20 

employees. For public utilities, no additional estimate has to to be 

made for cmall establishments as these are absent in this class of 

economic activity (see table 4). 

In case of non-response, people from the CBS-outside service visit 

the establishment. They try to persuade the non-respondent to cooperate, 

point to the l e g a l  obligation to provide information and in some cases 

they help filling in the survey form. If this does not succeed, the 

information provided by the establishment last year is used (and extra- 

polated on the basis of information of establishments of similar size in 

the Same class of industry). In case of a sample, the grossing up for 

non-sampled units wil1 include non-respondent units (on grossing up in 

general, see Kooiman and van de Stadt, 1991). 



Table 4. Main features o f  the surveys f o r  the producticui s t a t i s t i c s .  

Size classes i n  t e r m  o f  f u l l t i m e  employees In tegra l  
O 1-9 10-19 20-49 50 o r  more z d )  - 

20-39 Manufacturing Semplea ) SanpLea In tegra l  I n t e g r a l  89% 

40 Publ ic  u t i l i t i e s  (non-existent) Semple In tegra l  In tegra l  i n t e g r a l  8T9; 

5 tanst ruct ionb ) Sanple Sample Sanple In tegra l  18% 

61-68 Trade,hotels,c&rest. 
rep.of cons.goods Sairple Sairplc SmpLe In tegra l  In tegra l  31% 

71-76 Trensport, storagc sarrplec ) sanplec ) sarrpleC ) In tegra l  In tegra l  43X 

84,85 Business services, Sanple Sanple Sarrple In tegra l  In tegra l  53% 
renting o f  m c h i n e r y  

98 Other services Sample Serrple sanple fn tegra l  In tegra l  65% 

a. Survey m l 1  establishments i n  manufacturing: rhe major d i f ference u i t h  the other sarrples (e .g.  i n  
trade) i s  tha t  t h e i r  r e s u l t s  are not included i n  a Production s t a t i s t i c .  The p r o d u c t i m  s t a t i s t i c  on 
manufacturing mly includes the resu l t s  of the i n t e g r a l  surveys. 

b. Establishments are un ly  asked f o r  t h e i r  domestic const ruct ion a c t i v i t i e s .  The exports o f  
const ruct ion services are takes from the cash f l o u  f i gu res  of the Dutch Central Bank (DUB). 

c. There are in tegra l  surveys f o r  the $01-codes: 71,~.11,72.12,R.22,72.43,73.10,73.20,TJ.33,~.34,~.39, 
74.22,74.23,75.10 end T5.20. 

d. This c o l m  ind icates the r e l a t i v e  importante o f  the in tegra l  surveys i n  t e r m  of value o f  produc:ion 
(construct ion),  v a l w  added (manufacturing, t ranspor t )  or nirrber of employees (trade, business services, 
other services).  

On the basis of the information on the survey form, gross value added 

can be calculated as the difference between the value of production and 

intermediate consumption. The value of production is equal to the 

aggregate of: 

-t Sales of om-produce (036) 

+ Net change in stocks of om-produce (038-032) 
+ Own-account capital formation 

Machines, instruments, etc. (092) 

Buildings and other construction (094) 

+ Trade margin on goods (and services) produced by others = Sales (056) - 
Purchases (054) + Net change in stocks (058-052) 

+ Sales of other goods and services (e.g. rental) (076) 
+ Other revenues excluding royalties, etc., but including revenues for 
overhead activities (941) 

(The codes between brackets refer to rhe codes on the survey form). 

Intermediate consumption is equal to the sum of: 

+ Purchase of raw materials, etc. (014) 



- Net change in stocks of raw materiâls, etc. (012-018) 
+ Purchase of other goods and services (074) 
- Net change in stocks of other goods and services (072-078) 
+ Expenditure on energy (101) 

+ Other expenditure on production (901). 
The valuation principles for changes in stocks employed in the business 

administrations may differ widely and are often inconsistent with the 

international guidelines on national accounting. The changes in stocks 

are therefore nor taken directly from the survey £ o m ,  but revalued -as  

best as possible- at average sales prices. The revaluation is done at 

the level of individual products and at the 4-digit SB1 level. Where 

possible, use is made of the unit-value price index for sales or pur- 

chases of the product in question (from the production staristics). In 

other instances, changes in stocks are corrected by using the CBS 

statistic on producers prices. 

The surveys provide also important other information, like: 

- A specification of output by CBS-commodity groups (on a separate 

leaflet) ; 

- Compensation of employees (321..301); 
- Number of employees ( 3 9 7 . . 3 8 9 ) ;  

- Capital consumption by type of capital gaad (430..468); 

- Income caxes paid (852); 
- VAT on sales and imports (581..589); 
- A specification of the 'other expenditure on production' (Rent, 

Repair, Insurance premiums, Costs of marketing, etc.) (901..931). 

Information on fixed capital formation is included in the surveys for 

Trade and Business services. 

In principle, the specification of output by commodity groups is much 

more detailed than that of intermediate consumption (in many cases 

'other expenditure on production' is rather big). A problem frequently 

encountered is that the actual amount of detail is decermined to a great 

extent by the size of the residual category 'other goods and services'. 

In some instances, this category surpasses 50% of the inputs. Then 

assumptions and the results of the balancing process also become 



important in determining the classification of outputs and inputs by 

commodity groups. 

Establishments may be only part of an enterprise. The overhead costs 

of the parent company (that are not explicitly charged to individual 

establishments) are recorded in the special class of inductry called 

Holding and auxiiiary bodies (SB1 86). 

5 . 4 . 3  Grossing up procedures 

As the regular production statistics for manufacturing do not apply to 

establishments with less then 20 employees, an additional estimate has 

to be made for smaller units. In the case of units without employees 

(i.e. the self-employed), an additional estimate is made on the basis of 

the number of such units recorded in the ABR multiplied by the value 

added per employee ratio for the larger units. For example, if this 

ratio is 100 thousand guilders and the number of units is 30, the 

adjustment is 3 million guilders. Such an adjustment for units without 

employees is also made for construction. 

Before 1987, the integral survey of the production statisticc in 

manufacturing pertained to al1 establishments with 10 or more employees. 

As a result of econornizing, since then the establishments with 10-19 

employees are not alf surveyed anymore. In 1983, the Survey of Smal1 

establishments in manufacturing (Enquête Kleine nijverheid) was set up 

to provide information on the establishments excluded from the integral 

surveys (see also Vosselman, 1990). Before 1987, the establishments with 

1-9 employees were sampled; since 1987, the samples refer to establish- 

ments with 1-19 employees. This new survey provides the Same general 

information as the integral surveys (see above). 

The major sampling characteristics of this survey can be found in 

table 5. 



Table 5 .  Senple d popi la t ion  sizes of the Survey on sml l tstabl  ishments i n  mnufacturing, 1988. 

Size class i n  t e m  of -r Sanple s i ze  Pgiu lat ion s i z e  Sanple s ize /  
of f u t 1  time aiptoyees Popr let ion 

Sairples are dram for  the SBI-classcs 20-23, 31-39 md subclasses 20.8, 25.3, 25.7, 27.1, 32.6,  
34.4, 34.9 ard 38.1. The sanplca are s t r a t i f i e d  b SB]-(sub)ctaos end by size. 

The information from the Survey of Smal1 establishments in manufactu- 

ring is not always directly uçed when grossing up. In some instances, 

this survey provides information at a higher level of aggregation than 

is used in compiling the national accounts ( e . g .  two digit instead of 

three digit classes of economic activity). 

In some cases, the information from this survey is considered to be 

not reliable enough. This may appear when comparing the estimates of the 

levels of output and value added over a longer period of time. For 

example, the estimates are sometimes rather unstable (e.g. showing 

implausible increases and decreases of over 10 % or an absence of any 

trend), or they may be rejected on the basis of a comparison with the 

information on paid days and wages (e.g. when they indicate a substan- 

tial underestimatlon of wages). Another important check on the validity 

of the sample resufts is the comparisan with output and value added per 

employee ratios and with the growth rates of output and value added in 

the integral surveys. For example, if the integral survey shows a zero 

growth rate, while the sample indicates 10% growth or more, the latter 

can be regarded as suspect. If the sample results pass these tests, 

there is reason to believe that they are of good quality and that they 

are useful in compiling the national accounts. 

Unreliability of some of the sample results is not surprising. It 

concerns samples with changing sample populations. As a concequence, 

each year different establishments are involved. In a heterogeneous 

class of economic activity, like chemicals, th is  wil1 pose more problems 

than in a fairly homogeneous class of economic activity (e .g.  bakeries). 



The sample size may be too smal1 to capture such heterogeneity. Further- 

more, the establishments are not used to respond to the questionnaire. 

This could result in non-response or a large number of errors when 

filling in the questionnaire. However, if the sample surveys are not 

sufficiently reliable for a direct estimate of output and value added, 

ratios in the survey may still be useful for indirect estimation. Exam- 

ples of such ratios are output/intermediate consumption (by commodity), 

output/employee and value added/employee. 

For the estimate of the production of establishments in manufacturing 

with 1 to 20 employees, the Statistic on paid working days and gross 

wages and salaries (Statistiek Verloonde dagen en loonsommen; see CBS, 

1988, pp. 5 , 6 )  is also a major data source. This statistic provides an 

integral survey of al1 employees insured under the Health Insurance Act 

(Ziektewet). The statistic covers 80% of total wages and salaries; the 

main category excluded concerns civil servants (Note: the self-employed 

are alco excluded). It can be fully linked to the classification of 

establishments by economic activity in the ABR and is therefore very 

appropriate for grossing up. The additional estimate is made on the 

basis of gross wages and salaries from this statistic and of the output 

per unit of wage or salary as derived from the production statistic. The 

specification of production and intemediate consumption by type are 

obtained from the produccion statistics. 

The procedure for grossing up the Production Statistics of manufac- 

turing is not mechanic and depends on the outcome of plausibility 

checks, like those described above for the figures of the Survey of 

Small Establishments in Hanufacturing. In most instances, the infoma- 

tion from the Statistic on paid days of work and wages is wed. In order 

to calculate output, operating surplus and value added, als0 information 

from the integral surveys or information from the Survey on Small 

Establishments in Manufacturing is employed. 

The adjusrments for establishments of size-classes not surveyed in 

the production statictics of manufacturing for 1988 are: 

- 1.2 billion Dfl for establishments without full-time employees; 



- 4.3 billion Dfl for establishments with 1-9 full-time employees; 
- 3.6 billion D f l  Eor establishments with 10-19 full-time employees. 

So, the total adjustment for manufacturing is 9.1 billion Dfl (11% 

of value added in manufacturing). For construction, the adjustment for 

establishments without full-time employees amounted to 1.0 billion Dfl. 

In the compiling the production statistic for construction (SB1 51), 

the sample results are grossed up by multiplyíng the ratio of value 

added per employee in the sample and the total number of employees in 

that size class. The latter is derlved from the Statistic Paid days of 

work and wages. Fox example, if the value added per employee in the 

sample is 100 thousand guilders and the total nurnber of employees in the 

size class is 5000, the estimate vil1 be 500 million guilders. 

In compiiing the production statistics for installation on construc- 

tion projects (SB1 52), trade, transport, business services and other 

services, the sample results are grossed up by the number of units in 

the same size-class according to the ABR. For example, if the value of 

production from the sample is 100 million guilders and 40% of the units 

in the ABR are sampled, the estimate for the population is 250 million 

guilders. 

5.6.4 Otber statistical procedures 

For most classes of economic activity, the level of value added is 

estimated first. This estimate is independent of the general benchmark 

year 1987. The estimated level is judged on its plausibility (rechecked) 

by a comparison with data from other sources, such as the Statistic on 

paid working days and gross wages and salaries, the Labour Accounts, 

annual reports, other CBS statistics and external investigations. A case 

in point is construction. In addition,to the production statistics and 

the Statistic on paid working days and gross wages and salaries, also 

information is used about: 

- Building permits guaranteed, building starts reported and completions 
reported by project (al1 projects in excess of DF1 50,000; praviding 



this inforna~ion to municipalitiec is compulsory); 

- Earth-moving works, road-building and hydraulic engineering (a quar- 
terly survey which includes information on the value of the works, the 

total extent of the works and the part completed during the reporting 

period) ; 

- CBS Statistics of capita1 formation (see section 6.5). 
(On CBS statistics on construction, see also Groeneweg, 1991). 

Special attention is also paid to the movement at constant prices: 

changes in current prices could be plausible, but those in constant 

pricec or the price change itself may then indicate that still something 

is wrong. 

These checks could be regarded as a first stage of integration, 

namely at a very desaggregated level by class of industry. The second 

stage of integration comprises integration by commodity-group. At this 

stage, information about expenditure is systematically used and al1 

estimates are checked on their consistency at a national level (see 

section 7). 

Production, intemediate consumption and value added are deflated on 

the basis of the CBS Statistics on producers' prices supplernented by 

unit values from the production statistics. The monthly CBS Statistics 

on producers' prices provides price indices for domestic sales, exports 

and imports for some 3000 commodity groups. Ttie valuation used is 

producers' value or £ree domicile (including al1 costs of transport and 

insurance up to the establishment of the purchaser). (On output and 

price indices, see Hensink, 1986). 

5.4.6 A d j u s t ~ e n t s  for uni- absent in tbe ABR rad underreporting 

The information provided in the surveys for the production statistics 

could possibly be incomplete, because of units absent in the ABR and 

underreporting. However as alteady discussed in section 4 . 3 . 2 ,  missing 

units are in general no problem in che Netherlands. Therefore, a few 



minor adjustments are made for underreporting when estimating value 

added. However, in comparison to fiscal data, underreporting in the CBS- 

surveys is probably much less of a problem. The people in the establish- 

ments that are involved in reporting to the fiscal authorities and to 

the CBS are usually not the Same: fiscal information is submitted by 

accountants and fiscal specialists, while the much more detailed infor- 

mation required for the production statistics is provided by internal 

administrators. There existc no real motive for supplying (too low) 

flgures to the CBS, because it is generally known in the Netherlands, 

that infomation provided to the CBS is not transferred co the fiscal 

authorities. The latter is part of the CBS policy of stressing and safe- 

guarding irs independency. 

Since the revision, an explicit adjustment is made for illegal 

textile production. In 1988, this amounted to nearly 0.2 billion. This 

adjustment was induced by a report presented to the Minister of Social 

Affairs in February 1992. The report suggested an important substitution 

between reductions in the imports of textile and textile processing 

services on the one hand and increases in illegal textile production on 

the other. By detailed comparison of various data on the supply and use 

of textile over several years adjustments were estimated. For 1987, no 

adjustment was necessary, as the figures indicated that the illegal 

textile production in the Netherlands vac indeed mainly a recent 

phenomenon. 

For Hotels, restaurants, cafés, adjustments are Incorporated for 

underreporting (mainly underreported turnover on beer sales) and tips 

(both based on specific industry-wide investigations into fraud by the 

Fiscal Intelligente and Investigation Service, FIOD). The total 

adjustment amounted to 1.7 billion Dfl in 1988. 

Adjustments for unreported income are also introduced for car repair 

and trade in second-hand cars. 'Black' car repair is calculated on the 

basis of  the total number of registered cars multiplied by: 

- the estimated costc of regular mainrenance x the percentage of people 

that do not emplay official car repair establishments for this purpose 



(large maintenance services: 20%; smal1 maintenance services: 40%; the 

percentages are derived from an investigation by the Organization of 

Car Selling and Repairing Enterprises, BOVAG); 

- the estimated costs of average damage repair x the percentage of 

people that do not employ official car repair establishments for this 

purpose ( h o % ,  BOVAG). 

In 1988, the total adjustment amounted to over 1 billion Dfl. If any- 

thing, this adjustment has led to an overestimation of GNP, as do-it- 

yourself may nor have been excluded. 

Adjustments are also made for some subgroups of Other services. For 

hair-dressing an adjustment for underreporting is again made on the 

basis of an industry-vide investigations into fraud by the FIOD. 

As part of the revision of 1977, a sensitivity analysis was made for 

various Business services and Social services, e.g. Accountants, 

Dentists and Legal services. For each group,  the sensitivity of data 

sources to various types of fraud and evasion (underreporting of sales 

and income, overreporting of intermediate consumption, etc.) were 

investigated. This resulted in 'guestimates' for underreporting which 

are cince then used in estimating output, value added and operating 

surplus. 



5.5 Other classes of economic activity 

5.5.1 Introduction 

In section 5.4, the estimation procedures for the classes of economic 

activity with production statistics (as  the major data source) have been 

discussed. In this section, the focus is put on the data sources and 

compilation procedures for the other classes of economic activity. No 

further distinction is made between various groups of compilation proce- 

dures, like 'Good-quality data sources from supervicing bodies', ' E s c i -  

mated (partly) functionally', 'Estimated from the costs side' and 

'Other' ( s e e  table 2). In order to facilitate looking up specific 

classes of economic activity, the description simply follows the 

sequence of the SBI-codes. 

5.5.2 Description by class of econoisic activity 

SB1 01 AGZUCULTüNl AND H0RTICüLTüR.E 

A. General 

SB1 Class 01 Agriculture and horticulture consists of: 

- 01.1 Agriculture and livestock raicing; 
- 01.2 Horticulture; 
- 01.3 Other gardening activities; 
- 01.4 Agricultural services; 
- 01.5 Hunting. 
In 1988, the total amount of gross value added involved was 18.0 billion 

Dfl . 

For hunting, no estimate is included in the Dutch national accounts 

and GNP, because no data cources are available. However, the importante 

of hunting activities in the Netherlands is presumably very small. Esti- 

matec on Other gardening activities and Agricullural services are inclu- 

ded since the revision. 



Output, intermediate consumption and value added of Agriculture and 

livestock raising and Horticulture are estimated mainly functionally, 

i.e. on the basis of information on flows of commodities and not on the 

basis of infomation by establishment or enterprise (institutional 

data). Examples of institutional data sources are production statistics 

and business accounts. The functional estimation method is not employed 

Eor most o t h e r  econornic activities in the Dutch national accounts. The 

functional estimation method is enfarced by the mainly functional data 

sources (see below). The functional estimation method for Agriculture, 

livestock raising and horticulture bears also consequences for the data 

on related economic activities. Although the latter are in principle 

estimated institutionally, some exceptions are now necessary. For 

example, subsidiary livestock raising activities by anima1 feedstuff 

producers are not recorded as their subsidiary activity but at the 

economic activity livestock raising. This is a concequence of the 

functiû~iil estimation of livestock raising. 

The revision of the Dutch national accounts in 1992 added institu- 

tional elements to the principally functional estimation and registra- 

tion of agriculture and horticulture (see also Pauli, 1992 and Pauli and 

van Stokrom, 1992). Since the revision also intermediate deliveriec 

between agricultural establishments are recorded. Furthermore, transport 

is chown as a subsidiary activity. This pertains e .g .  to own-account 

transport of milk and cattle on contract-basis. 

The output of agricultural products is mainly sold (delivered) to the 

Food, Beverages and Tobacco industry (SB1 20/21). The estimates for 

agricultural output are therefore largely intertwined with the estimates 

for the food industry's intermediate consumption. This pertains in 

particular to : 

- supplies of slaughter cattle for the slaughterhouses, 
- milk to the dairy product industry, 
- raw materials for the flour mills, anima1 feedstuffs industry and 
breweries (grain), the starch and the potato product factories 

(potatoes), the sugar industry (sugar beet) and the vegetable- and 

fruit-processing industry (vegetables and fruit). 



Another important destination of the output of agricultural products are 

exports. 

In incidental cases, there is als0 a strong inverse relationship 

between agriculture and food industry. The major example is that the 

output of the anima1 feedstuffs industry is mainly used in agriculture 

or exported. This situation also stimulates intertwined estimation. 

Other reasons for the intertwined estimation procedures for agri -  

culture and food industry in the Netherlands relate to the fact that 

the functional infomation provided by Commodity Boards (Produktschap- 

pen) on prices and quantitiec is very detailed. 

Furthermore, for the purposes of the national accounts, information 

from the production statistics has to be modified or supplemented with 

information from other data sources, because: 

- The administrations of enterprises relate often to financial years. As 
a consequence, the figures in the production statistics for the food 

industry often do not relate to calendar-years as required by the 

National Accounts. The figures from the production statistics are 

therefore ro be modified. For this purpose, other (functional) data 

sources are nececsary. 

- There are many joint and overlapping regulations, subsidies and 
levies. In the national accounts, al1 subsidies and levies on final 

products and the use of raw materiah should be recorded at the 

producer's econornic activity. Howevex, subsidies and levies by product 

can not be derived from the sales and purchase values in the produc- 

tion statistics, because part of the subsidies (levies) are actually 

received (paid) by whole sale-traders. In practice, therefore, subsi- 

dies and levies are type-classified and (functionally) recorded by 

product. 

B. Main sources 

The detailed infomation on merchandise importc and exports from the 

Foreign Trade Statistics (see also subsection 6.2) plays a crucial xole 



in al1 the compilation procedures. In order to attain figures pertaining 

to a calendar-year, the monthly figures £rom the Foreign Trade Statis- 

tics are corrected, e . g . ,  for documents received too late and annual 

submissions. These corrections are made at the most detailed commodity 

level. 

Another important set of information is that from the Commodity 

Boards. They provide functional statistics with information on output 

and industrial processing of products in the agriculcural and food 

industry sector. Commodity Boards are instftutions entrusted by the 

government with rhe implementation of the EEC product arrangements. They 

also advise the Goverment on al1 aspects of EEC commodity policy. 

Registration of export subsidies (reimbursements) requires extra 

attention. Only the subsidies related to domestic production should be 

incorporated. In the Account of the Agricultural Equalization Fund of the 

Ministry of Agriculture, Nature conservation and Fishing al1 reimburse- 

ments paid by the Dutch government are recorded. This includes payments 

to non-resident establishments which export their commodities via the 

Netherlands by using EC-regulations on free circulation of merchandise. 

This part of the payments is estimated by comparing exports figures to 

non-EC countries in the Dutch Foreign Trade Statistics and those in the 

Account of the Agriculture-Equalization Fund. 

A specification of subsidies and levies by product is based on infor- 

mation from rhe  Commodity Boards and the Food Supply Purchase and Sale 

Office (Voedselvoorzieningsin- en verkoopbureau). The figures obtained 

are then brought int0 line with the accounts of the Agricultural Equa- 

lization Fund. 

An important role in recording agricultural production is played by 

the Agricultural Census. This census is carried out annually by the CBS 

in co-operation vith the Hinistry of Agricultuxe, Nature Conservation 

and Fisheries. It is fully comprehensive and covers al1 the approxi- 

mately 130 000 agricultural and horticultural enterprises. Al1 esta- 

blishments with agriculcural activities of any extent are recorded. 



Questions are posed about, among other things, cultivated areas, the 

size of livestock herds, labour forces and the main and subsidiary 

occupation. It provides a good basis for grossing up various CBS 

surveys. 

In calculating farming output, the Harvest Estimates are an important 

data source. A working party of experts whose members include represen- 

tatives of the CBS and the Ministry of Agriculture makes annual esti- 

mates of yields per hectare (ha) from information obtained from some 

66,000 respondents. The CBS grosses up these figures according r o  the 

level recorded in the agricultural census. 

In estimating the production of livestock, the main data sources are: 

- the Slaughtering Statistics relating to approved slaughterings of 
inland livestock (including domestic slaughtering of pigs). The 

frequency is monthly and the degree of recording full (some 180 

respondents, the co-called "inspection circles" ("keurkringen")). Tne 

number of poultry killed is calculated from the Commodity Board for 

Poultry and Eggs. 

- Foreign Trade Statistics for exports of livestock on the hoof. 
- The Agricultural Census is used for estimating the annual change in 
the size of livestock herdc, 

The Dairy Statistics (Zuivelstatistiek) is compiled by the CBS in co- 

operation with the Commodity Board for Dairy Producrs on the basis of 

weekly reports. It contains data on the qwntities of milk produced for 

the dairy product factories, direct deliveries to the consumer, the 

preparation of butter and cheese on the farm and stock raising, and for 

farmers' own consumption. The degree of recording is complete. The 

estimate of egg production is based on data from the Commodity Board 

for Poultry and Eggs. 

Hay harvests and stocks are taken from the CBS annual Statistics on 

the use of pasture land based on a sample of some 70 000 respondents. 

For vegetables and fruit, figures concerning supplies to auctions 



(broken down by product; full recordkng) from the Commodity Board for 

Vegetables and Fruit are employed. In addition, the Commodity Board 

makes estimates for vegetables and fruit not sold at auctions. Ttie 

recipients by product are derived from information by the Commodity 

Board and from the CBS statistics Industrial processing of vegetables 

and fruit (see SB1 20/21 Food, Beverages and Tobacco Industry). 

Production of bulbs, flowers and plants, trees and seed is calculated 

from export figures and estimates of national sales provided by the 

Commodity Board for Ornamental Plants. 

In order to make a breakdown of the quantities produced by category 

of destination, use is made of the export figures in the Foreign Trade 

Statistics, data from the Main Commodity Board for Arable Crops and the 

Production Statistics of the Food Industry. 

Since the revision, estimates on Other gardening activities and Agri- 

cultural services are included in the Dutch national accounts. For both 

SBI's, special surveys were set up for 1987. The surveys were mainly 

similar to those for the regular production statistics (see subcection 

5.4). These incidental production statistics are employed to estimate 

tbe level of output and value added in 1987. 

Agricultural services are services produced by establishments engaged 

in activities related in particular co (a part of) the production 

processes in agriculture and horticulture. Often, these activities could 

also have been done by the farmer, like ploughing, mowing, threshing, 

shearing sheeps and picking fruit. However, it also encompasses many 

other services. Examples are artificial insemination, cleaning services, 

spraying of insecticides and pesticides by plane and wage-work. In 

addition to agricultural wage-work, a rather sizeable amount of wage- 

work on behalf of construction (e.g. preparing land) is alco done by 

these establishments. 

The value of production is equal to salec plus the changes in stocks. 

Transactions in goods and services are in principle to be recorded at 



current market prices. As a consequence, changes in stocks should be 

valued at the prices relevant when goods are added to the stocks or 

withdram from the stocks. In the Dutch national accounts, the changes 

in stocks are in genera1 approximated by valuing the change in volume of 

stocks at the average sales prices during the calendar-year. For 

seasonal products with largely fluctuating sales prices and substantial 

changes in stocks, this approximation is problematic. For example, the 

harvest of agricultural products is normally in the second half of the 

calendar-year, while the sales of these products continues up to the 

first half of the next year. Applying the  commm approximation rule 

based on calendar-years, would imply that production in the current year 

is valued using the average salec price in the current year. However, 

the sales in the first half of the calendar-year pertain to the produc- 

tion of last year. Therefore, since the revision in 1992, for potatoes, 

apples and pears, production is valued at the average sales price during 

the harvest-time (instead of that during the calendar-yearI1). The value 

of changes in stocks is equal to the value of production minus the sales 

valued at the weighted average sales price of the calendar year 

concerned. 

Intermediate consumption is estimated by employing various data 

sources : 

- Intermediate consumption of om-account agricultural production is 
determined when agricultural output is broken d o m  by destination. 

- Intermediate consumption of anima1 feedingstuffs is calculated from 
the estimates of rhe destination of the output and sales of the 

feedingstuffs industry (see SB1 21.2) and import figures. In deter- 

mining the purchase value use is also made of the consumer prices of 

mixed feedingstuffs compiled by the Institute for Agricultural Econo- 

mics (LEI). 
- Intermediate consumption of fertilizers is calculated from figures for 
the quaneities supplied to agriculture; the quantities of the use of 

Dutch-produced fertilizers are taken from the Artificial Fertilizer 

1. In case of  highty fluctuating sales prices o f  seasonal prodwts, the rccorded changes 
in  volunes snd thoce i n  va lws w y  w11 have rcverse signs. 



Statistics of the Institute for Agricultural Economics and those for 

imports from the Foreign Trade Statistics. Purchases from outside the 

fertilizer industry, like "schuimaarden from the sugar industry or 

guano imports, are also taken into account. The Institute for Agricul- 

tural Economics provides information on the purchasers' prices. Total 

purchases should be split int0 that far agriculture, horticulture 

and agricultural services. This is done on the basis of infomation 

from the production statistics. 

- The intemediate consumption of pesticides is calculated from the 
annual production statistics, plus imports and less exports. 

- Data on energy consumption are obtained from: 
* a CBS survey of Agricultural Administration Offices 
* the Gasunie. The Gasunie is the sole buyer and distributor of 
natura1 gas in the Netherlands. 

* the CBS's annual statistics Consumption of energy in agriculture and 
horticulture. Recording is based on samples of vorying size by 

sector, with grossing-up with the aid of the agricultural census, 

- To a major extent since the revision, estimates are incorporated of 
the delivery costs of horticulture auctions. Examples of such delivery 

costs are auction provicionc, subsidies from the Produktenfonds (i.e 

guarantee prices paid for vegetables destroyed because of roo much 

supply), rents for barrels, expenditure on packaging and maintenance 

and costs of transport. Delivery costs of orher auctions (e.g. 

flowers) are still incorporated in the estimate of 'other costs'. 

- Estimates of the expenditure on packaging, maintenance and other 
services are obtained Erom the CBS's Production accounts for agricul- 

ture and horticulture. These statistics provide an annual operational 

summary. Recording is with the aid of a stratified sample based on the 

results of the agricultural census, supplemented by data from agricul- 

tural accounting offices obtained by the Institute for Agricultural 

Economics. The total number of respondents is about 4 500. 

- The other costs in 1987 were estimated as part of the integration 
process. 

Final consmption of own-produce is derlved from figures of the 

variouc Commodity boards. 



Compencation of employees in SBI's 01.1 and 01.2 is estimated by the 

Institute for Agricultural Economics on the basis of: 

- Labour information from the Agricultural Census 
- Labour Force Statistics of the CBS 
- Collective wage bargain-figures from the Ketwork of Agricultural 
Administrative Offices (an annual survey, set up and directed by the 

Institute for Agricultural Economics). 

Compensation of employees of the Agricultural services is calculated 

from the annual production statistic. 

Information on prices is used in escimatfng values (when only volume 

information is available and to calculate the changes in stocks) and for 

deflating values. 

Information on prices is obtained from: 

- mnrket quotations; 
- the prices shown in the Production Statistics for Food, beverages and 
tobacco industry; 

- the prices derived from the Foreign Trade Statistics; 
- and alco af figures from institutions such as the Institute for Agri- 
cultural Economics, the Main Commodity Board for Farm Crops, the 

Commodity Board for Dairy Products and the Commodity Board for 

Vegetables and Fruit. 

If nececsaxy, different prices are employed for different categories of 

destination. 

As a consequence of the functional estimation methods, al1 kinds of 

illegal or unreported incomes from agriculture or horticulture are pro- 

bably included in the estimate of Dutch GNP. For example, the occurrence 

of illegal labour in Dutch horticulture (i.e. no social premiums are 

paid and their wages are not incorporated in official administrations 

and surveys) probably does not affect,the reliability of the estimate of 

output and value added in horticulture. Of course, it wil1 affect its 

distribution between compencation of employees on the one hand and 

operating surplus on che other. 



C. Determination of value added 

Gross value added is obtained by deducting the value of intermediate 

consumption from gross output. 



A. General 

SB1 02 Forestry is very smal1 in the Netherlands: in 1988, gross value 

added amounted to only 93 million Dfl. Overall data on outputs and 

inputs can be obtained from the Annual Report of the Public Forests 

Trusteechip (Staatsbosbeheer) and the Steristics on the operating 

results of Private Forestry (this statistic is compiled by the Institute 

for Agricultural Economics). T h e  changes in producer's prices are 

provided by the CBS's Timber Price Statistics (Prijsstatistiek 

Zanghout). These are quarterly statistics and the respondentc are the 

200 largest forest managers. Gross value added is calculated as gross 

output minus the value of intermediate consunption. 

In 1988, gross value added of SB1 03 Fishing was estimated as 534 

million Dfl. The compilation of the most important source (the monthly 

fishery statistics) has been discontinued by the CBS in 1982. The reason 

is that the gathering of reliable data became impossible after the 

introduction of the EC quota arrangements. An indication of the level of 

gross output and of the input structure can be obtained from the data of 

the Institute for Agricultural Economics compiled with the aid of the 

chip accounts. Recording is on a sampling basis, covering some 30% af 

the potential number of respondentc. The estimates include revenues from 

'grey fish', i.e. fishing not reported for the EC-Eish-quotas, but 

reported to the tax revenue authorities. Value added is calculated as 

gross output minus the value of intemediate consumption. 



SB1 12 CRUDE PETBOLEUH AND NATITRAL GAS PBODUCTION 

A .  General 

In 1988, gross value added of SB1 12 Crude petroleum and natural gas 

production amounted to 11.5 billion Dfl. 

B. Main cources 

1. General industrial statistics 

Compilation: CBS 

Frequency: Quarterly 

Number of respondents: For al1 industries: 9 700; For SB1 12: 35. 

Type of recording: Full for establishments with over 10 employees 

(as recorded in the Genera1 Business Register) 

Main characteristics recorded: Sales and number of employees 

2. Foreign trade statistics (see section 6.2) 

3. CBS Price statistics (see section 5.4) 

4. Statistics on paid days of work and gross wages and salaries 

(see section 5.4) 

5. The report Natural gas in the Netherlands and in the North Sea 

(Aardgas in Nederland en op de Noordzee) 

Compilation: Ministry of Economic Affairs 

Frequency: Annual 

Type of recording: Full on the basis of exploitation permits granted 

Main characteristics recorded: Volume of output. 

6. Annual Report of Gasunie 

Gasunie is a subsidiary which buys the natural gas from the Nether- 

lands Natural Gas Company (NAM; which exploits the resources) and 

takes care of its distribution in the Netherlands and abroad. Main 

characteristics recorded: sales, volumes by destination (domestic or 

abroad) 

C. Determination of gross value added 

Gross output is calculated on the basis of the General industrial Sta- 



tistics, the Foreign Trade Statistics and the reports on gas (cources 5 

and 6). Compensation of employees is obtained from the Statistics on 

paid days of work and gross wages and salaries. Explicit infomation is 

available for the main components of input (imports of natura1 gas from 

the Foreign Trade Statistics, imports of services from the Balance of 

Payments on cash basis, cee section 6.2). In calculating intermediate 

consumption, ratios of gross output and intermediate consumption dating 

back to the 1977 revision are also wed. 



SB1 19.1 SAND, GRAVEL AND MAEX, PITS 

SB1 19.91 PEAT-CUTTING 

SB1 19.92 BREEDEI1 F[JELS AND FISSIONABLE ILATEBLALS 

In 1988, total gross value added of SBIs 19.1 Sand, gravel and marl 

pits, SB1 19.91 Peat-cutting, SB1 19.92 Breeder fuels and fissionable 

materials was 0.9 billion Dfl. Peat cutting is very smal1 in size. 

B, Main sources 

1. General industrial statistics 

(See SB1 12, Crude petroleum and natura1 gàs production, source 1) 

2. Sand and gravel survey 

Conpilation: CBS 

Frequency: Monthly 

Number of respondents: About 50 

Potential number of respondents: About 50 

Type of recording: The survey is conducted among al1 establishments 

with a concession. 

Main characteristics recorded: Quantities extracted. 

3. CBS price statistics (see section 5.4). 

4. Statistics on paid days of work and gross wages and salaries 

(see section 5.4) 

C. Determination of gross value added 

For SB1 19.1 Sand, gravel and marl pits, the combination of the first 

two of the above-mentioned sources gives an indication of the changes in 

output. Compensation of employees is obtained from the Statistics on 

paid days of work and gross wages and salaries. 

No direct information is available on peat cutting. In the 1977 

revision, a rough estimate was made of the level o£ gross output, value 

added and intermediate consumption by commodity group. The source used 



was the General Industrial Statistics (see SB1 12, source 1). More 

recent figures are calculated by assuming an annual increase in volume 

of nil and ly only including changes in prices (from the CBS price 

statistics). 

In the Netherlands, only one enterprise is involved with breeder 

conversion of nuclear fuel (SB1 19.92). The figures on this activity are 

estimated on the basis of the annual report of the enterprise and of the 

import and export data concerning inputs and outputs of rhe breeder 

conversion process of nuclear fuel. 



SBIs 20, 21 FOOD, BEVERAGES AND TûBACCû ïHDUSTRY 

In 1988, gross value added of SBIs 20, 21 Food, beverages and tobacco 

industry amounted to 10.5 billion Dfl. 

There is a complete set of production statisticc, but they play a 

lecs prominent role than for the other econonic activities. Functional 

statistics are used to a considerable extent in estimating output and 

value added of the Food, beverages and tobacco industry. The estimaces 

of the Food, beverages and tobacco industry are intertwined with those 

for Agriculture and horticulture. The reasons of the intertwined 

functional estima~ion methods are given at the description of Agri- 

culture and horticulture. 

For the groups within the Food, beverage and tobacco industry 

compilation procedures are rather heterogeneous. The main specific 

aspects of each group are therefore described separately, in Part D. 

B. Main sources 

1. Production stacistics of the Food, Beverages and Tobacco Industry 

Compilation: CBS 

Frequency: Annual 

Type of recording: Full recording among some 900 establishments 

(with more than 20 employees). See alco subsection 5.4. 

2. CBS Price Statistics (see subsection 5.4) 

3. Statistics on Paid Days of Work and Gross Wages and Salaries 

(See subsection 5.4) 

4. Foreign Trade statistics (see section 6.2) 

5. Slaughtering Statistics (See under SB1 01 Agriculture.) 

6. Dairy Product sratistics (See under SB1 01 Agriculture.) 

7. Statistics on Producrion and Stocks of Beet Sugar, Pulp and Malassec 

Compilation: CBS 



Frequency: Monthly 

Number of respondents: 2 

Type of recording: Full. 

Statistics on Industrial Processing of Vegetables and Fruit 

Compilation: CBS 

Frequency: Annual 

Number of respondents: 77 

Type of recording: Full. 

Mixed Feedingstuffs Survey on Private Establishments 

Compilation: CBS 

Frequency: On quarterly basis 

Number of respondents: About 40 

Potential number of respondents: About 300 

Type of recording: random sampling. Over 50% of gross output is 

covered by this sample. 

10. Statistics on the Consumption and Sales of the Potato-processing 

indus try 

Compilation: CBS 

Frequency: On quarterly basis 

Number o£ respondents: 28 

Type of recording: Full. 

11. Excise forms 103 and 105 

Forms on the production of spirirs and the related consumption of 

raw materials. 

Compilation: CBS, using excise returns for spirits submitted to the 

Ministry of Finance. 

12. Statistics on Production and Sales of Non-alcoholic Beverages 

Cornpilation: CBS 

Frequency: Honthly 

Number of respondents: 19 

Type of recording: Full. 

13. Statistics on Consumption of Raw Tobacco; Production, Supply and 

Final Stock of Tobacco Products 

Compilation: CBS 

Frequency: Annual 

Number of respondentc: 20 



Type of recording: Full. 

14. Revenue Label Statistics 

Compilation: CBS (monthly figures) using excise duty returns to the 

Ministry of Finance 

Main characteristics recorded: Quantities, VAT paid, excise duties 

and retail values of cigars, cigarettes and cut tobacco. 

15. Statistics on Consumption of Ice Cream Mixture and Xce Cream 

Production 

Compilation: CBS 

Frequency: Monthly 

Number of respondents: 9 

Type of recording: Full. 

16. Statistica1 data not compiled by the CBS 

- The various Commodity Boards provide functional statistica1 infor- 

mation (on quantities and prices), of which considerable use is 

made. Supplementary information is dealt with under point D. 

"Special features by industry group" . 
- Survey of mixed fodder production by co-operative enterprises. 
This is full recording carried out by the co-operative bodies 

themselves with about 60 respondents (annual figures). 

- Subsidies and levies: the information is obtained from the Agri- 
cultural Equalization Fund (Landbouw Egalisatiefonds, LEF) with 

details at product level from the Commodity Boards and the Food 

Supplies Purchase and Sale Office (VIB). 

- Figures (monrhly) for consumption of starch potatoes are published 
in the information bulletin of the largest starch (derivatives) 

enterprise. 

- The Association of Dutch Coffee Roasters and Tea Packers publishes 
figures for production of coffee and consumption of raw coffee 

which are used for SB1 21.3 Other food industry. 

- Use is alco made of supplementary price rnaterial from the 
Inctitute for Agricultural Economics (LEI). 

- The CBS obtains figures for e x c i s e  duties on wine, spirits, beer, 

soft drinks, sugax and tobacco producrs (cash figures) from the 

Minic try of Finance . 



C. Determination of value added 

A characteristic feature of the functional elements described above is 

that initially comparisons of demand and supply of (groups of) commodi- 

ties are made. These flows of commodities are then to be converted into 

inputs and outputs of industry groups. However, there is no one-to-one 

relationship between the supply and use of varfous commodities and 

industry groups. An effort is made to remedy this by using detailed 

basic information as far as possible. 

In the estimates, the available production statistics play the role 

of a framework againcc uhich the results are tested on their plausi- 

bility. This applíes particularly to the ratio of intemediate con- 

sumption and production and to changes in the operating surplus. 

Value added is detennined by deducting the value of intermediate 

consumption from gross output. 

D, Special features by industry group 

SB1 20.1 Slaughterin~ and meat-processing industry 

The estimates are based on the production statistics on private and 

municipal slaughterhouses. An additional functional estimare is made, 

with the aid of the CBS statistics, f o r  slaughterings carried out as 

commission work (usually on behalf of traders). In the production 

statistics, only the "commission work" or "traden are included, but not 

the related intermediate consumption or gross output (the value of the 

meat). In principle, activities carried out as commission work should be 

recorded as a (subsidiary) activity of the principal. However, this is 

not feasible in the case of SB1 20.1, partly because there is no i n fo r -  

mation enabling the subsidies to be bróken down by establishments. 

With the aid of the slaughtering statisticc, the weight of purchasec 

of live animals is broken down between cut-off fat, meat with bone 

excluding cut-of£ fat, hidec, edible and inedible offal. 



There are EC subsidies on exports of beef, veal and pork. For beef 

and pork intervention measures are still in force, too. These are imple- 

mented by the Food Supply Purchase and Sale Bureau (Voedselvoorzienings 

In- en verkoopbureau) either directly by public storage or, under a 

contract with producers or dealers, by private storage. The resultant 

losses are borne by the Agricultural Equalization Fund and assigned on a 

transactions basis as a subsidy to SB1 20.1. 

SB1 20.2 Manufacture of dairy products 

The production statistics play a subordinate role in the estimates for 

SBI 20.2. This is due mainly to incomplete coverage and to valuation 

problems connected with the substantial subsidies. The dairy statistics 

contain information on the volumes of the output o£ milk and milk 

products, butter, cheese, colza oil, cottage cheese, milk powders, 

condensed milk and whey powders. Additional information on output of 

the other products in this industry is taken frorn the production 

statistics. 

The information on prices consists of the prices quoted by the Dairy 

Products Commodity Board for the Hain Food Milk Products, and also CBS 

price stacistics. 

Estimation of the sales by type of user is greatly complicated by the 

high subsidies granted on exporting butter, colza oil, cheese, milk 

powder and condensed milk and by the interventions in butter and lower- 

fat-milk powder. There is also a processing subcidy on the use of 

skimrned milk. 

SB1 20.3 Fish-processing plants 

A set of production statistics serves as the basis for SB1 20.3 Fish 

processing plants, Its intermediate consumption is also used to deter- 

mine (partly)  the estimates of the destination of sales in Fishing. 



SB1 20.4 Flour mills, groats and rice husking mills etc. 

For SB1 20.4 Flour mills, groats snd rice husking mills etc. use is made 

of production statistics and of information from the Grain, Seed and 

Pulse Commodity Board. The latter source contains data on output of 

grain flour, wheat flour, rice and groat products. The Commodity Board 

also provides sales breakdowns for grain. This is important for esti- 

mating intemediate consumption of SB1 20.4. Ttiere are export subsidies 

on flour and rice; import levies exist on grain and rice. 

SB1 20.5 Sugar industry 

There are three sugar producers in the Netherlands, One of them does not 

employ the calendar year as accounting year. With the aid of additional 

information obtained from that enterprise, the data from the production 

statistics are converted int0 calendar years. In estimating output and 

changes in stocks, use is also made of the CBS statistics "Production 

and stocks of beet sugar, pulp and molasses". The excise duty on sugar 

is subdivided between domestic production and imports in proportion to 

the quantities involved. For the sugar industry, there is a EC-regu- 

lation: a complicated system of export refunds, payments for and levies 

on storage costs, production levies and compensation levies. These 

subsidies and levies are registered on transactions basis. 

SB1 20.6 Manufacture of margarine and other vegetable and animal oils 

and fats 

The production statistic on Margarine, Oils and Fats is the starting 

point for the estimates on SB1 20.6. In addition, functional information 

about production and intermediate consumption (quantities and prices) of 

the Commodity Board for Margarine, O i l s  and Fats is employed. The 

classification by commodities is rather similar to that in the Foreign 

Trade Statistics. 

Subsidies are granted on the processing of oilseeds (coleseed, rape 

seed and sunflower seed). 

SB1 20.7 Preserving and processing of fruit: and vegetables 

For SB1 20.7 Preserving and processing of fruit and vegetables, esti- 



mates are based on the data from the relevant production statistics. The 

categories of use are further broken down with the aid of the statistics 

on "Industrial processing of vegetables and fruitn. 

SB1 20.8 Manufacture of bread, rusks, pastries, cakes and biscuits 

Production statistics are also used for the manufacture of bread, rusks, 

pastries, cakes and biscuits. The surveys do not cover bakeries with 

less than 20 employees. An additional estimate is made for these on the 

basis of supplies of flour, i.e. the sales breakdown of SB1 20.4. 

SB1 20.9 Manufacture of cacao, chocolate and confectionery 

Production statistics constitute the chief source for estimating data on 

the manufacture of cacao, chocolate and confectionery. The industry 

consists of a relatively large number of establishments which keep 

accounts for the financial year (i.e. not the calendar year as in the 

national accounts). The input and output prices often fluctuate widely. 

It is therefore necessary to make adjustments for changes in prices on 

the basis of the information provided by the establishments which keep 

accounts by calendar year. A subsidy is granted on exports of chocolate 

products . 

SB1 21.1 Manufacture of starch and starch derivatives 

Only five establishments in the Netherlands engage in the manufacturing 

of starch and starch derivatives. On both the use and production side 

there are a large number of products on which subsidies are granted. 

The basis for the estimates is a set of production statistics and infor 

mation provided by the biggest producer on the processing of starch 

potatoes. 

SB1 21.2 Manufacture of compounded anima1 stock feeds 

The large number of smal1 establishments in the feedingstuffs industry 

causes that the coverage of the production statistics in question are 

relatively small. Functional data from the Commodity Board for Feeding- 

stuffs (Feedingstuffs survey, "Mengvoeder enquête") are employed to fill 

this lacuna. The intermediate concumption of this industry is eslimated 

on the basis of a comparison of supply and use. An important role is 



then played by the breakdown according to the destination of imports. 

The breakdown of the sales of the feedingstuffs industry is decisive for 

the estimate of the intermediate consumption of feedingstuffs in 

agriculture. Account has to be taken of export subsidies on mixed 

feedingstuffs and artificial milk for calves. Processing subsidies are 

applicable to pulses, low-fat milk powder and skimmed milk. On the other 

hand, low-fat milk powder, grain and manioc root are subject to an 

import levy. 

SB1 21.3 Other  food products industry 

For other food products industry the data from the production statistics 

are cupplemented by functional figures on coffee obtained from the Dutch 

Association of Coffee Roasters and Tea Packers. Exports of various 

products (mainly co lza  oil) are subsidized. 

SB1 21.4 Alcohol manufacturing and distilleries 

The estimates of production of distilled beverages are based on data on 

production, purchases and sales of alcohol, This information is obtained 

from the producer (there is only one in the Netherlands) and the Foreign 

Trade Statistics. Furthermore, there is als0 a production statistic, and 

use is also made of information from the excise returns and the 

Comodity Board for Distilled Beverages. 

SB1 21.5 Breweries 

The Commodity Board for Grain, Seeds and Pulses possesses functional 

data on output and sales of barley malt, the processing of barley and 

beer production. These data are supplemented by information from the 

production statistlcs. Export subsidies are paid on beer and there are 

levies on imports of barley and barley meal. 

SB1 21.6 Non-alcoholic beverages 

The cources for estimating the figures for the non-alcoholic beverages 

industry are pxoduction statistics and the CBS statistics on "Production 

and Sales of Non-alcoholic Beverages". 



SB1 21.7 Tobacco-processing industry 

The data from the production statistics for the tobacco-processing 

industry are supplemented by figures from the statistics on "Use of Raw 

Tobacco, Production, Supplies and Final Stocks of Tobacco Productsn 

(mainly information on production) and the Revenue Label Statistics. 

Indications regarding the sales of tobacco products are obtained from 

the revenue label statistics. These statistics alco provide ratios for 

the value of sales, excise duties and retail values. These data are 

important for breaking down the amount of excise duties received between 

the output of Dutch enterprises and imports. 



In 1988, gross value added of SB1 28.2 Hanufacture of petroleum and 

coal products amounted to 0.2 billion Dfl. 

B. Main sources 

1. Genera1 industrial statictics 

(See SB1 12, Crude petroleum and natura1 gas production, source 1) 

C. Determination of value added 

Gross output is calculated on the basis of the Genera1 industrial 

statistics. The input structure, including the elements of value added, 

is based on the ratios estimated during the 1977 revision. 



This SB1 group consists predominantly of establishments with a public 

legal form of their o m  (such as a communal scheme) or of ones which 

form part of a public body (for instance a municipal service branch). 

Figures on these establishments can be derived from the administrative 

data souxces on the government, like the accounts of municipalities. 

Compiling data on these workshops for the disabled is therefore part of 

compiling data on the general government industries (see SBIs 90.1-90.7, 

92.1-92.8). For a description of these compilation procedures, we refer 

to the description on those industries, 

As it concerns non-profit units, gross value added is estimated from 

the costs-side as the sum of compensation of employees, indirect taxes 

and capita1 consumption. In 1988, gross value added amounted to 520 

million Dfl. In the Dutch national accounts, only the payments to staff 

personell and management are regarded as compensation of employees. The 

payments to the disabled employed are regarded as social transfers and 

not as compensation of employees. In 1988, these payments amounted to 

2.8 billion D f l .  

A very smal1 proportion af workshops for the disabled have a private 

legal form. Before the revision in 1992, these units were not recorded 

in the Dutch narional accounts. Since the revision, a production statis- 

tic covering al1 workshops for the disabled is employed to estimate 

gross output, value added and intermediate consumption for the whole 

industry. Only the production statistic for 1987 was used, because the 

more recent production statistics were not available in time. Figures on 

more recent years are therefore calculated by extrapolating £igures from 

the 1987 production statistic on the basis of information from the 

government and price statistics. 

Intermediate consumption by commodity group is als0 derived from the 

1987 production statictic. Gross output by commodity group is determined 

as part of the integration process (see  section 8). 



In 1988, gross value added of SB1 40.3 Water supply amounted to 1.4 

billion Dfl. 

B. Main sources 

1. Annual report of the  the Dutch Association of Water Supply Enter- 

prises (VEUIN). The VEWIN embraces al1 88 water supply companies. 

Characteristics recorded: production and emplopent data. 

2. CBS Statistics on producers' prices 

C. Determination of value added 

Output is estimated on the basis of the VEWIN report and the statistics 

on producers' prices. The input structure, including the elements of 

value added, is taken from the Energy supply in the Netherlands (NEH), 

Energy message water suplpy and statistics on gas- and electricity- 

supply in the Netherlands. 

Production statistics covering al1 public utilities will come 

available for 1991 and more recent years. Then, output, value added and 

intermediate consumption of Water supply will be estimated (mainly) on 

the bosis of the extended production statistics. 



SB18 68 .4 -68 .9  BEPAIR OF CLI)CKS, J E U E I U X Y ,  ELECTBICAL CONSUHEB GûûDS AND 

KUSIC INSTRUHENTS 

The major part of SB1 68 Repair of Consumer Goods is covered by produc- 

tion statistics. Only a very smal1 part is not covered. This pertains 

to SBIs 68.4-68.9 Repair of clocks, jewellery, electrical concumer goods 

and music instruments. In 1988, gross value added of these SBLs amounted 

to only 65 million Dfl. 

As part of the 1977 revision, gross output, value added and interne- 

diate consmption of SBIs 68.4-68.9 were estimated. Data sources 

employed were: 

- Number of sales offices in retail trade and crafts provided by the 
Centra1 Registration Office for retail trade and crafts (this 

information does not cover SBIs 68.4-68.9 completely); 

- Operating smaries on trade in jewelfery in 1976 and 1977 Erom an 
incidental investigation by the Institute for Smal1 and Medium Size  

Enterprises (this investigation was based on units registered by the 

Centra1 Registration Office for retail trade and crafts); 

- Budget survey (for the expenditure by households on the cales of 
these SBIs); 

- Variouc statistics on wagec and employment. 

More recent figures are calculated on the basis of various statistics 

on wages and employment, in particular the Statistics on paid days of 

work and gross wages and salaries (see section 5.4), the number of sales 

offices in retail trade and crafts (see above) and price statistics. 

No explicit adjustments are made for underreporting and fraud. 



SB1 77 Comniunication is dominated by one company, i.e. PTT. Its value 

added comprises some 99% of the total value added of SB1 77. In 1988, 

total gross value added amounted to 9 billion Dil. 

The PTT was privatized in 1989. Before this privatization, very 

detailed infomation was obtained from the PTT. These figures were 

adjusted to comply with the national accounts concepts (e.g. with 

respect to internal deliveriec) and classificarions. Since the priva- 

tization, the information available consists mainly of the information 

in rhe annual report. This is now used to update the more detailed 

figures of 1988. Soon, information from a new production statistic (on 

production statistics, see section 5.4) will become available. This will 

provide detailed figures for 1989-1992. 



SB1 81 BAM(ING 

A. Genera1 

Money creating b anks and savin igs banks are supervised by De Nederland- 

sche Bank N.V. (DNB, i.e. the central bank). They should provide decon- 

solidated information about their financial and non-financial activities 

to DNB. This information is rhe major data source for the estimates for 

Banking. In terms of value added, these banks cover over 96% of the 

economic activity Banking. 

On the basis of the CBS's "om" records supplementary estimates are 

made for: 

- mortgage banks and building funds; 
- financing companies (in co far as they are not subsidiaries of other 
banks) and municipal lending institutions; 

- investment institutions. 

For various specialized credit institutions, such as banks for local 

authority purposes and development companies, information from their 

annual reports are employed. 

For Banking, the register of the DNB is the starting point of the 

estimates and not the General Business Regtster. Double-counting and 

ommissions with respect to e . g .  non-financial activities (mainly insu- 

rance and travel services) are avoided by direct linkage to the esti- 

mates for the SBI's involved. For example, in the functional estimates 

of insurance services in SB1 82, those services provided by banks are 

deducted. 

B. Main sources 

1. Operating data of banks compiled from infomation provided under the 

Wet Toezicht kredietwezen (Credit Supervision Act) 

Compilation: The Netherlands Bank N.V .  

Frequency: Annual 



Number of respondents: Over 100 

Type of recording: Full  

Main cha rac t e r i s t i c s  recorded: For general banks and savings banks, 

separa te ly ,  an operating account i n  which rece ip t s  a r e  broken d o m  

i n t o  f i f t e e n  categories and expenditure as a r u l e  i n  twenty 

ca tegor ies .  

2 .  Operating data  of mortgage banks, building funds, f inancing compa- 

n i e s ,  municipai c r ed i t  i n s t i t u t i o n s  and investment i n s t i t u t i o n s  

Compilation: CBS 

Frequency: Annual 

Number of respondents: About 250 

Type of recording: Ful l  

Main cha rac t e r i s t i c s  recorded: For each of the f i v e  above-mentioned 

groups of establishments an operating account: r e ce ip t s  generally 

broken down in t0  f i ve  categor ies  and expenditures broken down a s  a 

r u l e  i n t o  t en  categor ies .  

3. Annual repor t s  

Frequency: Annual 

Number of establishments involved: About 20 

Type of recoxding: Ful l  ( a l 1  establishments c l a s s i f i e d  as banks). 

C .  Deteminat ion of gross value added 

The gross output  of the banking system comprises two components, namely: 

1. The interest margin (about 85% of gross output) .  

The i n t e r e s t  margin is ca lcu la ted  as the differente between the 

"income received from property and economic a c t i v i t i e s "  ( i n t e r e s t ,  

dividend, net income from a c t i v i t i e s  outside the  branch) minus 

i n t e r e s t  paíd. The cos t s  of bad debts a r e  disregarded. The i n t e r e s t  

margin i s  recorded on a "revenue bas i s" ,  i . e . :  the  r e ce ip t s  and 

payments a r e  recorded i n  the  periods of the underlying claims and 

debts . 
2 .  Conmission praceeds (about 15% o f . g ro s s  output) .  

These a r e  regarded as comprising a l 1  amounts e x p l i c i t l y  charged for 

se rv ices  ( t h a t  i s ,  not a s  p a r t  of  the i n t e r e s t  payment). Examples are 

commissions f o r  arranging insurance, paymencs f o r  the use of c r e d i t  



cards and costs of administration charged by investment institutions 

to its share holders. 

Holding gains and losses on financial assets and liabilities are not 

regarded as part of gross output. 

Gross value added is determined by subtracting intemediate consump- 

tion from gross output. 

Some special features of the estimation methods are: 

- The demarcation and classification of transactions in the banks' 
reports to DNB is partly based on the principles of business admini- 

stration. In general, the concepts of capital formation employed in 

business administrations are broader than that in the national 

accounts. For example, the purchase of software is usually included in 

capital formation and not recorded as intermediate consumption 

(current costs). In order to estimate intermediate consumption, rough 

estimates about the relative size of such deviations in concepts are 

used. These are derived in various ways, e.g. by a detailed comparison 

of the supply and use of capita1 goods. 

- The sale of directly charged financial services is recorded for 
various categories (e .g .  intermediation of insurance, revenues from 

exchanging foreign currencies and travel sentices). However, this 

amounr of detail is not available for the purchase of these services 

as xecorded in the production statistics. Frepuently, these are lumped 

together with other costs or not specified at all. It is therefore 

difficult to compare the estimates on the sales with those on the 

purchases from other sources (comparisons of demand and supply). So, 

comparisons with secondary sources relate mainly to data on gross 

wages and salaries. 



The activity Insurance mainly relates to units which are supervised by 

the Chamber o£ Insurance (Verzekeringskamer). The regulations concerning 

the supervision of insurance distinguish between: 

- non-life insurance companies; 
- life insurance companies; 
- indusrry and company pension funds; 
- professional pension funds. 
The reporting statements to the Verzekeringskamer are the major data 

source for the estimates on Insurance. 

In addition, estimates are made for a number of units not subject to 

supervision by the Chamber of Insurance. Examples are the Genera1 Public 

Pension Fund (Algemeen Burgerlijk Pensioenfonds), the Railway Pension 

Fund (Spoorwegpensioenfonds) and insurance intemediaries. 

Like for Bânking, the estimates are not directly linked to the Gene- 

ral Business Register. Double-counting and omissions are avoided by 

comparing and adjusting the estimates for the other SBI's (e.g. the 

insurance activities by banks). 

B. Main sources 

1. Reporting statements in connection with the supervision exercised by 

the Chamber of Insurance 

Compilation: CBS 

Frequency : Annual 

Number of respondents: About 600 

Type of recording: A nearly full sample for non-life insurance compa- 

nies and company pension funds (covering 96 and 99 B recpectively); 

full for al1 other groups of institutions 

Main characterictics recorded: Operating accounts broken down, depen- 

ding on the group of institutions, int0 40 to 60 transaction cate-  



gories, including data on gross wages and salaries, intermediate 

consumption, commission paid for insurance-broking and al1 trans- 

actions necessary in order to determine gross output. 

Annual accounts and reports of pension funds not subject to super- 

vision by the Chamber of Insurance. 

Frequency: Annual 

Number analysed: 5 

Type of recording: Full 

Orher sources 

In order to calculate the data on insurance brokers, uce is made of, 

among other sources, the published results of an annual survey 

carried out by the Univercity of Amsterdam into the operating results 

of insurance brokers. This survey covers about 10% of total activity. 

Determination of gross value added 

The gross value added of the Insurance industry is indirectly determined 

by subtracting intemediate consumption from gross output. The figures are 

estimated at current prices without use being made of a base year. 

Gross output 

Various specific definitions and concomittant estimation procedures of 

gross output are relevant here: 

- Pension funds 
The gross output of pension funds is the "costs of administrationn, 

that is, al1 necessary costs connected with the administration of 

pensions . 
- Life ínsurance companies 

The gross output of life insurance companies is defined as premiums 

receivable plus net interest received minus claims payable minus the 

addition to actuarial reserves. This can also be expressed as: the sum 

of costc  of administration and "other income" (excluding interest 



transactions). 

- Non-life insurance companies 
In this case, gross output is defined a s :  premiums receivable minus 

addition to premium reserve minus claims payable minus addition to 

claims reserves. This can be reformulated as: administrative costs 

plus "other income" (in this case, however, including interest 

transactions). 

- Insurance intermediaries 
There are n o t  (yet) any production statistics for Insurance interne- 

diaries. Their grosc output is therefore derived from the payments for 

arranging insurance as shown by the administration of costs by insu- 

rance companies and pension funds. This concerns the total of net 

commissions on policies taken out and the costs for renewal, collec- 

tion, payment and inspection. This total is reduced by subtracting 

payments to the companies' o m  staff, the proceeds from arranging 

insurance, proceeds of banks and other services industries from 

insurance intermediaries (as far as can be measured). The remainder is 

treated as the output of the insurance intermediaries belonging to the 

Insurance industry. This gross output of insurance intermediairies is 

thus calculated on a "functional" basis. It is of course al1 sold 

wltbin the same econornic activity. Subsidiary revenues of insurance 

intermediaries are disregarded. 

Intermediate consumption 

For al1 institutions subject to supervision by the Chamber of Insurance, 

intermediate consumption is calculated from the reporting statements. 

As in the case of banking, these statements are based on concepts of 

business costs which do not fully tally with the concept of intermediate 

consumption employed in the national accounts. The gross value added 

ultimately arrived at is therefore subject to some margins of uncertain- 

ty. A more serious data problem is the lack of information about the 

intemediate consumption of insurance intemediaries. Al1 that is known 

(from the annual survey by the Univercity of Amsterdam) is the ratio of 

intermediate consumption and gross output for a group of establishments 

which altogether represent 10% of the total. Their ratio i s  used in 



estimating intermediate consumption and value added of al1 insurance 

intermediairies. 

There are two groups of establishments which are not fully covered by 

the statistica1 processing (including grossing-up) of the reporting 

statements mentioned above. These are the non-life insurance companies 

not subject to supervision and the "small" company pension funds which 

are largely exempt from the obligation to submit reporting starernencs. 

These units are only obliged to submit information on their premium 

income. This information is used to gross up the totals for che groups 

of establishments supervised, for al1 transactionc. The actual amouncs 

grossed up are 4% and 1% respectively. 



A. General 

Before the revision, SB1 83.1 included only the exploitation of 

dwellings. The exploitation of buildings used for business purposes was 

recorded at the industry in which these buildings were actually used. 

Now, also the exploitation of buildings used for business purposes is 

incorporated in SB1 83.1. Trede in real estate is recorded in SB1 61-64 

Trade (see cection 5.4). 

In terms of gross value added, in 1988 S31 83.1 consists of: 

- Exploitation of dwellings: 34.0 billion Dfl; 
- Exploitation of real estate used for business purposes: 6.5 billion D f l .  

B. Main sources 

Housing statistics 

Compilation: CBS 

Frequency: Monthly 

Number of respondents: 700 (municipalities) 

Type of recording: Full 

Main characteristicc tecorded: Changes in volume of dwellings (new 

buildings, subdivisions, conversions and dernolition of dwellings 

rented and owner-occupied dwelllngs). 

The housing statistics are acsumed to have a full coverage. Therefore, 

no grossing-up is necessary. In order to estimate the rent for dwellings 

which are permanently in use, the data from the housing statistics are 

adjusted by using estimates of vacancies received from the municipa- 

lities (helling Vacancy Statistics, CBS). For dwellings which are 

unoccupied for less than 4 months rent is supposed to be pa id .  House- 

boats and permanently occupied caravans are counted as dwellings. The 

housing statistics distinguish between the part of the dwelling which is 

used for Living and the part that is employed for business purposes. 



2. Rent survey 

Compilation: CBS 

Frequency: Annual 

Number of respondents: 12 100 

Potential number of respondents: About 2 420 000 

Type of recording: Panel based on a random sample 

Main characterictlcs recorded: Basic rents for dwellings by type and 

year of construction (and socio-economic category of the 

occupants). 

C. Determination of gross value added 

Output and value added of exploitation of dwellings (owner-occupied as 

wel1 as rented) are estimated in a functional way. The starting point is 

the total housing stock which was estimated on the basis of the Genera1 

Census on Dwellings in 1971. (On Dutch dwelling stock statistics, see 

Amse, 1992). 

In the revision year 1977, the level of output was determined by 

multiplying the number of dwellings rented by category (a global 

classification was made according to aspects such as year of construc- 

tion, number of rooms, presence of central heating and the like) by the 

relevant rental values. For more recent years, output on dwellings 

rented is calculated by multiplication with price and volume measures 

from the Rent Survey and the Housing Statistic. 

The imputed rent of owner-occupied dwellings is calculated on the 

basis of research by independent brokers every five years. Several types 

of dwellings are distinguished and for each type a comparison is made 

of rented and owner-occupied dwellings. FOK the total Dutch economy, the 

average ratio of 'comparable' rental values was 1:1.9, with only litle 

variations in the different years of research. This ratio was employed to 

calculate the imputed rent for 1977. For more recent yearc, the imputed 

rent of owner-occupied dwellingc is updated by multiplication with price 

and volume measures from the Rent Suntey, the Budget Survey and the 

Housing Statistic. 



Changes in volume of the stock of dwellings are calculated annually 

on the basis of on an integral survey of rnunicipalities (the Housing 

statistic). The changes may involve new dwellings, transitions from 

owner-occupied to rented (or vice versa) or demolishments. 

The price change in the output of both rented and owner-occupied 

dwellings is calculated annually on the day the genera1 (allowed) 

increase in rents takes place (1 July). For rented dwellings, account is 

taken of: 

- The trend increase in rents (a regulated increase on the basis of 
building cosrs); 

- The increase in rents due to improvement of dwellingc; 
- The goverment's harmonization procedure for bringing the rent for 
certain older dwellings gradually up to the level of the "lowest 

reasonable rental value" (The rents for some older dwellings are 

sometimes regarded as 'unreasonably low'. However, increasing the 

rents immediately to market rates is regarded as 'unreasonable' to 

renters. Therefore, such increases surpassing the trend increase are 

allowed but should be introduced stepwise in order to avoid too large 

annual increases). 

For owner-occupied dwellings, the trend increase in rent is also 

applied. Furthermore, a correction is made for improvements in owner- 

occupied dwellings. Data on the improvement of ouner-occupied dwellings 

are available from the CBS Statistics on the granting of permits for the 

improvement of dwellings and from the Statistics on the improvements to 

hous ing. 

Intermediate consumption for rented and owner-occupied dwellings are 

estimated on the basis of annual figures on the expenditure of housing 

associations and municipal housing enterprises. ?. These estimates pertain 

to bare rents, e.g. the costs for heating of dwellings rented are 

excluded. These non-profit institutions administer about 75% of rented 

dwellings. The input structure of owner-occupied dwellings is alco 

derived from this source. In that case, account is being taken of the 

fact that overhead costs such as costs of administration are absent for 

owner-occupied dwellings. An exception percains to the smal1 amount 



spent by associations of owners started in 1976. Similarly, own-accounr 

repair is assumed to be relatively large for owner-occupied dwellings. 

Gross value added is arrived at by subtracting intermediate consump- 

tion from gross output. Comparisons with various institutional data 

sources, e . g .  data from housing associations, municipal housing enter- 

prises and various financial institutions which invest in real estate, 

are only used tó a very limited extent. The reason is that the func- 

tional estimation method is difficult to reconcile with such institu- 

tional information. 

As a consequence of the functional estimation of the rents of 

dwellings, the estimate is not vulnerable to whether this income (net 

rent) is reported to the fiscal authorities. 

For the exploltation of buildings used for business purposes no 

specific production statistics are available. Therefore, the rents on 

buildings for business purposes received by SB1 83.1 are calculated as a 

residual, namely as the difference between rents paid and received by 

other SBIts, This information is available in a l 1  production statistics 

(see section 5.4). Intermediate consumption is calculated by employing 

the ratios for the dwellings. 



In 1988 the gross value added of SB1 83.2 Estate agents was 500 million 

Dfl. The gross output of estate agents consists of a number of compo- 

nents, including brokerage from arranging sales and purchases of estate, 

income from the arranging of mortgages and insurance, appraisements and 

management of real estate. 

B. Main sources 

Comparative survey of activities (Bedrijfcvergelijkend onderzoek) 

Compilation: Dutch Association of Estate Agents (NVM) 

Frequency: Annual 

Type of recording: A11 members of NW. 

Main characteristics recorded: Costs and proceeds of real estate 

agents by size-class and for the average establishment. Various 

costs and proceeds are distinguished (e.g. costs for transport, for 

housing, etc.). Also volume figures on costs and proceeds are 

available. 

Statistic on paid days of work and gross wages and salaries (see 

section 5.4) 

C. Determination of value added 

The specification of costs in the NVM report are transformed into the 

national accounts-commodity classification. The figures from the NVM 

report are grossed up for the real estate agents which are not a member 

of the NVM. The latter comprise about 20 % of gross value added. In 

grossing up, account is taken of differences in size between members and 

non-members. By comparison vith the Staristic on paid days of work and 

gross wages and salaries, the plausibility of the figures is checked and 

linkage to the Genera1 Business Register is established. No specific 

adjustments are made for underreporcing and fraud. 



A .  General 

Since 1989, production statistics are compiled for SB1 84.4 Services of 

Engineers. Therefore, for 1989 and more recent years, this is the major 

source for Services of Engineers. For earlier years, other data sources 

were employed. 

In 1988, gross value added of Legal services amounted to 1.9 blllion 

D f l . ,  while that of the Services of Engineers was 4.7 billion Dfl. 

B. Main sources 

1. Statistics on paid days of work and gross wages and salaries (see 

section 5.4) 

2. Various external sources 

- On volume indicators: Information from trade organizations on 
number of self-employed persons (legal advisers, lawyers, notaries) 

or number of documents issued by notaries; 

- On price indicators: Information from trade organizations and the 
Staatscourant (i.e. the government's newcpaper for announcing chan- 

ges in official laws and regulations). This pertains e . g .  to 

adjustments in scales of fixed charges by trade group OL type o£ 

service ; 

- Special research reports and surveys provide alco information on 
changes in prices, volumes and values. 

C. Determination of value added 

The size of intermediate consumption and operating surplus and interme- 

diate consumption by comrnodity group was calculated during the 1977 

revision. Adjustrnents were alco made for underreporting and fraud on the 

basis of censitivicy analycic (see section 5.4). Figures on more recent 

years are calculated on the basis of the various indicators and the 

Statistic on paid dayc of work and gross wages and calariec. 



SB1 86 HOIl)ïNG AND AUXZLULBY BODInS (non-financial holdings) 

A. General 

SB1 86 consists of non-financial holdings and auiliary bodies that are 

not grouped together in the Genera1 Business register with a unit which 

carries out a different main activity. In 1988, the gross value added 

involved was 2.8 billion M l .  

B. Main sources 

1. Statistics on paid days of work and gross wages and salaries 

(See section 5.4). 

2. Production statistics, in particular their figures on overhead costs 

explicitly charged to individual establishments. 

C. Determination of gross value added 

As part of the revision, units in the General Business Register and the 

Sratistics on paid days of work and gross wages and salaries were 

cornpared systematically. This resulted in revised estimates of output, 

value added and intermediate consumption for non-financial holdings and 

auxiliary bodies. 

Gross output is calculated from the production ctatistics and the 

Staristics on paid days of work and gross wages and salaries ( a s  

alternative indicator for changes in gross output). 

Intermediate consumption (by commodity groups) is taken from the 

intermediate consumption/output ratios in SB1 84.2 Auditors, accountants 

and tax-experts (see section 5.4). 



Secondly, in order to incorporate the information on the general 

government in the supply and use tables, the sales and purchases should 

also be classified by commodity-groups. For the central government, the 

administrative classifications are rather detailed and can therefore be 

transformed without too much problems int0 the commodity-classification 

in the Dutch national accounts. However, for other government units, 

costs are frequently broken down int0 a very limited number of func- 

tional categories which do not fit to the national accounts commodity- 

classiffcation. Then assumptions about the composition of income and 

expenditure by commodity-group are unavoidable. These ascumptions are 

tested in integrating the national accounts (see section 8). Important 

commodity-groups involved are e . g .  food and beverages, furniture, 

vehicles and construction. 

Plausibility checks on the basis of the changes in prices and volumes 

are made at a detailed level (SBIs, departments). In addition, the 

changes in compensation of employees by government units are compared 

with estimates of the changes in the volume of labour in the Labour 

Accounts (see section 5.3) and wage rates. 

Capita1 consumption is not taken from the government accounts, but 

calculated on the basis of the Perpetual Inventory Hethod (PIH). The 

economic life times employed are: 

- Buildings: 60 years; 
- Furniture and equipment: 18 years; 
- Vehicles: 7 years; 
- Chips: 22 years; 
- Planes: 15 years. 
Straight-line depreciation is assumed (on the reliability of such esti- 

mates, see Bos, 1990, pp. 17-27). In accordance with the international 

guidelines, no capita1 consumption is calculated for infrastructural 

works (e.g. áikes, roads and bridges). 



2. Municipal education, acadernic education and subsidized special 

education 

This group does not encompass al1 education. Private non-subsidized 

education is registered in SB1 92.9 Other education. Furthennore, a very 

limited amount of education is still included in the Goverment and 

Municipal Accounts and not deconsolidated. This is therefore not 

registered in SB1 92.1-92.9 Education. 

In compiling the figures for this group of educational units, the 

main data sources are: 

- The accounts of the universities; 
- The state gaverment accounts; 
- A survey of the incomes and expenditures of municipalities relating to 
education. 

Like for the civilian goverment, modifications are made for diffe- 

rences in units, concepts and classifications. Capita1 consumption is 

also calculated analogously. 

The basic data sources on education are adjusted to show the incomes 

and expenditures by type of school. For various educational units, the 

figures are then compared to other data. These include the state 

government's contributions towards meeting expenditure on education, 

transformed data from the municipal accounts (as £ar as municipaf 

education is concerned) and data on the volume of employment. 

For special education (e.g. Catholic or Calvinist schools) no insti- 

tutional data sources are available. Their value added is therefore 

estimated on the basis of the state government's contributions. These 

figures are grossed up by using the ratio's of the other schools. A 

problem with this estimation procedure is that in particular the special 

schools may have sizeable income from property. Special education is a 

subctantial group as its gross value added amounted co 12.2 billion D f l .  

in 1988, 



SB1 90.1-90.7, 92.1-92.8 DATA CONCFRNING GWEBAL CO- 

In the Dutch national accounts, genera1 government pertains to three 

industries : 

- SB1 90.1-90.5, 90.7 Civilian government and social security; 

- SB1 90.6 Defence; 

- SB1 92.1-92.8 Subsidised education. 

In 1988, their grosc value added amounted to 23.9, 6.4 and 19.0 billion 

DE1 . 

The gross output of general government is defined as the sum of: 

- purchases of goods and services ("tangible purchases") 
- compensation of employees 
- capita1 consumption 
- indirect taxes paid by genera1 government itself. 
Genera1 government therefore has no operating surplus. Changes in stocks 

are assumed to be nil. Only a small proportion of the output by genera1 

goverment institutions is sold via the market. The greater part is 

recorded as collective produccion in the form of "final consumption by 

the general govermentw. 

The national accounts data on general government are based on CBS 

statistics derived from various goverment accounts. These are usually 

complete censuses, but in some cases grossed-up samples. 

B. Main sources and compilation procedures 

1. State government (including defence), Provinces, Polder boards, 

Municipalities, Intercommunal arrangements (e.g. arrangements by 

small municipalites for intercomrnunal schools, energy supply and 

garbage collecting) 

The CBS receives the accounts from these government institutions 

annually. On the basis of this information an overall summary of incomes 



and expenditures is compiled. The figures in this cummary reflect the 

administrative units, classifications and concepts employed in the 

government administrations. 

For the purposes of the national accounts, establishments and 

institutional units are selected out of the administrative units and 

grouped into industries and sectors. The incomes and expenditures are 

broken down and trancformed ínto the basic national accounts transac- 

tions (capita1 formation, intermediate consumption, property income, 

transfers, etc.). For example, in tbe municipal accounts, the regular 

purchases of police cars rnay be recorded as current expenditure, while 

only incidental large purchaces are recorded as fixed capital formation 

(investment). In the national accounts, al1 purchases of police cars 

should be registered as fixed capital formation. Adjustments for such 

differences in concepts are to be made for each individual account, 

because the accounting procedures may differ (e.g. among municipalities) 

and the quantitative importance of similar differences in concepts rnay 

also differ widely. 

The information from government administrations should also be 

adjusted in two other respects. Firct, in the Netherlands, there is 

often an organizational unit Munícipal Works vithin the municipality. 

The Municipal Woxks act Erequently as centres of payment for al1 munici- 

pal units, e.g. wirh respect to payinents for energy. In the adminlstra- 

tions, these payments are often recorded at Municipal Works and cettled 

with the administrative municipal units that are really involved in an 

overall payment. So, for the purposes of the national accounts, these 

payments should be classified by type and be allocated to the municipal 

units distinguished for the national accounts (not the ,administrative 

units). A similar situation occurs for services by Municipal Works 

delivered to other municipal units, e.g .  maintenance and cleaning of 

buildings, The provision of these services is also not reflected (as 

such) in the various accounts, but is part of the same overall payment. 

Therefore the related costs should also be allocated to the municipal 

units involved. 



3. Parastatal institutions 

Parastatal institutions are institutions under private lav financed by 

genera1 government. In the Dutch national accounts, only a very limited 

group of institutions is recorded as such, e.g. Development and redeve- 

lopment funds for agriculture and smal1 and medium-sized enterprises 

(Ontwikkelings- en Saneringsfondsen voor de Landbouw en het Midden- en 

Kleinbedrijf), the Centra1 Health Commission (Centrale Gezondheidsraad) 

and the Emancipation Commission (Emanclpatieraad). In 1988, the value 

added of these institutions was only 17 million Dfl. In 1991, labour 

exchange offices were 'privatised' in the Netherlands (but still mainly 

paid by the government). It has therefore been decided to incorporate 

these offices now also as parastatal institutions in the Dutch national 

accounts. 

In contrast to the recommendations in the international guidelines, 

the parastatal institutions do not include various other non-prof i t 

institutions serving the government. Cases in point are TNO (Technica1 

Research Institute) and ZWO (Genera1 Organisation for Scientific 

Research). 

The figures on the parastatal institutions are estimated on the 

basis of their annual reports. 

Social security 

The industry and sector Social security in the Dutch system of national 

accounts are defined by function and encompass al1 transactions involved 

with execution of social security-regulations (including the institu- 

tions involved with the execution of these tasks). The sources are the 

annual reports of the social security institutions and various Einancial 

monthly and quarterly surveys. The most important are: 

- Annual reports of industrial insurance boards; 
- The annual report of the Joint Adminisrration Office; 
- The annual report of the Joint Medica1 Service; 
- Data from summary reports of: 



. The Social Cecurity Council; 

. The Centra1 Adminictration Office's Foundation for the Genera1 Act 
concerning Special Medica1 Expenses (Algemene Wet Bijzondere 

Ziektekosten); 

. The Social Security Bank; 

. Labour Councils; 

. Risk funds; 
+ Funds connected vith early retirement (W); 

, The Building Industry Social Fund Foundation; 

. The Printing Enterprises Fund Foundation, the Police Medica1 Care 

S e r v i c e ,  the Civil Servants' Medical Expenses Institute and the 

Interprovincial Medical Expenses Scheme; 

. The annual report of the Genera1 Unemployment Fund; 

. Annual reports of the redundancy payment funds; 

. The annual report of the Genera1 Disability Insurance Fund; 

. The annual report of the Disability Insurance Fund; 

. The General Fund of the Medica1 Insurance Board; 
, The General Special Medica1 Expenses Fund. 

Like for the civilian government, modifications are made for diffe- 

rences in units, concepts and classifications. Capita1 consumption is 

calculated analogously. 

Before the revision, Eigures on social insurance bodies were 

estimated and recorded functionally, e . g .  their secondary actkvities 

were registered in other industries. Since the revision, an institu- 

tional method of compilation and registration is employed. Comparisons 

of estimates from the sources above are made with corresponding 

estimates by the Kinistry of Social Affairs and Employment. 



Main characteristics recorded: Persons occupied classified by sexe 

and municipality of employment. 

C. Determination of value added 

Output, intermediate consumption and value added (including operating 

surplus) are estimated on the basis of Statistics on postal  tuition, 

Statistics on paid days of work and gross wages and salaries and Statis- 

tics on persons occupied. The composition of intermediate consuniption in 

terrus of commodity groups is mainly derived from the Statistics on 

postal tuition and from the ratioc estimated for subcidized education. 

No explicit adjustments are made for underreporting and fraud. 



Intramural health care consists of: 

- 93.1 General and specialized hospitals (except psychiatrical); 
- 93.2 Mental homes and special psychiatrical clinics etc. (except 

nursing homes); 

- 93.3 Kental defectives homes (except family substituting homes); 
- 93.4 Nursing homes. 

With regard to the subgroup univercicy hospitals, it should be 

pointed out that the "education" (teaching) aspect of these institutions 

is recorded in SB1 921-928. 

In 1988, gross value added of intrmural health care amounted to 

15.0 billion Dfl. 

1) Statistics on intramural health care 

Compilation: CBS 

Frequency: Annual 

Respondents: Al1 recognized iniramural health care institutions 

Recording: Full 

Characteristics recorded: Capacity in teras of number of bedc 

available, output, compensation of employees, intermediate 

consumption, capita1 formation and employment. 

2) Overall s m a r y  of financial statisticc 

Compilation: National Hospital Institute (National Ziekenhuis 

Instituut, NZI) 

Frequency: Annual 

Respondents: Recognized institutions 

Recording: Full (in principle) 

Characterictics recorded: Al1 variables from the institution's opera- 

ting swnmary in accordance with the NZIts accounts clacsification. 



SB1 91 RETJGXOUS ORGAWIZATIONS ETC. 

In 1988, gross value added of SB1 91 Religious organisations was 0.8 

billion Dfl. 

B. Main sources 

Statistics on paid days of work and gross wages and salaries 

(See section 5.4) 

Statistics on religious communities 1984 and earlier years (The sta- 

tistic was stopped in 1987. So, no data are available for 1985 or 

later) 

Compilation: CBS 

Frequency: Semi-annual 

Type of recording: Full (as £ar as known) 

Main characteristics recorded: Receipts and expenditure by type 

C. Determination of value added 

For the subdivision Churches, detailed infarmation about the cost 

structure (i.e. the composition of intemediate consumption and the 

ratio of intermediate conswnption and compensation of employees) was 

obtained from a number of institutions and parishes for 1984 and earlier 

years. With regard to the subdivision Church authorities and Philosophi- 

cal organizations, only some ad hoc materíal about the cost structure is 

available. This is therefore supplemented by the ratios found for 

churches. Compensation of employees is estimated on the basis of the 

Statistics on paid days of work and gross wages end salaries. 

For more recent years, figures are calculated on the basis of the 

Statistics on paid days of work and gross wages and salaries. 



Other education encompasses private education not mainly financed by 

general government. Subsidized education, whether public or special, is 

recorded as part of general goverment in the Dutch national accounts. 

Major examples of education included in Other education are Driving 

Schools, Postal tuition, Schools for Fashion Design, Institutes for 

Language Courses and Schools for Word processing and secretatial 

activlties. 

Since the revision, production ctatistics are available and used as 

the major data source for driving schools. The compilation procedures 

for driving schools are therefore already described in section 5.4. 

In 1988, the gross value added of driving schools amounted to 270 

million Dfl. The total gross value added of Other education was then 

1150 million Dfl. 

B. Main sources 

1. Statistics on poctal tuition 

Compilation: CBS 

Frequency: Annual 

Type of recording: Sample 

Main characteristics recorded: Number of students and employees) 

2. Statistics on paid days of work and gross wages and salaries 

(See section 5.4) 

3. Statistics on persons occupied (for more information, see CBS, 1990a) 

Cornpilatlon: CBS 

Frequency: Annual 

Numbex of respondents: 69 000 

Type of recoxding: Full for establishments with 10 or more years 

of work, smaller establishments on a random sample basis. 



C. Determination of gross value added 

In the Netherlands, gross value added of intramural health care is cal-  

culated as the difference between the sales (value of production) and 

intermediate consumption. The sales are based on regulated tariffs, 

which have been agreed upon by al1 parties involved (government, health 

care institutions and insurance companies). The tariffs should include 

al1 costs involved in producing intramural health care services. In the 

Dutch national accounts, the estimates of the salec are therefore based 

on adding up the various cost-items included in the tariffs: interne- 

diate consumption, compensation of employees, the bookkeeping values of 

capital consumption and interest paid. Operating surplus is not 

included, as it concerns non-profit institutions (however, in practice 

temporary excesses or shortages of funds are possible due to employing a 

budget mechanicm). 

The detailed cose structure (national accounts commodity groups) is 

obtained from the major data sources and by employing some assumptions. 

Several adjustments are made for differences between national 

accounts concepts and adrninistrative concepts (e.g. different concepts 

of intermediate consumption and capita1 formation, see SBIs 90.1-90.7, 

92.1-92.8). 

Output is deflated on the basis of the prices of the various inputs 

In addition, some specific adjuscments are made for changes in the 

quality of output. 



Extramural health care consists of: 

- 93.5 Medical practices; 
- 93.6 Dental practices and dental (poli-)clinics etc.; 
- 93.7 Hidwives, nurses, etc. (private pxactice); 
- 93.8 Other medical services; 
- 93.9 Veterinary services. 
In 1988, gross value added of extramural health care amounted to 9.1 

billion D f l .  

In the Netherlands, a major part of extranural health care services 

is sold at fixed rates. These rates are negotiated and regulated in 

advance by al1 parties involved (government, health care institutions, 

insurance cornpanies, trade groups for extramural health care services). 

Fixed rates are not employed for SB1 groups 93.8 Other medica1 services 

(including e.g. acupunctuur, homeopathy and various mental therapies) 

and 93.9 Veterinary cervices. 

B. Main sources 

1) Statisticc on costs and financing of health care 

.With respect to extramural health care, the Statistics on cocts and 

financing of health care is based on information provided by the 

Medica1 Insurance Board (In the Netherlands, health care for al1 

employees with an income below 40,000 Dfl. is fully regulated; The 

Medica1 Insurance Board supervises this health care), private medical 

expenses insurers and various operating summaries (annual reports) of 

extra mural health care institutions. Other data included are number 

of self-empfoyed, number of contacts with patients, number of 

referral letters and the number of independent practices. 

2) Prices from the Budget Survey (see section 6.3). 

3) Price index number of houcehold consumption from the CBS Price 

ctatistics (wed to calculate constant prices). 



C. Determination of gross value added 

Gross output, value added and intermediate consumption are calculated on 

the basis of the Statistics on costs and financing of health care. 

Adjustments are made for underreporting of income (e.g. by overre- 

porting intermediate consumption and underreporting services sold). 

These adjustments are based on sensitivity analysis (see section 5.4.5) 

and specific investigations int0 tax evasion by the Fiscal Intelligente 

and Investigation Service (FIOD), e.g. the project "Golden Teethn 

(Operatie Goudtand). For some groups not investigated by the FIOD, 

similar amounts of underreporting are assumed. 

In order to calculate intermediate consumption by commodity-group 

also some supplementary assumptions are employed. 

The figures of the Statistics on costs and financing of health care 

do not cover the whole industry Extramural health care. Supplementary 

estimates are therefore to be made for Veterinary services and Other 

medica1 services. 

The estimates for Veterinary services are based on estimates during 

the 1977 revision. Compensation of employees was derived from the 

Statistics on paid days of work and gross wages and salaries. The income 

of vets was estimated on the basis of 1975 income tax figures (CBS 

Income Statistics) and figures on the number of vets. Information on 

intermediate consumption was obtained from the Association of Producers 

and Importers of Medicines for Animals. Adjustments were also made for 

underreporting . 

More recent estimates are made on the basis of figures on the number 

of vets and prices derived from the Budget Survey. 

Figures on Other medical services are estimated on rhe basis of the 

S t a t i s t i c  for paid days of work and gross wages and salaries. 



SB1 94 SûCTAL SERVICES 

SB1 9 4  consists of: 

- 9 4 . 1  Old people's homes (except for psychically deranged elderly); 

- 94.2 Children's homes, social homes, etc. (for not-handicapped); 
- 94.3 Homes snd day-rooms Eor handicapped (no school); 
- 94.4 Social-nedical, social-psychologlcal and social-pedagogical 

services, etc. ; 

- 9 4 . 5  Welfare institutions; 

- 94.6 Mother's help and elderly help institutions; 
- 9 4 . 7  Family infomation and other family services. 

Before the revision, no intermediate consumption was registered in 

the SB1 9 4  Social services. Dutch practice was to record the goods and 

services invofved directly as final consmption of households. Since the 

revision, the system of Dutch national accounts is much more institu- 

tional and intermediate consumption is nou also registered in this 

indus try. 

By far the most important activity in the industry Social services is 

Old people's homes. This accounts for about 40% of the gross value 

added. In 1988, total value added in SB1 9 4  was 7.2 billion Dfl. 

B. Main sources 

1. Statistics on oLd people's homes 

Compilation: CBS 

Frequency: Annual 

Type of recording: Full 

Main characteristics recorded: Detailed operating summary 

2. Statistics on homes and day-rooms for handicapped 

Compilation: CBS 

Frequency: Annual 

Type of recording: Full 



Main characteristics recorded: Detafled operating summary 

3. Statistics on social work 

Compilation: CBS 

Frequency: Annual 

Type of recording: Ril1 (it covers part of SB1 94.5 Welfare Institu- 

tions) 

Main characteristics recorded: Detailed operating summary 

4 .  Statistics on costs and financing of health care (see SB1 93.5-93.9 

extramural health care), more in partkular the Statistic extramural 

menral health care for estimating figures on SB1 94.4. 

5. Statistic on créches, kindergartens, infant schools, etc. 

6. Statistics on paid days of work and gross wages and salaries 

(Cee section 5.4) 

7. Statistics on persons occupied 

(See SB1 92.9 Other education, source 3.) 

8. Wage survey [Jaarlijks loononderzoek] (for more information, see CBS 

1987) 

Compilation: CBS 

Frequency: Annual 

Number of respondents: 18 000 establishments covering 3.2 million 

employees (in 1988) 

Type of recording: Two stage sampling. First stage: £u11 recording o£ 

establishments with over 100 employees and sampling for smaller 

establishments. Second stage: full recording of al1 employees in 

the smallest establishments and decreasing percencagec of sampling 

for larger establishments (e.g. 5% of the employees in the largesr 

size class, I.e. for over 100 employees). In 1988, the number of 

employees surveyed was 311 000, i.e. 6% of total employment. 

Characteristics recorded: Wage rates, annual wage, number of days 

actually worked, number of days on holiday, etc. and sexe and age 

of the employees. 

Grocs output, compensation of employees and intemediate consumption are 

calculated on the basis of che Scatistics on old people's homes and the 



other statistics listed above. For compensation of employees and employ- 

ment als0 the Statistics on paid days of work and gross wages and 

salaries are employed. In this way, linkage to the Centra1 Business 

Register is established. 

In order to calculate intemediate consumption by commodity-group 

also some supplementary assumptions are used. 



A. General 

SB1 95 consists of: 

- 95.1 Quarter-, district- and village work; 
- 95.2 Juvenile work; 
- 95.3 Day-release courses and education (extra currlcular); 
- 95.4 Libraries, museums and preservation of cultivation; 
- 95.5 Radio and television; 
- 95.6 Film, renting of videos; 

- 95.7 Theatres, concert halls, etc.; 
- 95.8 Artistic companies and liberal artists; 
- 95.9 Social-cultural and cultural umbrella, co-operation and advise 

organisations. 

In 1988, total gross value added involved was 2.5 billion Dfl. 

Since the revision, a production statistic on the Renting of videos 

(SB1 95.69) is available and used as the major data source. For the 

compilation procedures for this group of establishments, we refer 

therefore to section 5.4. 

B. Main source 

1. Statistics on paid days of work and gross wages and salaries 

(See section 5.4) 

2. Statistics on the incomes and expenditures of general government in 

the field of social work, culture and recreation 

Compilation: CBS 

Frequency: Annual 

Type of recording: Full (on the basis of administrative government) 

Main characteristics recorded: Data on subsidies granted and the 

operating data of government institutions which engage in the 

activities in question. 

3. Statistics on broad-casting companies 

Compilation: CBS 



Frequency: Annual 

Type of recording: The statistics are based on the annual report of 

the Government Commissioner for Broadcasting 

Main characteristics recorded: Operating summaries of the broadcas- 

ting organizations and the broadcasting industry. 

4. Statistics on persons occupied (See SB1 92.9 Other education, source 

3 . )  

5. Annual wage survey (See SB1 94 Social services, source 4.) 

6. Various volume data 

This relates co numberc of visitors at performances, exhibitions, 

etc., usually compiled by the CBS. 

C. Determination of value added 

For most parts of SB1 95, the initia1 levels of gross output, value 

added and intermediate consumption were estimated during the 1977 revi- 

sion. The major data sources were goverment information (see source 2, 

not for al1 SBIs) and the Statistics on paid &ys of work and gross 

wages and salaries. These sources are also used to update the figures. 

The data on volumes serve as a check on che plausibility. 

Figures on SB1 95.5 Radio and television were recalculated during the 

most recent xevision. Data sources employed were information from the 

goverment (see above, source 2), Statistics on broad-casting companies, 

annual reports from the public broad casting companies (NOS, NOB) and 

the Statistics on paid dayc of work and gross wages and salaries. Al1 

these data sources are also employed to update the revised figures. 

Intermediate consumption by commodity groups is calculated from the 

various data sources and by employing assumptions and ratios dating back 

to the 1977 revision. 



SB1 96 consists of: 

- 96.1 Sport; 
- 96.2 Recreation, e.g. casino's, dancing schools, organisations on 

recreation and nature conservation (no vocational training); 

- 96.9 Urnbrella, co-operation- and advise organisations on sport and 
recreation ( e . g .  National and regional organisations of soccer, 

tennis and swimming). 

Before the revision, the information available on SB1 96 Sports and 

recreation was rather sparse. Since the revision, this situation has 

drastically improved due to the 1986 Census on sports and recreation. 

In 1988, the industry Sports and recreation involved in terms of gross 

value added 3.3 billion Dfl. 

B. Main sources 

1. Statistics on paid days of work and gross wages and salaries 

(See section 5.4) 

2. Census on sports and recreation in 1986 

Main characteristics recorded: Total revenues, type of revenues 

(contributions, subsidies, etc.), number of employees. 

3. Statistics on sport schools and clubs 

Staristics on watersport, swimining pools and sport accommodations 

Statistics on recreation 

These three statistics alternate: each year one is published by the 

CBS. 

Main characteristics recorded: output, value added, intermediate 

consumption, compensation of employees and various volume data, 

like the number of members of sport schools or the number of 

visitors of swimming pools. 

4. Ad hoc infomation 

These widely differing data are mainly obcained from a source outside 



the CBS, like annual reports of casino's. 

C. Determination of value added 

The 1986 Census is the major source for estimating gross output. Inter- 

mediate consumption and value added are calculated on the basis of the 

alternating CBS statistics ( e . g .  that on sport schools and clubs) and 

annual reports. As part of the revision, the reculting figures were 

compared with those af the Statistics on paid days of work and gross 

wages and salaries. 

For recent years, the 1986 figures are updated on the basis of the 

Statistics on paid days of work and gross wages and salaries, the alter- 

nating CBS Statistics like that on sport schools and clubs, and ad hoc 

information, like annual reports of casino's. 

Intermediate consumption by coxnmodity groups is calculated from 

the Same sources and by employing some additional assumptions. 

No adjustments are made for underreporting and fraud. 



The subgroupc involved here are: 

- 97.1 Public corporate business institutions (e.g. Commodity Boards, 
see also SB1 01, 02 Agriculture and Horticulture); 

- 97.2 Employers' associations; 
- 97.3 Employee associations; 
- 97.4 Professional Associations. 
In 1988, their total gross value added amounted to 1.8 billion Dfl. 

Before the revision, for SBIs 97.2-97.4, the levels of output, value 

added and intermediate consuaption were extrapolations of estimates of 

the 1977 revision. For reasons of continuity (see section 3), only since 

the recent revision, the results from the 1983 Census could be employed. 

B. Main courcec 

1. Statistics on paid days of work and gross wages and salaries 

(See section 5.4) 

2. Statistics on occupied persons 

(See SB1 92.9 Other education, source 3) 

3. Semi-annual wage and salary survey 

(See SB1 94, 97.1 and 97.9 Social services, source 4) 

4. Statistics of the trade union movement 

Compilation: CBS 

Frequency: Annual 

Number of respondents: 19 500 

Potential number of respondents: 250 000 

Type of recording: Full 

Characteristic recorded: Numbexs of members. 

6. Data on Public Corporate Business Institutions (PBOc) from the 

goverment accounts and annual reports of the PBOs 

7. 1983 Census (the figures pertain co 1983, the Census was held in 



C. Determination of value added 

In estimating value added on SB1 97.1 Public Corporate Business Insti- 

tutions (PBOs), the annual reports of the PBOs and the £igures from the 

government accounts (of the Ministry of Economic Affairs) are employed. 

How such data are trans£ormed for the purposes of the national accounts 

is described at industries for the genera1 government (SBIs 90.1-90.5). 

The SBIs 97.2-97.4 are estimated in another way. In revising the 

Dutch national accounts, the figures from the 1983 Census were employed 

and compared to various other data sources. The revision resulted in new 

levels for 1987 and 1988. Intermediate consumption by commodity groups 

was also calculated from the 1983 Census and by employing some 

additional assumptions. 

For more recent years, the figures are updated on the basis of the 

various data sources on wages (values and rates) and employment. Checks 

on the plausibility of these new levels are made on the basis of various 

external data sources, 1ike the Statistics on the Trade union movement. 

Capita1 consumption is calculated on the basis of the Perpetual 

Inventory Method (PIM) (see SBIs 90.1-90.7, 92.1-92.8). 



SB1 97.5 consists of non-profit institutions and of establishments vhich 

operate on a commercial basis (£or a parent enterprise or purely for the 

market). In 1988, gross value added of the Research Institutions 

amounted to 2.4 billion D f l .  

B. Main sources 

1. Statistics on paid days of work and gross wages and s a l a r i e s  

(See section 5.4) 

2. Statistics on occupied persons 

(See SB1 92.9 Other education, source 3) 

3. Statistics on research and development 

Compilation: CBS 

Frequency: Annual 

Type o£ recording: Only enterprises with 50 or more employees; there 

is no link to the General Business Register 

Main characteristics recorded: Costs and revenues by type of research 

(Basic, a p p l i e d ,  experimental) 

C. Detemination of value added 

During the 1977 revision, levels of gros output, value added and i n t e r -  

mediate consumption were estimated on the basis of the sources listed 

above. For intermediate consumption by commodity group, some supplemen- 

tary assumptions were necessary. 

For the more recent years, the 1977 figures are updated on the basis 

of statistics on employment and wages (cee above, sources 1 and 2) and 

the Stat i s t ics  on research and development. 



A .  General 

SB1 98 consists of: 

- 9 8 . 1  Cleaning and sanitary departments; 

- 98.2 Cleaning services; 

- 98.3 Laundries, chemica1 cleaning and dye-works; 
- 98.4 Hairdressing and beauty-parlors; 

- 98.5 Photographic studios; 

- 98.9 Other personal services. 

In 1988, the gross value added of the industry Other Services 

amounted to 5.9  billion Dfl. Gross value added of SB1 9 8 . 1  Cleaning and 

sanitary departments was 1.1 billion Dfl. 

B. Main sources and determination of value added 

Sources : 

1. Government accounts (fox SB1 98.1). 

2. Statistics on paid dayc of work and gross wages and salaries 

(See section 5.4) 

3. Production statictics on SBIs 98.2-98.9  (see section 5 . 4 ) .  

Since the revision, the estimates of the level of gross outpuc, value 

added and intermediate consumption for CBIs 98.2-98.9  are based on new 

production statistics. The compilation procedures for these SBIs are 

therefore already described in the section on SBIs with production 

statistics (see section 5.4). 

The public part of SB1 9 8 . 1  Cleaning and sanitary departrnents is 

estimated on the basis of the municipalities accounts. The estimates of 

the levels of gross output, value added and intermediate consumption of 

the private part of SB1 9 8 . 1  date back to the 1977 revision. These 

figures are updated on the basis of the Statistics on paid days of work 

and gross wages and salaries. 



Private households with wage-earning staff consists of e.g. charwomen, 

butlers, gardeners and baby-sitters. In 1988, the total amount of gross 

value added involved was 1.5 billion Dfl. The revenues of charwomen 

amounted to over 0.5 billion Dfl. 

B. Main sources 

1. Budget survey (see section 6.3) 

2. Annuai report of the Industrial Insurance Board for Retakl Trade and 

Business services (Detam) 

Characteristics wed: Total insured wages and salaries and number of 

employees. 

3. Labour force survey 

C. Determination of value added 

In the Dutch national accounts, for SB1 99 no intermediate consumption 

is registered. 

For the wage-earning staff for which social premiums are paid, 

figurec on compensation of employees are available from the annual 

report by the DETAM. As part of the 1977 revision, these levels were 

grossed up for underreporting on the basis of various other data sources 

(the labour force census, the 1971 population census and an investiga- 

tion on unreported revenues of charwomen). The ratio employed for 

grossing up the figures for 1977 are still employed in calculating more 

recent figures. 

The revenues of charwomen are estimated on the basis of che Labour 

Force Survey (for the volume) and the Budget survey (for the prices). 

Therefore, whether or n o t  these reveneus are reported to the f i sca l  

auchorities, they are always included in the estimate of GNP. 



5.4 Estimation of vaìue added tax 

As part of the integration process (see section 8), value added tax on 

accrual basis is estimated by combining official VAT rates with the 

estimates on the use of commodities. In the Dutch National Accounts, 

also VAT on approximate accrual basis (i.e. cash basis with a delay of 

two monthsl)) is recorded. The differente between VAT an accrual basis 

and VAT on approximate accrual basis is not only caused by fraud, but 

als0 by exemptions, remissions of tax debts, fines and differences in 

timing . 

For 1988 paid VAT on accrual basis was estimated at 37.45 billion 

guilders (1987: 3 6 . 4 2 ) ,  while received VAT on approximate accrual basis 

was 1.19 billion (1987: 1.72) lower. The registration of VAT as VAT paid 

on accrual basis, has been introduced in the recent revision. This has 

led to an increase of GDP and GNP at market prices. 

1. $tart ing frw lm, fiscet  flpures W accruel besis w i l t  bc US& insteed of ficcal figures on cash bas is .  



6 .  Expenditure approach 

In this section, the estimation of the GDP from the expenditure side is 

described. Imports and exports are discussed in subsection 6.2, final 

consumption is the topic of subsection 6.3 and the estimation of capital 

formation is described in subsection 6.4. 

6.2  mor- md exports 

6.2.1 fniports and exports of serchandise 

In conformity with the guidelinec of the EC (EC, 1970, paras 358 and 

377), special trade information (= not genera1 trade) has been taken as 

the basis for recording imports and exports of merchandise. Special 

trade implies that foreign goods entering free zones or bonded customs 

warehouses within the country are not regarded as imports (unless they 

are also brought in free -national- circulation within the Same 

accounting period) . 

The flows of goods to territoria1 enclaves from the rest of the world 

are treated as imports. However, the cources used do not permit a 

distinction to be made between flous of goods and service transactions 

(rhe same problem arises with the breakdom of expenditure on consump- 

tion by residents abroad). For this reason, al1 the expenditure on goods 

and services by embassies, consulates, army units etc. have been 

included in the transaction category 'Imports of services by general 

goverment'. 

The treatrnent of extra-territoria1 enclaves is analogous to that of 

the territorial enclaves. Al1 the incidental expenditure of the 

establishments concerned has been included under the undifferentiated 

heading 'Conslimption by non-residents' fn the Netherlands'. The source is 

the balance of paytnents on a cash basis. 

Since the revision, for most goods processing to order is nou regis- 



tered net, i.e. the goods processed are not included in imports and 

exports of merchandise. Exceptions are petroleum, breeder fuels and 

fissionable materials. The payments on and revenues £rom processing to 

order are recorded as imports and exports of services. 

Deliveries of fuels and provisions to foreign ships and aircraft from 

the free circulation of goods are recorded as exports of goods. Similar 

purchases abroad for ships and aircraft operated by residents are 

treated as imports of services for practica1 reasons. 

The supplies of gas, water and electricity are in principle recorded 

when the frontier is crossed. However, the delivery to Germany of gas 

extracted by Dutch companies and originating from German sol1 is not 

registered as exports in the Dutch national accounts. 

Military goods may also be imported and exported without the frontier 

being crossed. In line with this, purchases abroad by Dutch army units 

stationed abroad are treated as imports of goods and services. 

In so far as they are recorded as cross-frontier goods traffic, works 

of art, antiques etc. are included in imports and exports of goods. 

However, this does not apply to goods inrended for temporary exhibition 

in the Netherlands. 

Inflow or outflow of industrial gold is recorded as imports and 

exports of goods if it is included in the Foreign Trade Statictics. 

However, purchases and sales of financial gold are not recorded as 

imports and exports of goods. If industrial gold is converted int0 

financial gold, the guidelines of the EC and UN require the associated 

value to be recorded as exports of goods. A corresponding entry has to 

be made when financial gold is converted into industrial gold. Such 

conversions are not registered in the Netherlands. There is no source 

fot recording the purpose for which gold is held by private individuals, 

and no converslons are actually made of financial gold into industrial 

gold or v i c e  versa. 



The Foreign Trade Statistics compiled by the CBS are the principal 

source for recording imports and exports of merchandise. The Foreign 

Trade Statistics are based on customs documents which register almost 

al1 goods that cross the national frontiers. Monthly values and volumes 

of merchandise imports and exports are published for over 9600 items 

and, broken down (by item) per country/regi.on of provenance, origin or 

destination. Changes in volume and unit value price indices can be 

calculated from the figures contained in the Foreign Trade Statistics. 

The amount of detail provided by the Foreign Trade Statistics is very 

important in a successful application of the supply and use method. 

In the Dutch Foreign Trade Statistics, imports of merchandise anounts 

to bringing goods into the free circulation of the Netherlands and at 

the free disposal of the parties involved (i.e. after the customs forma- 

lities have been complied with). It is therefore not sufficient that the 

goods have been brought int0 free circulation in the European Community. 

Exports are defined as those goods which have been removed from the na- 

tional free circulation of goods. These may be goods produced or manu- 

factured in the Netherlands, or goods which were originally imported. 

The Dutch national accounts make a clear distinction between exports 

produced in the Netherlands and those produced elsewhere. The latter are 

described as 're-exports'. Goods which are imported or exported for 

processing, returned goods and goods which are imported and exported 

more or less simultaneously for tax or other reasons are included in the 

import and export figures of the Foreign Trade Statistics. 

A copy of the relevant customs document is kept in the statistica2 

records for al1 cross-frontier goods consignments with a value of over 

Dfl 1 100. Tne time of recording is the time when the goods actually 

cross the frontier. For example, goods of Dutch origin held in a bonded 

warehouse are not recorded as exports until the moment when they leave 

the bonded warehouse for a destination outside the Netherlands. The 

goods are valued on the basis of the 'statistical' value stated an the 

document. This corresponds to the cíf value for imports and the £ob 

value for exports. Much of the recording is now no longer based on 

customs documents but on monthly figures supplied directly to the CBS by 



enterprises. These may be submitted in the fora of special summary lists 

or magnetic tapes, floppy disks etc. 

The Foreign Trade Statistics are not fully exhaustive with respect to 

the imports and exports of merchandise and some supplementary estimates 

have to be made. Cases in point are: 

- Smal1 consignments (- with a value below Dfl. 1100) are estimared on 

the basis of a periodical sample survey from which the ratio of the 

value of small consignments to the total value of consignments 

is derived. 

- Cross-frontier sales are estimated on the basis of figures on purcha- 

ses of foreign currencies by banks in the Erontier zone. 

- Sales and purchases of ships and aircraft are derived from the regis- 
ters of shipping and aircraft. In fact, these figures are compared and 

reconciled with the incomplete figures on ships and aircraft in the 

Foreign Trade Statistics. 

- Military goods. The purchase and sale of military goods by the Dutch 
government where no crossing of the national frontiers is involved is 

derived from CBS government finance statistics. 

- The export of fich caught by Dutch fishermen and landed directly at 
foreign portc is not recorded in customs documents. A small adjustment 

to the export value is estimated from fisheries data collected by the 

CBS. 

- Some other sales and purchases without crossing the narional Erontier, 
like transactions in coins and stamps for collection purposes. The 

figures are derived from the balance of payments on cash basis. 

Imports snd exports of merchandise are broken down by economic 

activity. For this purpose, various sources are employed. For example, 

most of the production statistics on manufacturing give the value of the 

sales invoiced to non-residents specified by product group. This figure 

pravides a lover limit for the actual exports by (group of) economic 

activity. First ly ,  it takes no account of exports through trading 

channels and, secondly, the production statistics generally provide no 

estimates for enterprises wich under 10 employees. The relative s i z e  of 

trade and small enterprises vary widely. Co, for some groups of economic 



activities ( S B I s )  the export figure from the production statistics is a 

very good indicator, but for others it is not. 

The most important source for estimates of exports of merchandise are 

the Foreign Trade Statistics, which give exports by product group ( A  

number). It is then a matter of allocating these product groups to the 

SB1 groups of origin (and to imports, where re-exporting is involved). 

Two complications arise here: 

- Exports are valued at fob prices, including trade and transport 
margins, while in the production statistics the valuation is at 

producers' prices, excluding trade and transport margins. 

- A product group may form part of the export package of several SB1 

groups . 
The implication is that the value of exports by "An number valued on an 

£ob basis must be split into: 

- The trade and transport margin; 
- Re-exports valued on a cif basis; 
- Exports by the various industries valued at producers' prices. 

Imports and exports of merchandise are also deflated. In principle, 

there is a choice between three deflators: 

- an index of a unit value from the production statisticc 
- an index of a unit value from the Foreign Trade Statictics (on index 
figures from the Foreign Trade Statistics, see Smits, 1989) 

- a 'true' price index for sales to the rest of the world, such as thar 
compiled by the Price Statistics Department of the CBS. 

The following should be noted about the choice between a unit value 

index and a price index. Unit value indices are often distorted in the 

course of time by heterogeneity of the commodities within a unit (cubic 

metre, tonne, litre, numbers of the item in question) and are therefore 

not considered suitable. Price indices do not suffer from this drawback, 

but have the disadvantage that the composition of the product package 

becomes increasingly obsolete as the base year recedes into the past. 

The unit value indices based on foreign trade have als0 the disadvantage 

that they are based on fob values. The severity of this dicadvantage 



depends upon what proportion of the fob value is represented by the 

trade and transport margins. 

The choice of deflators is not only influenced by the characteristics 

of the price material. The assessment of movements in volume derived 

from the value indices and deflators is also very important. Particu- 

larly where exports o£ goods £ o m  a substantial part of the output 

value, the deflation of exports helps to determine the overall picture 

of the group of activities as far as the volume movements of production, 

consumption and value added, and such factors as the growth in measuxed 

productivity (value added at the preceding year's prices per employee), 

are concerned. Conversely, the branch specialist's view of the movements 

just mentioned affects the deflation of exports. 

5.2.2 ïruports and exports of services 

An important source for the total imports and exports of services is 

the Balance of Payments on cash basis. The Balance of Payments on cash 

basis is compiled by the Dutch National Bank (DNB). Information is 

derived from the obligation of residents to use an authorised financial 

institution for their financial transactions with non-residents. A 

report form must be submitted for al1 transactions above the limit of 

DFl 5000. In turn, this enables the financial institutions to explain to 

the central bank the changes in their accounts. The total amount of the 

submítted forms must correspond to the changes in the foreign accounts 

for each currency. 

In addition, residents are allowed to use an account with a non- 

resident bank or giro institution provided they comply with the central 

bank's requirements to report on their transactions. If they make use of 

this right, they must periodically submit reconciled statements of the 

opening and closing figures of the account, al1 the changes and a 

description of the nature of the changes by transaction. In s o m  cases, 

settlernents in cash are also permitted. Then the bank or foreign 

exchange office where the counter transactions take place has to submit 



the repor t .  These da ta  a re  supplemented by the re turns  of fore ign 

exchange bankc concerning the exchanging o f  Dutch and fore ign currency 

with the r e s t  of the  world. Besides payments and r e c e i p t s ,  a l 1  kinds of 

spec ia l  t ransact ions  must be reported.  Examples a r e  cur ren t  account 

re la t ionsh ips  with foreign companies, payment i n  goods, se rv ices  o r  

shares ,  renewal of debts ,  g i f t s  i n  kind and long-term t rade c r e d i t .  

The DNB provides a l so  est imates of the ' t r ave l  expenditure'  by 

res iden t s  abroad and non-residents i n  the Netherlands. A t  the  National 

Accounts Department, these expenditure a r e  s p l i t t e d  i n t o  those of house- 

holds ,  business and the government. The DNB-figures on the t r ave l  expen- 

d i t u r e  by res iden t s  abroad a r e  grossed up fo r  payments by res iden t s  t o  

foreign t ranspor t  companiec (e .g .  no t  every Dutch res iden t  f l l e s  KLM). 

The nat ional  accounts department modifies the balance of payments 

f igures  on in te rna t iona l  trade i n  se rv ices  for dif ferences  i n  de f in i -  

t i on .  For example, bunker suppl ies  t o  non-resident chips and a i r c r a f t  

a r e  recorded as exports  of se rv ices  i n  the  balance of payments. However, 

these s a l e s  are  already incorporated i n  the  nat ional  accounts exports o f  

merchandise ( a s  derived from the Foreign Trade S t a t i s t i c s ) .  I n  order t o  

avoid double-counting, the balance of payments f igures  on exports  of 

services  are  therefore  co be modified. Another case i n  point  per ta ins  t o  

t ranspor t  and insurance data.  I n  che balance of payments on cash bas i s ,  

imports and exports  o£ merchandise are recorded a t  invoice values .  In  

the balance of payments on t ransac t ion  ba s i s ,  imports and exports  of 

rnerchandise a r e  recorded a t  fob values .  However, i n  order t o  be consis-  

t en t  with the cif valuat ion of merchandise imports i n  the na t iona l  

accounts, the t r anspor t  and insurance data  have t o  be modified (see  Bos, 

c i f -£ob i n  CBS-select). 

In the nat ional  accounts (and the  balance of payments on t ransact ions  

bas i s )  in te rna t iona l  t rade  i n  se rv ices  should be recorded on transac- 

t ions  basis. However, a l 1  t ha t  is ava i lab le  from the  balance of payments 

on cash basis i s  a record of r e c e i p t s  and payments. Therefore, p a r t  of 

in te rna t iona l  t r ade  i n  services  is recorded i n  f a c t  on cash bas i s  i n  the 

Dutch nat ional  accounts. A r e g i s t r a t i o n  on t ransact ions  b a s i s  i s  only 



possible when data sources other than the balance of payments on cash 

basis are available. 

For a number of service transactions, the national accounts do not 

employ the balance of payments on cash basis data but prefer a data 

source provided by the CBS. This pertains to: 

- Imports and exports of services by transport enterprises (information 
from the production statistics of transport enterprises); 

- Imports and exports of services by general government (information 
from general government accounts); 

- Subcontracted labour imported or exported by the metal and manufac- 
turing industry (information from the production statistics); 

- Processing to order-transactions (information from the production 
statistics, commodity-flow estimates). 

The only information available about non-life insurance transactions 

is the net balance of the amount paid to the rest of the world, which is 

derived from the balance of payments on cash basis. The figure may be 

regarded as net imports in respect of non-life insurance. To this net 

figure is added the balance of coxrections made to achieve consistency 

between service transactions and the cif valuation of merchandise 

imports. The ssid corrections are estimates. The balance thus obtabed 

is then broken down, partly with the aid of indicators and ratios 

derived from doaestïc non-life insurance industry data, into four 

transactions with the rest of the world: 

1. Premiums received 

2. Prernius paid 

3. Insurance payments received 

4. Insurance payments made. 

Lastly, the receipts (1 + 3) are added to the exports of insurance 
services and the payments (2 + 4) are added to the corresponding 
imports. The imports and exports thus defined are allocated to the 

Insurance branch. 

Transactions with the rest of the world in respect of l i f e  insurance 

policies are registered as financial transactions. Only premiums and 



payments are recorded. Accrued interest is not recorded as part of 

primary income. 

In order to improve the registration of international trade in ser- 

vices, the CBS has recently incorporated specific questions on the 

imports and exports of services in most of the surveys for the produc- 

tion statistics. The classes of economic activity involved are manufac- 

turing, construction and business services. A major part of the new 

figures are only available for 1991 and larer years (see van den Berg, 

1992 ) .  

The imports and exports of services are broken down by economic 

activity. The breakdown by economic activity is mainly derived from 

the production statistics. In addition, the breakdown by types of 

services from the balance of payments on cash basis is taken as an 

indicator. In al1 calculations, it is assumed that establishments only 

export services that correspond to their main economic activity. 

The balance of payments does not yec include a specification by 

economic activity. However, it does provide the information for the 

distinction between consumption by Dutch residents abroad and by non- 

residents in the Netherlands, on the one hand, and between imports and 

exports of services by enterprises and genera1 goverment, on the other. 

In section 7.2, data sources and compilation procedures for the 

primary and secondary income flows with the Rest of the World are 

described. The section provides also a further discussion of the 

relationship with the Balance of Payments on transaction basis. 



e in al consumption expenditure by the government is equal to the govern- 
ment's gross value added plus the expenditure on goods and services by 

the government minus the sales by the government. In subsection 5.3.5, 

the estimation of al1 these items is already described. In this section, 

we wil1 therefore limit ourselves to the estimation procedures for final 

consumption expenditure by households. 

Before the revision, a major part of final consumption expenditure 

by households was estimated on the basis of the commodity flow-method. 

Final consumption at producers' prices (or at cif in case of imports) 

was calculated as the balance between the supply (production, imports, 

decrease in stocks) and use (intermediate consumption, exports, fixed 

capita1 formation and increase in stocks) by commodity group. On the 

basis of estimates of trade- and transport margins and VAT-rates, final 

consumption at producers' prices was then transformed into final 

consumption at market prices. 

Since the revision, the compilation has been based to a main extent 

on the budget survey and the Production statistics for retail trade 

(cee also Buiten, 1992a). 

The Dutch Budget Survey (CBS, 1992~) is an annual sample of 2000 

households in 1988 (in 1990: 2800 households). The survey is pre- and 

post-stratified to take account of selective non-response, expected 

differences in standard deviation by type of households, etc.) (see also 

Berends-Ballast and de Heer, 1989). The budget survey has some clear 

limitations as data source for estimating the level of final consumption 

(see e.g. Buiten, 1992b). The budget survey's sample size is relatively 

small, the sample is not fully representatíve, the purchase of some 

goods and services is probably systematically underreported and grossing 

up the budget's information to national totals is problematic due to the 

absence of a complete register of households (Note: there is sufficient 

information on persons, but the budget survey pertains to households). 

Furthermore, the budget survey does nor provide information on 



expenditure of people living in institutional households and the expen- 

diture of foreigners in the Netherlands. 

In most cases, the Production statistic for retail trade constitutes 

an important source. Of course, some goods or services such as health 

services are never distributed by retail trade. The consumption of these 

goods and services is estimated in a different way (see below). In 

addition, ft applies to most commodities that they are not completely 

provided by retail traders (e.g. cheese sold directly at farms) and for 

this phenomenon positive corrections are made. On the other hand, the 

retail trade also partly includes sales to enterprises, which is 

separated out. 

The problem of the existence of more than one distribution channel 

for a single commodity is overcome by combining the information in both 

sources. In the budget survey, it is also asked where the goods and 

services are bought, e.g. in the supermarket, the grocery, flower shop, 

department store, abroad, obtained as income in kind, etc.. This 

information on the distribution channels can then be used to calculate 

the market shares. The underlying assumption is that information on the 

relative importante of distribution channels is less vulnerable to the 

limitations of the budget survey. This assumption was tested by com- 

paring the ratios for 1985 and 1986. These ratios were indeed stable. 

The combined method consists of the following steps: 

1. Sales from the production statistics on retail trade by commodicy are 

adjusted for sales to enterprises, people in institutional households 

(like old people's homes) and non-residents; 

2. This modified sales figure is divlded by the market share of sub- 

classes o£ econornic activity as derived from the budget survey. For 

example, if the budget survey indicates that households purchase 80% 

of their total purchases of milk at a specific subgroup of retail 

trade, the sales figures of this subgroup to households for milk can 

be multiplied by 10/8 in order to arrive at an estimate of total 

purchases of milk by households, 

3. Estimates of final consumption by peaple in institutional households 



and non-residents are added; 

4. An estimate of VAT is added; 

5. Final consumption by commodity group as distinguished in the retail 

trade statistics is transformed and (des)aggregated in order to 

arrive at the commodity classification in the National Accounts; this 

(des)aggregation is mainly based on ratios derived from the budget 

survey. For some commodity groups, also a split is made between a 

part which is sold directly by the producer and a part which is sold 

via retail trade. 

In order to apply this method, it is nececsary that a clear link can 

be established between the sales in the production statistic, the 

commodities distinguished in the budget surrey and the commodity 

classification in the National accounts. For services and for goods 

classified in the category 'Other goods and services', the combined 

method is therefore not used. These estimates are mainly based on the 

budget survey. Neither of these methods are adopted for commodities 

which are vulnerable to the smal1 size of the sample and the lack of 

representativeness. This vulnerability was tested by comparing figures 

for several years. In such inctances, the commodity-flow method is 

applied (see below). 

The final consumption of fuel is estimated on the basis of the CBS 

ctatistic ûwnership and use of private cars.  This statistic is based on 

a panel survey, in which cax owners are asked for the number of kilo- 

meters driven, average fuel consumption per kilometer, type of fuel and 

the motive for driving (private, travelling to the workplace, for 

business purposes). This survey is grossed up by means of the CBS 

Statistic of autornobiles. 

Estimation on the basis of the production method is used for e.g.: 

- Second-hand goods from desinvestments and imports; 
- Imputed services of owner-occupied dwellings; 
- Organizing travels (in order to distinguish organizing travels from 
transport services); 

- Health services (becauce these are mainly paid by public and private 



insurance companies); 

- Services of life insurance companies and pension funds; 
- Social services (as these are frequently cubsidized). 

The coamodity-flow method is used for, e . g . :  

- Various commodity groups related to 'other products', like Other 
textile products, Fashion-articles, Other chemica1 products, Other 

metal products and Other electrical products; 

- Repair of concumer durables and cleaning services; 

- Materials for construction and maintenance of houses and gardens; 
- Services of hotels, cafes and restaurants; 

- Directly paid bank s e r v i c e s  (charges for adminictration, etc.); 

- Business services; 
- Services of casualty insurance companies. 

In table 4, the estimation methods for the level of 1987 are 

summarized. 

Table 4. E s t i n a t i o n  rrthods for f i ~ l  cmsurgtion by househol& 

Est imt ion method Level of Level o f  

Value 

1 .  Direct cstinmtes 
a .  Combination of sales frm r e t a i l  trede s ta t .  a d  

market shares f ran  thc budget survey 
b. BLidget survey 
c. Estimate o f  fuc& consunption on the basis of the 

s t a t .  ûunership end use of pr ivate cars 
d. Sales f i g u r a  f r a  production s t i t i s t i c s  
e. Other direct sources of data 
f .  E s t i m t t  i 8  the valuc of p r o b c t i m  

The estimation procedures fot the level of final consumption in 1987 

were described above. In estimating the levels Eor more recent years, 

some other estimation procedures and data sources are used. The reason 

for this differente is that for more recent years, a reliable estimate 



of the changes compared to 1987 is aimed at (instead of a level estimate 

sec). Estimation of changes in levels puts stronger requirements on the 

reliability of sampling results than estimation of levels. For example, 

a measurement error of 5% may be acceptable in only estimating the 

level, but in comparing levels such errors would result in meaningless 

estimates of the changes in level. As a consequente, in estimating the 

changes in levels, the resulrs from the budget survey are less fre- 

quently used. In such instances, other esrimation procedures or data 

sources are employed (ior the estimates of 1989, see table 4). As only 

the changes in level are to be estimated, also various indicators on 

changes in values could be used as a data source. A case in point is the 

estimation of changes in the sales of some distribution channel on the 

basis of the changes in other distrfburion channels. In other cases, the 

change in value is approximated by employing separate indicators for 

changes in prices and volumes (e.g. for the consumption of medical 

services or transportation services). For information on CBS price 

index-figures for household consumption expenditure, see Hensink (1989). 



In tables 5 and 6, the size of fixed capital formation in the Nether- 

lands is shown by economic activity and by type of asset. 

TabLe 5. Fixed cap i t a l  fo ra ia t im by ecocxwnic a c t i v i t y  i n  1988. 

SB l E c m i c  a c t i v i t y  Fixed capi t a l  formation 
mln. Df l. X - 

01,02,03 Agr., hort.,f ish ing 4609 4.6 
11,12,19 Min inq  wid quarrying 1147 1.1 
20-39 Hanufecturing 15657 15.7 
d 0  Pubtic u t i l i t i e s  3838 3.8 
5 Construction 1697 1.7 
61-ó8 Trede,hotels,cdrest, 

repa i r  of com.pcais 9535 9.5 
71-ï? Transport,storage,cm. 9303 9.3 
83 Operation of  dwelt ings 2&51 28.5 
90 Geoeral g o v e r m t  103% 10.4 
81,82,84-86, 
91-99 Other services n.e.c. 15247 15.3 

Tota l  f i x e d  cap.form. from 
domestic production end inpor ts  99880 100.0 

Sales of  secar)-hand f i x e d  assets -2490 

Tota l  f i x e d  cap i ta l  f o r m s t i m  97390 

Table 6. Fixcd cap i t a l  formt icn  by type i n  1988. 

Type o f  asset F i x 4  cap i ta l  formation 
atn. Df l .  X 

Dwel l i ngs  26470 26.5 
Bui ld ings 1591 O l5 " 9  
I n f r as t r uc tu ra l  w r k s  1 W80 10.5 
Means of  transpart 9880 9.9 
Jncrease i n  Live stock -130 -0.1 
Machines d other wipn. ä4660 34.7 
Transfer couts 261 O 2.6 

Tota l  f.cap.foni. frwi 
dom.pro& wd iiiports P9880 100.0 

Saies o f  sec.-hard rsse ts  -2490 

Before the revision, fixed capita1 formation was estimated on the 

basis of i n f o m a t i o n  on the supply of capital goods, like thoce in the 

production statistics and the Foreign Trade Sta~ictics. Since the 

revisfon, a separate estimate is made of the demand for capita1 goods by 

type and by class of economic activity which actually employc the 



capita1 good (i.e. not the omer) (see Kroon, 1992). 

The classffication by type of asset employed in the compilation 

procedures is in some respects more refined than the classification 

shown in table 6: 

- Buildings consists of: 
* Schools; 
* Other buildings ; 

- Meanc of transport concists of: 
* Cars and trucks: 

. Passenger cars; 

. Other; 
* Trains; 
* Ships; 
* Aircraft; 

- Machines and other equipment consists of: 
* Computers; 
* Other. 

The most important data sources in estimating fixed capita1 formation 

are : 

- CBS Stalistic on fixed capital formation in mining and quarrying, 
manufacturing, public utilities and construction (see below); 

- CBS Statistic on capital formation in transport, ctorage and communi- 

cation (see below); 

- CBS Production statistics on trade and business services (their 
surveys include quesrions on fixed capital formation, see section 

5.4); 

- CBS Statistic on the Accounts of Municipalities (Gemeenterekeningen); 
- CBS Statistic on Government Finance; 
- CBS Statistic on capital formation in intramural health care; 
- Information on capita1 formation in agriculture and fishing by the 
Institute for Agricultural Economics (LEI); 

- Annual reports of banks and insurance companies; 
- CBS Statistic on automation; 
- Information of Production Organizations on leasing of cars; 



- CBS Business Finance Statistic (only as a plausibility check; on this 
statistic, see section 7). 

The CBS Statistic on fixed capita1 formation in mining and quarrying, 

manufacturing, public utilities and construction (see CBS, 1992d) and 

the CBS Statistic on capita1 formation in transport, storage and 

communfcation (see CBS, 1991) are based on surveys. These surveys are 

linked to the General Business Register. Establishments are asked about 

their use of cap i ta l  goods, Including whether chey are leased or not2). 

The major sampling features of these sunteys are shown in table  7. The 

table for example shows that for manufacturing about 1 2  % of fixed 

capital formation is to be grossed up, due to sampling, non-response or 

absence of small establisments in the survey. 

Table 7. Wain sarpling features of the CBS-Statistics on f ixed capi ta l  f o m t i o n  i n  1988. 

S i  ze classesa ) surveyed X of Fixed Ca i t a l  Forrnetion 
Grosseci upb P 

12-19 Mining and quarrying 10 end more 
20-39 Manufacturing 10 and more 
CO P u b l ì c u t i i i t i e s  10 end more 
5 Construct ion l0 lyyl ROP@ 

71-T7 Transport, storage A l  l 

a) In t e r m  of nuhe r  o f  f u l l - t i l i e  enployees. 
b) This includes grossirtg up &e to  sarrpling, m-respcmse crnd fo r  the absence of smalt 

establ i s h t s .  

Adjustments for the absence of small establishments are made on t h e  

basis of the Statistic Paid working days and gross wages and calaries. 

Capita1 formation by establishments outside the sample or that do not 

respond is estimated on the basis of the survey results (by site class). 

The information from the various data sources is adjusted for diffe- 

rences in definition (e.g. purchase of land should be excluded), diffe- 

rences in timing (e.g. when the period of reporting does not coincide 

with the calendar-year) and coverage (e.g absence of smal1 establish- 

2. upto surveys m 1989, fnfoniietion a h u t  leasing in  SBls 71-ï7 was only obtained fo r  establ ishmnts u i t h  
over 100 caployees end a t (  establishments i n  SB1 72.3. For 1990 end more recent years, such information 

i s  i va i l ab le  fo r  the whole of  SBls  71-77. 



ments or workshops for the disabled are not included). 

For some (parts of) classes of economic activity, there is no or in- 

sufficient information on the demand £or capita1 goods by type. This 

pertains to capita1 formation in dwellings. Therefore, this is estimated 

on the basis of the supply information (e.g. from the production statis- 

tics, see subsection 5.4). In al1 other instances, an estimate is made 

on the basis of the ratio of capita1 fomation to output for similar 

(sub)classes of economic activity. The latter estimation procedure is 

used for only 2% of total capita1 formation. 

The estimaces on the demand and supply of fixed capita1 formation are 

then compared and integrated. In 1988, thic meant that the estimate on 

the basis of the CBS Statistic on fixed capital formation in mining and 

quarrying, manufacturing, etc. had the net effect of increasing esti- 

mated fixed capita1 formation by 0.7 billion Dfl (after integration, the 

value was 23.2 billion Dfl). 

Changes in stocks are mainly estimated on the basis of the informa- 

tion on changes in stocks in the Production Statistics. So, in this 

respect, there is a clear depency between the estimates of value added 

from the production approach and those of the expenditure approach. As 

part  of the revision, the supply and use o£ oil products (e.g. refined 

oil, fuel) and related chemica1 products in 1985, 1986 and 1987 were 

extensively investigated. This led to a substantial improvement in the 

estimate of the change in stock in these productc. The differente with 

the estimate before the revision was 2 billion Dfl. 



7. Income approach 

7 . 1  Genera1 r-ks 

In compiling the national accounts and estimating GNP at market prices, 

several data sources on income received and distributed are used. In 

section 5, the production approach was discussed. This production 

approach involved the use of data on compensation of employees from the 

production statistics, Furthermore, in grossing up and checking the 

compensation of employees Eigures from the production statistics, the 

sratistic Paid days of vork and wages is employed. As another check on 

plausibility, in some cases also information on income from annual 

reports is used. So,  in fact, the Dutch 'production approach' already 

encompasses the income approach. 

In the integration process, use is made of data from the Business 

Finance Statistics (SFO, 'Statistiek Financiën van Ondernemingen'; see 

also Daamen, 1986 and Bonger, 1989). This CBS statistic is based on a 

survey of incorporated non-financial enterprises3) with assets of at 

least 10 million guilders (excluding rented dwellings). The unit for 

these statistics is the financial-administrative unit, but the data only 

relate to the part located in the Netherlands. The survey comprises a 

detailed breakdown of the profit-and-locs account and the balance 

sheets. 

In compiling the financial accounts, information on financial flous 

is used. The balancing items in the financial accounts and the capital 

accounts are by definition the Same (both indicate the Net change in 

liabilities). As a consequence, the information from the financial 

accounts can serve as a check on the estimates of the balancing items in 

the capita1 accounts. This provides also a very rough check on the 

balancing items in the income accounts; i.e. ûperating surplus and 

Disposable income. 

3. in fect, only limitcd tiebility conpenies (UVs), private caipenics (BVs) Md cooperative associations 
are surveyed. Yot surveyed are other associst i w, societies, f&t ions, insti tut f o r s  and forei  gn 

Legal fornis. 



7.2  The transition frw. GDP to GNP 

In order to estimate GNP, the estimate of Dutch GDP should be supple- 

mented by estimates of the net primary income flows with the rest of 

the world. In principle, the estimate should pertain to transactions 

basis. However, in fact it is recorded on cash basis as the data source 

employed is the Balance of Payments on cash basis. 

The estimates on compensation of employees relate to residents 

employed abroad and non-residents employed in the Netherlands [with the 

exception of goverment personnel (embassies etc.) and personnel 

employed on ships and aircraft]. Compensation of employees comprises 

actual payments after deduction of tax and social security contributions 

where these have to be deducted by employers under the national taxation 

and social security legislation. Employers' contributions to payments 

for national insurance and pensions (actual social charges), which are 

also paid by employers, are not included in the compensation, nor, 

consequently, are they transferred by those concerned to social and 

pension funds. In this respect, the compensation of employees is 

recorded net. However, it does include such components as unemployment 

and sickness benefits, which would be regarded under normal (domestic) 

circumstances as 'imputed social contributions'. 

Propexty and entrepreneurial income includes only the categories: 

- Actual interest 
- Dividends, royalties etc. 
In comformiry with the international guidelines, a transaction category 

'reinvested earnings' in respect o£ cross-frontier direct investments is 

not incorporated. A similar remark applies to interest allocated on the 

actuarial reserves of life insurance companies and pension funds. 

Actual interest comprises al1 actually occurring interest trans- 

actions between residents and non-residents, including those between 

affiliates of the Same enterprise. Dividends, royalties etc. comprises 

al1 income from property and entrepreneurial activity not counted as 

interest, including income from transactions in intangibles. 



Dividends received from abroad and paid to abroad are registered 

gross, i.e. including taxes to be paid on dividends. These taxes are 

registered in the secondary income distribution account. 

The transition from GDP to GNP requires in principle only an estimate 

of the primary income flows with the rest of the world. However, the 

current external account data in the natíonal accounts are related to 

the current account of the Balance of Payments on transactions basis. 

Initia1 diffexences between the current account balancing items are 

corrected in the income accounts of rhe national accounts (Note: these 

are part of the current accounts). Therefore, in explaining the 

estimation of GNP, als6 the Balance of Payrnents on transactions basis 

and its relationship to the national accounts are to be discussed. 

The Balance of Payments on transactions basis coincides mostly with 

the Balance of Payments on cash basis (see DNB, 1988). The only diffe- 

rente is that the Balance of Payments on transactions basis employs the 

Foreign Trade Statistics in recording imports and exports of merchan- 

dise. The Balance of Payments on transactions basis is therefore 

actually a cash basis registration with the exception of the imports and 

exports of merchandise and cif/fob adjustments. 

Differences between items on the Balance of Payments on rransacrions 

basis and corresponding entries on the current external account in the 

national accounts occur due to diffexences in definition, data sources 

and cornpilation procedures (integration). 

The differences in definition refer to: 

- The valuation of imports of merchandise. In the Balance of Payments 
imports of merchandise are valued fob, while in the national accounts 

cif valuation is employed. The difference between the cif and £ob 

values is cancelled out by opposite corrections for services, TQ 

achieve this, the estimated cif value is broken down int0 three paxts, 

to which the same number of corrections are applied, viz.: 

* exports of services by resident transport enterprises 
* imports of transport services 



* net imports of insurance services 
In this way, the balance of goods And services with the rest of rhe 

world is not affected. 

- Deliveries to non-resident aircraft and chips are treated as exports 
of goods in the national accounts, while they are recorded as exports 

of services in the balance of payments, Because of this difference in 

classification a cash/transaction difference is introduced, since 

goods are ordinarily recorded on a transactions basis and services on 

a cash basis. This difference is also cancelled out under the heading 

'services n.e.c.'. 

- Transactions free of charge (free deliveries, sample consignments, 
ancillary goods, intra-group transactions). 

Transactions free of charge are included in the national accounts, but 

not in the balance of payments. The balance with the rest of world of 

the transactions free of charge is recorded with an opposite sign as 

'services n.e.c.'. 

- Returned goods. 
Returned goods are included in the national accounts as irnports and 

exports, but they are not in the balance of payments. Returned goods 

produce fncoming and outgoing flous of equal value. Therefore, they do 

not require a correction to cancel out the balance. Returned goods are 

separately identifiable in the Foreign Trade Statistics from the 

characterictic: 'type of transaction' (as are processing traffic and 

transactions free of charge). 

- Government transactions. The government accounts are used as a data 
source in the national accounts. However, there are some dif ferences 

between the government accounts and the balance of payments with 

respect to the recording of transactions as current or capital. 

Only the difference with respect to the government transactions causes 

a discrepancy between the current account balance in the balance of 

payments on transactions basis and the current external account in the 

national accounts. In the Dutch national accounts, this difference is 

dubbed 'a difference in definition' . Al1 other differences are 
'differences in measurement' (see also table 8). 

The BaLance of Payments on transactions basis employs to a large 



extent the Same data sources as the national accounts. This applies to: 

- imports and exports of merchandise (Foreign Trade statistics) 
- imports and exports of some services (Balance of Payments on cash 
bas is ) 

- primary income flows with the rest of the world (Balance of Payments 
on cash basis) 

- some secundary income flows with the rest of the world 
* Income transfers to/by the household sector 
* Social security benefits 
(Balance of Payments on cash basis) 

Data sources for the national accounts and the Balance of Payments on 

transactions basis differ with respect to the imports and exports of 

some services, like transport services and the services by the govern- 

ment (see subsection 6.2) and for income transfers to/by the centra1 

goverment and other public bodies. In the Dutch national accounts, this 

last transaction category is derived from Government Finance Statistics. 

It consists of: 

* Payments to the rest of the world: 
. Genera1 contribution to EC expenditure 
. Transfer of VAT to the EC 
. Transfer of import duties to the EC 
. Transfer of price-increasing levies on food to the EC 
, Other income transfers to the EC 

, Income transfers to international institutions other than the EC 

. Food aid 

. Transfers of EC subsidies on food exports 

. Other payments. 
* Receipts from the rest of the world 

. Price-reducing subsidies from the EC 

. Food aid conrributions from the EC 

. Other income transfers from the EC 

. Income transfers from international institutions other than the EC 

. Other receipts. 
The differences berween the National Accounts figures on international 

income transfers by che goverment and thoce of the Balance of Payments 



on trancaction basis are counterbalanced by recording a net primary 

income flow (see table 8). The reason is that the differences wil1 

mainly arise due to misclassification in the Goverment Finance S t a t i s -  

tics of financial flows by the government (from the point of view of the 

national accounts). They are not caused by measurement errors of the 

total financial flows of the government (primary plus secundary) with 

abroad. 

Table 8. The Nation#( Accunts end the B a l w e  o f  Peyments m transactiorrs basis for 1987 

Integration 
adjustinent 

Expcrts of merchandise 182389 
Irqmrts of merchardise -177812 

Exports of services 384 1 6 
Imports of services -32464 

Balance 5950 

Exp. of goeds and serv. 220805 
Inp. of go& and serv. -210278 

Balance 10527 
Net primary incomes - 285 
Net secvdary i rrores -2855 

Total di fferences 2 
Differences in definition 

in measurement 



8. The integration process 

8.1 Introduction 

Sections 5, 6 and 7 made clear that al1 three basic approaches for 

estimating GNP are used in the Netherlands. Sometimes the estimate from 

the production side is a combination of two or three basic approaches. 

In the integracion process, infomation on production, value added, 

intermediate consumption and final expenditure is combined, checked and 

made consistent at a very desaggregated level: information about 260 

classes of economic activity and 800 commodity groups is integrated by 

means of supply and use tables. Current and constant price data are 

balanced simultaneously. 

8 . 2  The integration frarnework 

In tables 9 and 10, the supply and use tables employed for the in 

tion process in the Netherlands are shown. 

The columns of the use table relate to the intermediate consumption 

of 260 industries and to final consumption and capita1 formation. 

Consumption of goods and services is desaggregated into 800 commodities. 

The use table is completed by columns for the exports of goods and 

services. 

The columns of the supply table relate to the production of 260 

domestic industries (0  groups of establishments). In the rows, production 

is desaggregated into 800 commoditfes (- groups of goods and services). 

The supply table is completed by columns for imported goods and 

services. 

The classifications of industries and commodities are of course the 

same in the supply and use tables. The 260 industries are closely 

related co che classification of economic activities in the data sources 





(see section 5.2). 

The choice of the 800 commodities is a compromise between several 

requirements: 

- Correspondence with the classification of goods and services in main 
data sources, like the classification in the Foreign Trade Statistics. 

- Homogeneiry with respect to: 
* cost structure 
* price 
* rates of value added tax, excise-ducies, subsidies, etc. 
For this reason, for example, beer on draught is distinguished Erom 

other beer, like beer sold in crates. Similarly, a dictinction is made 

between benzine, diesel for cars and other diesel because of substan- 

tial differences in excise-duties. 

- Reflect the main industry of origin (3-digit SBI), e.g. the 
distinction between wooden and metal pieces of furniture. 

- Reflect the categories of use: Goods used by private households, fixed 
capital goods and special inremediate goods with a limited number of 

use categories are usually specified as different commodities. For 

example, metal pieces of furnitures are subdivided into those for 

offices and those bought by households. 

- A certain level of supply and use: every commodity needs to have a 

certain quanticative interest. For that reason, e .g .  the number of 

metal pxoducts originally chosen was reduced in the Netherlands. 

- Manageability also asks for restrictionc in the number of commodities. 

Principles of valuation in the supply and use tables correspond more 

or less with those in the basic data sources, like those in the produc- 

tion statistics and the Foreign Trade Statistics. 

In the supply table, production is recorded at bâsic value and 

imports of merchandise at cif values. The valuation principle in the use 

table is purchasers' value (excl. value added tax) for domestic uses and 

fob for exports. 

The gap reculcing from employing different principles of valuation in 



the supply and use tables is resolved by adding columns to the use table 

for (the negative value of) trade and transport margins and for indirect 

taxes and subsidies (see table 

In the fntegration framework, two basic identities have to be met: 

1. For every industry holds: Total output - Total input (including 
operating surplus). 

Or: Total output of goods and serrices 

Total inrermediate consumption of goods and semices 

+ Value added. 
2. For  every commodity holds: Total supply - Total use, 

Or: Total domestic production (basic value) 

+ Imports of goods (cif) and services 
I 

Total intermediate consumption (purchasers' value excl. VAT) 

+ Total final domestic consuption (purchasers' value excl. VAT) 
+ Exportc of goods (fob) and services 
- Trade and transport margins, indirect taxes and subsidies. 

An identity that can be deduced from this identity is that the total 

of trade and transport margins in the extra columns of the use table 

equals the total of the produced margins. 

If al1 these identities are met, the supply and use tables are consistent 

The purpose of the balancing process is to meet the two basic identities 

in a way that give plausible volume and price indexes fox every entry of 

the supply and use table in relation to the prevíous year (see section 

8.3) and does justice to the quality of the various data sources. 

8.3 Sirmiltaneous balancing in cument ond constaat prices 

Al1 the estimates that are used as inputs in the integration process 

3. Adding extra colrnns to tha supply teble (with poi i t ive rign) wwld  also have ktn possible. 
I n  Dutch cwpilat ion prilctice, in  carparism to the supply table, more balancing corrections 
are Rede in  the use table, because they are est imted aore W the basis of essunptions a d  

f ixed proportions. The warious margins ere also s k j e c t  to  relat ively mny balencing correc- 
tions. By Bbding the margins to thc use table, batancing correetiwrs are mainly concentrated 
i n  the use tabte (see e.g. teble 12). 



(see sections 5, 6 and 7) are carried out In current prices as wel1 as 

in prices of the previous year. So, for every cel1 (entry) in the supply 

and of the use table, estimates are made of: 

- The current value; 
- The current value in prices of the previous year; 
- The value of previous year (already available); 

- The volume index (current value in prices of the previous year/value 

of previous year); 

- The price index (current value/current value in prices of the previous 
p a r )  ; 

- The value index (current value/value of previous year). 
These indexes are important tools to check the plausibility of the basic 

data (e.g. comparing the volume index of value added with the volume 

indexes of production, intermediate consumption and the index of the 

labour force of an industry). 

Al1 this information is also intensively w e d  in the integration 

process. Actually, two sets of supply and use tables (current values and 

current values in prices of the previous year) are balanced simulta- 

neously, whfle the resulting tables of volume and price indices are 

checked on their plausibility (see table 11). For a more comprehensive 

discussion of a simultaneous compilation of current and constant price 

data we refer to De Boer and Broecterhuizen (1986). 

In Dutch compilation practice, the balancing procedure starts with 

the data by industry. It is checked whether these data have been 

transferred without errors to the make and use framework. For example, 

comparison with last year figures niay show iaiplausible growth rates in 

value added, indicating that some costs have been forgotten or filled in 

wrongly . 

Then, the identities of supply and use per commodity are checked. 

Usually for most of the 800 commodity groups the basic identity wil1 not 

be met. 

Frequently, there are quite a number of smaller and bigger discre- 
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pancies between total supply and total uce in current prices as wel1 as 

in constant prices. During the balancing procedures these diccrepancies 

are eliminated by correcting the entries of the use and/or supply table. 

Balancing procedures can be understood as a search for mistakes, weak- 

nesses and estimation margins in the entries of the supply and use 

table. In several stages of the balancing process, the compilers of the 

basic data are consulted in order to avoid rash corrections. 

In practice the procedure of balancing follows a rather standard 

sequence. The discrepancies between supply and use are removed by taking 

the following steps: 

First, for every commodity, the plausibility of the deflators is 

checked for al1 suppliers and users. Suspicious price indexes are 

examined and, i£ necessary, corrected. Price indexes are suspicious 

if e.g.: 

- they differ widely among users; 
- when the price index for production diverges substantially from 
those for use; 

- when the price index for import5 diverges substantially from that 
of production. 

Ac a result of these corrections, for, every commodity the discre- 

pancíes in constant and current prices should mainly be solved by 

correcting volumes. 

2. Secondly, an attempt is made to find solutions which do not affect 

the value added by industry and the totai value of fínal consumption, 

capita1 formation and exports. Within this category of solutions the 

following stages can be distinguished: 

- Adjuctment of the distribution of- items which are distributed 
according to fixed proportions, because they were not specified or 

inadequarely specified in the statístical sources; 

- A sh i f t  within total intermediate consumption of goods and services 

other than in the situation deccribed above; 

- A shift within the distribution of trade margins and/or transport 



margins ; 

- A shift within the estimates of expenditure on consumption~by 
households; 

- A shift within the estimates of gross fixed capita1 formation by 
establishments ; 

- Shifts within imports of goods and/or within exports of goods. 

3. I f  the options given under point 2 do not provide a solution, the 

next point studied is whether it is reasonable to adjuct the total 

figures ior household consumption and/or the total for gross fixed 

capita1 formation. 

4. A£ter that, concideration can be given to adjusting total interme- 

diate consumption by industry. This process naturally starts with the 

industries for which the estimates are considered to be least relia- 

ble. A role is alco played by the relative size of the original 

difference between supply and demand. An adjustment of intermediate 

consumption in principle leads to a change in the estimate of value 

added. It is sometimes preferred, however, als0 to adjust gross 

output of the industry in question, thus leaving the estimate of 

value added intact. 

5. In exceptional cases, if al1 other possibilities have been exhausted, 

the gross output of an industry is adjusted with a concomitant 

adjustment of value added. 

6. Sometimes information about changes in stocks is not available, 

inadequate or incomplete. This provides an opportunity to remove a 

(part of a) discrepancy by a correction of the stock change entry. In 

such cases it is important to recheck that other solutions, e.g. 

(further) corrections of intermediate consumption (and value added) 

are not justified. This kind of solution must be seen as a last 

resort and only applied carefully. There is a substantial risk that 

in later years these statistica1 discrepanties wil1 turn out to be 

systematic, e . g .  wil1 always be positive. 



A concre te  example of  the balancing p roce s s  and i t s  r e g i s t r a t i o n  is 

provided in table  1 2 .  

Table 12. A concrete exeaple of b lancing:  Cerpenting and perqucting industry i n  1988. 

Wood (rmt sawn) 
W o c d  (sawn) 
Plywood,fibrtbasrd, etc. 
Carpent.,parq. products 
V& cai ta incrs 
Wooden fu rn i  ture 
Paper wxl p r i n t i r q  prod. 
Petroleun products 
Chemica1 products 
Rubber end plastic prod. 
Mineral and glass prod. 
Metal prodtrcts 
Repair etc. 
Pubtic u t i l i t y  prcd. 
Construction 
Sand, gravel 
Services on contract 
Trede margfns 
Insurance services 
Other internt. services 
D m - = c w t  capi ta l  forn. 
Vork- in-progress 
Not (suf f ic . )  apcc-iteno 

Total intera. cons. 
Non-comn.taxes, s*. 
Conp. of enployees 

Operating surplus before 
integrat ion: 

Correctiwi f rm: - Insurance services 
- interfa. ccnsurpt ion - m-com.taxes,sUbs. 

V a l u  sdQd (basic v.) 

Use table S-ly table 
m Balan- Total Before Unswc. Balen- Total Before Unspec. 

integr. i t e m  - - 
5 15 

337 57 
202 61 

cing 

o 20 
i 398 

- 5  258 

cing 

O 
O 
O 
o 
o 

O 

o 

o 

o 
O 

O 
o 
o 
O 

- 
o 

a.   he c lass i f i ca t ion  by cunnodities i s  strongty eggregated. 
b. Gross insurance preduns are transforriecl i n to  Ynet* insurance preiiiiuns: the gross insurance 

premiuw are those ectual ly  p i d ,  but eccording t o  the international guidelines th i s  paptent 
ehould not be f u l l y  regarded as a peyment fo r  s e r v i e s  ( i n t e d i a t e  consurption fo r  m t e r -  
prises). CLa is  poid wt (due) s h w l d  k deductcd. 

Transparency a f  the balancing pracess is guaranteed i n  d i f f e r e n t  ways. 

First, for evexy entry of the supply and use tables there  is a regisrra- 

tian of: 



- the value before integration; 
- value from the distribution of items not specified sufficiently 
before integration; 

- corrections in the balancing process. 
Secondly, for every industry there is a registration of corrections from 

the balancing process on: 

- total intermediate consumption of goods and services; 
- total production; 
- value added; 
- operating surplus (distributed into causes of correction). 

8.4 The oe t effecta of balancing 

As a concequence of balancing at a very low level of aggregation, there 

are several checks on errors in data sources, human errors and checks 

on the reliability of al1 kinds of statistica1 adjustments (for smal1 

establishments, fraud, etc.). Using a (much) higher level of aggregation 

would imply that most of these checks are absent, as errors may cancel 

out and causes cannot be traced. In incidental cases, the integration 

process may even lead to rechecking the figures in some individual 

survey forms. 

The influence of the integration pracess in the estimation of GNP is 

not insigni£icanr, but it mainly a lrers  its tributton over component5 e 
and not so much its absolute size. For instance, in 1988, the estimate of 

value added from the production side was reduced by 2 billion guildexs, 

while the estiriate from the expenditure side was increased with 1.3 

billion. This was the result of: 

- an increase in fixed capita1 formation by 1.1 billion; 
- a reduction in the balance of imports and exports of services as 
recorded by the DNB by 1 billfon (less Lmports); 

- a reduction in consumption expenditure of households by 0.5 billion; 
- a reduction in the changes in stocks by 0.3 billion. 
The rest did not change. GDP at market prices equalled 457.4 billion 

guilders in 1988, co that the size of these adjustments is relatively 

minor. 



Compliance vLth the guidelines of the EC (ESA) 

In principle, the Dutch estimate of GEP at market prices complies with the 

concepts in the ESA. An exception is the calculation of value added of 

some types of non-market production. 

In the Dutch national accounts, Non-profit Institutions which are 

part of the goverment sector are valued from the cost side, in 

accordance with the ESA-prescriptions. Al1 other Non-profit Inctitutions 

are considered quasi-corporations and estimated from the cast-side, but 

including interest payments. Thuc,  that parc of these activities which 

are considered non-market by the present ESA, value added is slightly 

overestimated by the amount of these interest payments. 

On specific practica1 issues, there are some small imperfections in 

the Dutch national accounts, like: 

- No estimates are made for the Dutch ownership of dwellings abroad 
or of foreign ownership of Dutch dwellings (e.g. holiday homes of 

Germans). In principle, this should be recorded as property income 

flows with the Rest of the World. In practice, these flows may be 

small and cancel out. 

- No full gross registration of wages with the Rest of the World (the 

guidelines of rhe IMF are folloved in this respect); 

- No estimate of the produce o£ allotments is included; 



In this report, the estimation procedure of GNP at market prices in 1988 

was described for the Netherlands. The main features of this estimation 

procedure are: 

- The estimation from the production side is very well developed due to 
the existence of an elaborate system of good-quality base statistics 

on production (production statistics, government finance statistics). 

Yearly data are available on outputs And inputs. A very comprehencive 

central business register is used as the universe of referente in 

drawing samples and coordinating the base statistics. 

- Since rhe revision, the estimation ort the basis of the expenditure 

method is also very well developed. Good-quality data sources are 

available on imports and exports of merchandise, the demand of capita1 

goods, changes in stocks and final consumption expenditure by house- 

holds (budget survey, retail trade statistic). 

- No separate estimate is made from the income side. However, data on 
income are already used in the estimation from the production side 

(e.g. the production statistics also contain information on compen- 

sation of employees). 

- The estimates from the production side and the estimates on the expen- 

diture side are integrated by means of very detailed supply and use 

tables, both in constant and in current prices. 

- In ceveral instances, explicit adjuctments are made for underreporting 
( e . g .  for car repair or cafes and restaurants) or absence of units 

(e.g. charwomen, illegal textile production). 
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Statistics Nether1and.s 
National Accounts Occasional Pa~ers 

NA/O1 Flexibility in the s stem of National Accounts, Van Eck, R., C.H. 
Gorter and H.K. van quinen (1983). 
This paper sets out some of the main ideas of what kradually developed 
int0 the Dutch view on the fourth revision of the S A. In particular it 
focuses on the validity and even desirability of the inclusion of a 
number of carefully chosen alternative definitions in the "Blue Book", 
and the organization of a flexible s stem starting from a core that is 
easier to understand than the 1968 S&. 

NA/02 The unobserved economy and the National Accounts in the Netherlands, a 
sensitivity analysis, Broesterhuizen G.A.A.M. (1983). 
This pa er studies the influence of fraud on macro-economic statis tics, 
especia?ly GDP. The term "fraudN is used as meaning unreporting or un- 
derreportmg income (e. . to the tax authorities). The conclusion of 
the analysis of growth Bi ures is that a bias in the grovth of GDP of 
more than 0.59 is very unfikely. 

NA/03 Secondary activities and the Wational Accounts: Aspects of the Dutch 
measurement ractice ancl lts effects on the unofficial economy, Van 
Eck, R. (1989). 
In the process of estimatin national product and other variables in 
the National Accounts a numier of methods is used to obtain initia1 
estimates for each economic activity. These methods are described and 
for each method various possibilities for distortion are considered. 

NA/04 Comparability of in ut-output tables in time, Al, P.G. and G.A.A.M. 
Broesterhuizen (1985). 
It is argued that the comparability in time of statistics, and input- 
output tables in articular, can be filled in in various wa s. The way 
in which it is fihed depends on the structure and object o$ rhe rta- 
tistics concerned. In this respect it is im ortant to differentiate be- 
ween coordmated input-output tables, in w R ich groups of units (indus- 
tries) are divided int0 rows and columns and analytica1 input-output 
tables, in which the rows and columns reker to homogeneous activit~es. 

NA/05 The use of chain indices for deflat the National Accounts, Al, 
P.C. , B.X. Balk, S. de Boer and G. Pt"aen Bakker (1985). 
This paper is devoted to the roblem of deflatin National Accounts and 
in ut-output tables. This pr? % lem is approached grom the theoretica1 as 
w e b  as from the practica1 side. Although the theoretical argument 
favors the use of chained Vartia-I indices, the current practice of 
compilating National Accounts restricts to using chained Paasche and 
Laspeyres mdices, Various possible objections to the use of chained 
indices are discussed and rejected. 

NA/06 Revision of the system of National Accounts: the case for f îexibil ity,  
Van Bochove, C.A. and H.K. van Tuinen (1985). 
It is argued that the structure of the SNA should be made more flexi- 
ble. This can be achieved b means of a s stem of a general purpose 
core supplemented with npecfal modules dis core is a fully fladged, 
detailed system of National Accourits with a greater institutional 
content than the present SNA and a more elaborate description of the 

at the-meso-level. The modules are more analytic and reflect 
specia ecOnOml purposes and specific theoretica1 views. 

NA/07 Integration of input-output tables and sector accounts; a possible 
solution, yan den Bos, C.-(1985). 
The establrshment-enterprise problem is tackled by taking the institu- 
tional sectors to which the establishments belong int0 account during 
the construction of input-out ut tables. The extra burden on the con- 
struction of input-output tabfes resulting from this approach is exa- 
mined for the Dutch situation. An a&pted sectoring of institutional 
units is proposed for the construction of input-output tables. 

NA/08 +,:z:? on Dut& National Accounting data 1900-1984, Van Bochove, C.A. 
( J . 7 Q d / .  

This note provides a brief sutvey of Dutch national accounting data for 
1900-1984, concentratin on national income. It indicates where these 
data can be found end w%at tha major discontinuities are. The note 
concludes that estimates of the level of national income may contain 
inaccuracies; that its growth rats is measured accurately for the 
eriod since 1948; and that the real income growth rare series Eor 

h o - 1 9 8 4  may contain a systematic bias. 



NA/09 The struchxre of the next SM: review of the basic optfons, Van 
Bochove, C.A. and A.M. Bloem (1985). 
There are two basic issues with res ect to the structure of the nexl 
version of the UN System of Nationar Accounts. The first is its ' sire ' : 
reviewin this issue, it can be concluded that the next SNA should con- 
tain an fntegrated meso-econonic statis tical system. It is er rential 
that the next SNA contains an institutional system without the imputa- 
tions and attributions that ollute the present SNA. This can be 
achieved by distinguishing, !n the centra1 system of the next SNA, a 
core (the institutional system , a standard module for non-market 
production and a standard modu 1 e describing attributed income and 
consumption of the household sector. 

NA/10 Dual sectoring is National Accounts, Al, P.G. (1985). 
Following a conceptual explanation of dual sectoring, an outline is 
iven of a statistica1 system with complete dual sectoring in which the 
kinkages are also defined and vorked out. It is shown that the SNA 1968 
is incomplete and obscure with respect to the links between the two 
sub-processes. 

NA/11 Bacbard and forward linkages w i t h  an a plication to the Dutch agro- 
industrial complex, Harthoorn, R. (19851 
Some industries induce production in ot er industries. An elegant 
method is developed for calculating forward and backward linkages avoi- 
ding double counting. For 1981 these methods have been a plied to 
derermine the influence of Dutch agriculture in the  ut& economy in 
t e m  of value added and labour force. 

NA/12 Production chains, Harthoorn, R. (1986). 
This paper introduces the notion of production chains as a measure of 
the hierarchy of industries in the production process. Production 
chains are sequences of transformation of products by successive indus- 
tries. It is possible to calculate forward transformations as wel1 as 
backward ones . 

NA/13 The sinniltaneous compilation of current rice and äeflated input- 
output tables, De Boer, S. and G.A.A.M. groesterhuizen (1986). 
A few years a o the method of compiling in ut-output tables underwent 
in the ~etherfands an essential revision. $e most significant impro- 
vement is that during the entire statistica1 process, from the proces- 
sing and analysis of the basic data up to and including the phase of 
balancing the tables, data in current prices and deflated data are 
obtained simultaneously and in consistency with each other. 

NA/14 A roposal for tbe s optic stnxcture of the next SNA, Al, P.G. and 
C.!. van ~ochove (i9E). 

NA/15 Features-of the bidden econamy in t b  Netherlands, Van Eck, R. and 
B. Kazemler (1986). 
This pa er precentc sume results on the size and structure of the 
hidden Eabour market in d e  Netherlands. 

NA/i6 Uacover bidden incoma distributions: the htch approach, Van 
Bochove2.A. (1987). 

NA/17 Hain national accounting series 1900-1986, Van Bochove, C.A. and T.A. 
Huitker (1987). 
The main'natiónal accountin series for the Netherlands, 1900-1986, are 
provided, along with a briee explanation. 

w 1 8  Tbe Dutch economy, 1921-1939 and 1969-1985. A comparison based on 
revised macro-economic data for the interwar period, Den Bakker, G.P., 
T.A. Huitker and C.A. van Bochove (1987). 
A set of macro-economic time series for the Netherlands 1921-1939 is 
resented. The new series differ considerably from the data that had 
%een published before They are also more comprehensive, more detailed, 
and conceptually consistent with the modern National Accounts. The 
macro-economic developments that are shown by the new series are dis- 
cussed. It turns out that the traditional economic-historica1 view of 
the Dutch economy has to be reversed. 

NA/l9 Constant weal th  national income: accounting for war äama e w i t h  an ap- 
liution to tb@ Netherlards. 1940-1945, Van Bochove , C .f. and W. van !erge (1987). 



NA/20 The micro-nteso-macro linkage for business in an SNA-compatible system 
of economic statistics, Van Bochove, C.A. (1987). 

NA/21 Micro-macro link for overrmient, Bloem, A.M. (1987). 
niis aper describes !!he vay the link beween the statistics on govern- 
ment Pinance and national accounts is provided for in the Ducch govern- 
ment finance statistics. 

NA/22 Som extemions of the static o en Lsontief model, Harthoorn, R.(1987). P The results of input-out ut ana ysis are invariant for a transformation 
of the s stem of units. guch transforntation can be used to derive the 
~eontiec~rice model, for forecasfing in ut-output tables and for the 
calculation of cumulative factor costs. hally the series expansion of 
the Leontief inverse is used to describe how certain economic processes 
are spread out over time. 

NA/23 Compilation of household sector accounts in the Netherlands National 
Accounts, Van der Laan, P. (1987). 
This paper provides a concise description of the wa in which house- 
hold sector accounts are eornpiled vithin the ~efher&nds National 
Accounts. Special attention 1st paid to differences with the recomen- 
dations in the United Nations System of National Accounts (SNA). 

NA/24 ûn t b  adjustment of tables w i t h  Iagrange multipliers, Harthoorn, R. 
and 3. van Dalen (1987). 
An efficient variant ot the Lagrange method is gjven, which uses no 
more computer time and central memory then the wldely used RAS method. 
Also some special cases are discussed: the adjustment of row sums and 
column sums, additional restraints, mutual connections between tables 
and three dimensional tables. 

NA/25 The methodo10 of the Dutch systen of quarterly accounts, Janssen, 
R.J.A. and S.P Aleera (1988). 
In this paper a deCcription is given of the Dutch system of quarterly 
national accounts. The backbone of the method is the compilation of a 
quarterly input-output table by integrating short-term economic sta- 
tistrcs. 

NA/26 /lgutations and re-routeings in t b  Matfoxml Accounts, Gorter, Cor N. 
Q Q \ 

( A 7 U V )  

Starting out from a definition of 'actual' transactions an inventory of 
al1 imputations and re-routeings in the SNA is made. It is discussed 
which of those should be retained in the core of a flexible system of 
National Accounts. Conce tual and practica1 questions of presentation 
are brought up. ~umericaE examples are given. 

NA/27 Registration of trade in services and market valuation of imports and 
experts in the National Accounts, Bos, Frits (1988). 
The registration of external trade transactions in the main tables of 
the National Accounts should be based on invoice value; this is not 
only conceptually very attractive, but alco suitable for data collec- 
tion purposes. 

NA/28 The institutional sector classification, Van den Bos, C. (1988). 
A background paper on the conceptual side of the rouping of financing 
units. A limited number of criteria are formulate8. 

NA/29 The concept of (transa'ctor-)units in the National Accounts aad in the 
basic system of economic statistics, Bloem, Adriaan M. (1989). 
Units in legal-administrative reality are often not suitable as statis- 
tical units in describing economic processes. Some transformation of 
legal-administrative units int0 economic statistica1 units is needed. 
This paper examines this transformation and furnishes definitions of 
economic statistica1 units. Proper definitions are especially important 
because of the forthcoming revision of the SNA. 

w 3 0  Regional income concepts, Bloem, Adriaan M. and Bas De Vet (1989). 
In this paper, the conceptwl and statistica1 problems involved in the 
regionalization of national accounting variables are discussed. Exam- 
les are the re ionalization of Gross Domestic Product, Gross National 
Pncome, Dirposa % le National Incone and Total Income of fhe Population. 



NA/31 The use of ten&ncy surve s in extra olating Natioaal Accounts, Oudde- 
ken, Frank and Gerrit Zij%nans (19891 
This paper discusses the feasibility 82 the uce of tendency survey data 
in the compiiation of very timely uarterly Accounts. Some pxeliminary 2 estimates of relations between ten ency survey data and regular Quar- 
terly Accounts-indicators are also presented. 

NA/32 An economic core system and the socio-economic accounts module for the 
Netherlands, Gorter, Cor N. and Paul van der Laan (1989). 
A discussion of the core and various es of modules in an overall 
system of economy related statistics. T' pecial attention is paid to the 
Dutch Socio-economie Accounts. Tables and figures for the Netherlands 
are added. 

NA/33 A systems view on concepts of income in the National Accounts, Bos, 
Frits (1989). 
In this paper, concepts of income are explicitly linked to the purposes 
of use and to actual circumstances. Main choices in defining income are 
resented in a eneral system. The National Accounts is a multi-purpose 
framework. It s i? ould therefore contain several concepts of income, e. g. 
differing with res ect to the production boundary. Furthermore, con- 
cepts of narional income do not necessarily constitute an eggregation 
of income at a micro-level. 

NA/34 HOW to Seat borrowing and leasing in the next SNA, Keuning, Steven J. 
(1990). ,-- - -, - 
The use of services related to borrowing mone , leasing capital goods, 
and renring land should not be considered as %termediate rnputs int0 
s ecific roduction processes. It is argued that the way of recordin 
&e use of financial services in the present SNA should remain large$ 
intact. 

NA/35 A suminary description of sources and metho& used in compiling the 
final estimates of Dutch National Income 1986, Gorter, Cor N. and 
others (1990). 
Translation of the inventory report submitted to the GNP Management 
Committee of the European Communities. 

NA/36 The registration of processing in p1 and use tables and input- 
output fables, Bloem, Adriaan M., z e  8. Boer and Pieter Wind (1993). 
The re istration of processing is discussed primarily with regard to 
its ef f ects on in ut-output-t~e tables and input-output quotes. Links 
between National Accounts and asic statistics, user demands and inter- 
national guidelines are examined. Net recording is in general to be 
preferred. An exception has to be made when processin amounts to a 
complete production process, e. g. oil refineries in tie Nefherlands . 

NA/37 A proposal fors& SAN which fits into the next System of Narional 
Accounts, Keuning, Steven J. (1990). 
This aper shows that al1 flow accounts which may become part of the 
next $stem of National Accounts c m  be cmbedded easil in a Social 
Accounting Matrix ( S M ) .  In fact, for man purposes a b format may be 
preferred ro the traditional T-accounts fOr the institutional sectors, 
since it allows for more flexibility in selecting relevant classifica- 
tions and valuation principles. 

w 3 8  Net versus gross National Incone, Bos, Frits (1990). 
In ractice, gross figures of Domestic Product, National Product and 
~atfonal Income are most often preferred to net figures. In this paper, 
this practice is challenged. Conce tual issues and the reliability of 
capital consumption estimaces are %scussed. 

NA/39 Coacealed interest income of househol& in the Netherlands; 1977, 1979 
and 1981, Kazemier Brugt (1990). 
The major problem in estimating the size of hidden income is that total 
income, reported plus unreported, is unknown. However, this is not the 
case with total interest incorne of households in the Netherlands. This 
makes it possible to estimate at least the order of magnitude of this 
art of hldden income. In this paper it wil1 be shown that in 1977, 
P979 and 1981 almost 50% of total interest received by households was 
concealed. 



W O  Who came of£ worst: Srnictural change of Dutch val- added and employ-- 
? y ~ ~ n t u r i n g  the interoar period, Den Bakker, Gert P. and Jan de G i j t  
t L 7 7 V ) .  

In this paper new data for the interwar period are resented. The dis- 
tribution of value added over industrier and a breai-down of value 
added into components is iven. Employment by gndustry is estimated as 
well. Moreover, structuraf changes dwing the intewar years and in the 
more recent past are juxtaposed. 

The supply of hidden labour in the Netherlands: a model, Kazemier, 
Brugt and Rob van Eck (1990). 
This paper presents a model of the SU ply of hidden labour in the 
Netherlands. Model sinulations show tiat the supply of hidden labour is 
not very sensitive to cyclical fluctuations. A tax exempt of 1500 guil- 
ders for second jobs and a higher probability of detection, however, 
may substantially decrease the magnitude of the hidden labour market. 

NA/42 Benefits fron prorkictivity growth uud the distribution of income, 
Keuning, Steven J. (1990). 
This paper contains a discussion on the measurement of multifactor pro- 
ductivity and sketches a framework for snalyzing the relation becween 
productivity changes and changes in the average factor remuneration 
rate by industry. Subsequentl , the effects on the average.wage rate by 
labour category and the house old primary income distr~bution are 
studied. 

h 
M/43 Valuation rinciples in s p1 and use tables and in the sectoral 

accounts, Eeuniq, S tevenUQ. 5991) 
In many instances, the valuation of'transactions in goods and services 
in the national accounts poses a problem. The main reason is that the 
price paid b the purchaser deviates from the price received by the z producers. T e paper discusses these-problems and demonstrates that 
different valuations should be used m the supply and use tables and 
in the sectoral accounts. 

NA144 The choice of index number formulae and weights in the National 
Accounts. A sensitivity analysis based on macro-economic data for the 
interwar-period, Bakker, Gert P. den (1991). 
The sensitivity of growth estimates to variations in index number 
formulae and weighting procedures is discussed. The calculations 
concern the macro-economic variables for the interwar period in the 
Netherlands. It appears that the use of different formulae and 
weights yieldc large dikferences in growth rates. Comparisons of Gross 
Domestic Product rowth rates among countries are presently obscured 
b the w e  of different deflation methods. There exists an urgent need 
g r  standardization of deflation methods at the international level. 

NA/45 Volume measurement of govenment; output in the Netherlands; s o m  
alteraatives, Kazemier, Brugt (1991). 
This paper discusses three alternative methods for the measurement of 
the roduction volume of government. Al1 methods yield almost similar 
resu f ts: the average annual increase in the last two decades of 
government labour productivity is about 0.7 ercent per full-time R worker equivalent. *e implementation of eit er-one of these methods 
would have led to circa 0.1 percentage points higher estimates of 
economic growth in the Netherlands. 

NA/46 An dronmental moaule and the complete system of national accounts, 
Boo Abram J. De, Peter R. Bosch, Cor N. Gorter and Steven J. Keuning 
(1941 
A lidage between environmental data and the National Accounts is often 
limited to the production accounts. This paper argues that the conse- 
quences of economic actions on ecosystems and vice versa should be 
considered in ferms of the complete System of National Accounts (SNA). 
h e  should begin with relating volume £lows of environmental matter to 
the standard economic accounts. For this purpose, a co-called National 
Accountin Matrix including Environmental Accounts (NAMEA) is proposed. H This is i lustrated with an example. 



w 4 7  Deregulation and economic statistics: Europe 1992, Bos, Frits (1992). 
The consequences of dere ulation for economic statistics are discussed 
with a view to Europe 1982. In particular, the effects of tho introduc- 
tion of the Intrastat-system for statistics on international trade are 
investigated. It is argued that if the Statistica1 Offices of the EC- 
countries do not respond adequately, Euro e 1992 wil1 lead to a dete- 
rioration of economic statistics: they w 8 1  become less reliable, less 
cost effective and less balanced. 

NA/48 The history of national accounting, Bos, Frits (1992). 
At present, the national accounts in most countries are com iled on the i basrs of concepts and classifications recommended in the 19 8-United 
Nations guidelines. In this pa er, we trace the historica1 roots of 
these idelines (e.g. the uorR b King, Pett Kuznets, Keynes, Leon- 
tief , Risch, Tinbergen and StoneT, conpare t& subsequent guidelines 
and discuss also alternative accounting systems like extended accounts 
and S M .  

NA/49 Qualitp assessment af macroecononic figures: Tbe Dutch Quarterly Flash, 
Reinin a Ted, Gerrit Zijlmans and Ron Janssen 
Since 9969-111, the Dutch Centra1 Bureau of Stat Pgg2' stics.has made prelimi- 
nary estimates of quarterly macroeconomic figures at about 8 weeks 
afeer the end of the reference quarter. Since 1991-11, a preliminary or 
"Flash" estimate of GDP has been published. The decision to do so was 
based on a stud comparin the Flash est~mates and the regular Quar- 
terly Accounts f igurer , whch have e 17-week delay. This paper reports 
on a siniilar study with figures through 1991-111. 

NA/SO Quali r( ïmpvement of the Dut& -er17 Flash: A Time Series 
Anal s s o some Service Industries, Reininga, Ted and Gerrit Zijlmans 
(199l) 
The Dukh Quarterl Flash (QF) is, just like the regular Quarterly 
Accounts (QA), a integrated statistic based on a quarterly 
updated input-out ut table. Not al1 short term statistics wed to 
update the QA's 18-table are time1 enough to be of use for the QF, so 
other sources have to be found or orecasts have to be made. In lar e 
parts of the service industry the latter is the only posribility. dis 
paper reports on the use of econornetric techniques (viz. series decom- 
position and ARIMA modelling) to improve the quality of the forecasts 
in five parts of the service industry. 

NA/51 A Research and Development Moäule supplementing the National Accounts, 
Bos, Frits, Hugo Hollanders and Steven Keuning (1992 i This paper presents a national accounts framework fu i tailored to a 
description of the role of Research and Development (R&)) in the 
national economy. The framework facilitates to draw macro-economie 
conclusions from al1 kinds of data on R&D (also micro-data and quali- 
tative information). Figures resented in this wa can serve as a data 
base for modelling the role OP R W  in the  national econorny. 

NA/52 Tbe allocation of time in the Neaerlands in tñe context of the S M ;  a 
module, Kazemier, Brugt and Jeanet Exel (1992). 
This pa er presents a module on informal production, sup lementing the t at ion af Accounts OSB is to incorporate infomaf producrion 
into the concepts.~:~:h!~%i. ï'he rolation between forma1 and informal 
production is shown in the framework OE a Social Accounting Matrix 
(SAMi. To avoid a controversial valuation of informal producti?n, the 
modu e constists of two SAMs. ûne expressed in actual rices with 
informal labour valued zero, and one which expresses tRe embedded 
informal labour input measured in term of hours worked. 

NA/53 National Accounts and the enmiroment: tñe case for a s y s t e d s  
a proach, Keuning Steven J. (1992). 
&e present set ok main economic indicators should be extended with one 
or a few indicators on the state of the environment. This paper lists 
various reasons wh a so-called Green Domestic Product is not suitable 
for thi purpose. Lstead, - a s stem* s approach should be followed. A 
Nat ional Accounting Matrix incruding Environmental Accounts (NAMEA) is 
presented and the way to derive one or more separate indicators on the 
environment from this information system is outlined, 



NA/54 How to trest dti-regional uni t s  Pnd the extra-territoria1 region 
in the Regioaal Accounts?, De Vet Bas (1992). 
This paper discusses the regionalization of production and capital 
formation by multi-regional kind-of-activity units. It also examines 
the circumstances in which a unit may be said to have a local kind-of- 
activity unit in the exfra-territoria1 regron and what should be 
attributed to this "region*. 

NA/55 A historica1 Social Accounting Matrix £or the Netherlands (1938), Den 
Bakker, Gert P., Jan de Gijt and Steven J. Keunin (1992). 
This paper resents a Social Accounting Matrix (~h) for the Nether- 5 lands in 19 8, including related, non-monetary tables on demographic 
characteristics, employment, etc. The distribution of income and expen- 
diture among household subgroups in the 1938 SAH is compared with con- 
comittant data for 1987. 

NA/56 ûri in and development of tha Dutch liational Accounts, Den Bakker, Gert 
P. h992). 
~ h i s  pa &r describes the history of national accountin in the Nether- 
lands. After two eariy estimates in the be innin of tke nnieteenth 
century, modern national accounting startei in tge 1930s on behalf of 
the Tinber en model Eor the Dutch economy. The develo ment spurred up 
after ~orl% War I1 to provide data to the government gor economlc 
planning purposes. In the 1980s, the development was towards a Elexible 
and institutxonal approach. 

NA/57 Compiling Dutch Gross National Product (GNP); s- re ort on the 
f i d  estimates if+sr the revision in 1992. Bos, Frits (f992). 
This summary report describes the sources and methods used fór compi- 
ling the final estimate of Dutch Gross National Product after the 
revision of the Dutch National Accounts in 1992. Attention is focused 
on the estimation rocedures for 1988. A more extensive report is also 
available (NA/57-~7. 

The 1987 rerision o£ the Netherlandst National Accounts, Van den Bos, 
C and P.G. Al (1994 . 
The 1987 revision t b at was completed in 1992 has improved the Dutch 
National Accounts in three ways. First, new and other data sources have 
been used, like Production statistics of service industries, the Budget 
Survey and Statistics on fixed capital formation. Secondl the 
integration proces. has been improved by the ure of detaiied make- and 
use-tables instead of more aggregate input-output tables. Thirdly 
several changes in bookkeeping conventions have been introduced, iike a 
net instead of a gross registration of processing to order. 

A National Accounting htrix for the Netberlands, Keuning, Steven and 
Jan de Gilt (1992). 
~urrently: &e nakional accounts typicall use two formats for presen- 
ration: matrices for the Input-Output rables and T-accounts for the 
transactions of institutional sectors. This pa er demonstrates that 
resently available national accounts can easiTy be fransfomed info a 

Eational Accountin Matrix (NAM). TMS may improve both the rrans- 
parency and anaìytkc usefulneos of tha complete set of accounts. 

Integrated indicators in a National Accounting Matrix including 
eamironmenktl accounts (NAWEA); an ap lication to the Netherlands, De 
Haan, Mark, Steven Keuning and Peter gosch (1993). 
In this paper, environmental indicators are integrated into a National 
Accounting Matrix including Environmental Accounts (NAMEA) and are put 
on a par with the major aggregates in the national accounts, like 
National Income. The environmental indicators re£lect the goals of the 
environmental olicy of the Dutch government. Concrete figures are 
presented for P989. The NAMEA is optimally suited as a data base for 
modelling the interaction between the national economy and the 
environment. 



NA/61 Standard national accotmting concepts, econorPlc theo and data compi- 
lation issues; on coostancy and c h q e  in ttie ~ted%tions-~anuals on 
n a t i d  accounting (1947, 1953, 196 and.1993) Bos, Frits (1993). 
In this paper, the four succecsrve~guidelines ok the United Nations ?n 
national accounting are discussed in view of economic theory (Keynesian 
analysis, welfare, Hicksian income input-output analysis, etc.) and 
data compilation issues (e.g. the iink with concepts In adminictrative 
data sources). The new guidelines of th? EC should com lemen? those of 
the mi and be simpler ?nd more cost-efficient. It shouyd defme a 
balanced set of operational concepts and tables that is attainable for 
most EC countries within 5 years. 

NA/62 Revision o£ the 1987 Dutch agricultural accounts, Pauli, Peter and 
Nico van Stokrom (1994). 
During the recent revision of the Dutch national accounts, new agri- 
cultural accounfs have been compiled for th? Netherlands. This paper 
presents the ma or methodological and practica1 improvements and 
results for 1989, the base year for this revision. In addition, this 
paper demonstrates that a linkage can be established between the E.C. 
agricultural accounting cysten and the agricultural part of the 
standard national accounts. 

w 6 3  9 lamenting tbe revised S U  in tbe Dut& National Accounts, Bos, Frits 
(1 9 3 ) .  
This apex discusses the implementation of the new United Nations 
pide P jnes on national accounting-(SNA) in the Netherlands. The changes 
Ln basic concepts and class~flcationc in the SNA will be im lemented g during the forthcoming revision. The chan es in scope will e intro- 
duced gradually. In ortant changes ncheduked for the near future are 
the incorporation o! balance sheets, an environmental module and a 
Social Accounting Matrix. 

NA/64 Damage and insurance compensations in the S U ,  the business accounts 
and the Dutch national accounts, Baris, Willem (1993). 
This paper describes the recordmg of damages to inventories and 
produced fixed assets in general, including damages as a result of legal 
roduct liability and of the liability for damage to the environment. 
!n this segard, the 1993 System of National Accounts and the practice 
of business accounting are compared with the Dutch national accounts. 

NA/65 Aaslyz economic growth: a descri tion of the basic äata available 
for the "a etharlanbr and 8x1 +p l i d o n  Van Leeuwen, George , Hendrie 
van der Hoeven and Gerrit Zi !mans (1944) 
This pa er describes the CT& project of ;he OECD and the Dutch 
nationay accounts data supplied to the STAN database, which is designed 
for a structural analysis of the role of technolog in economic 
performance. Following an OECD analysis for othar 'fndustriel countries, 
the importante of international crade for a smal1 o en economy such as 
the Netherlands is invssti ated. The STAN database 4s also available on 
floppy disk at the costs of DFL. 25, an can be ordered by rahirning the 
order form below (Please mention: STAN floppy disk). 

NA/66 Contparability of the sector General Govenment in the Natiod 
Accounts a case study for the Hetherlands aod Gonmany, Streppel, 
Zrene ana Dick Van Ton eren (1994). 
This paper uestions tie international comparabilit of data 1 concerning h e  sector Genera1 Goverruient in the Nat onal Accounts. Two 
differences are distin uished: differences due to lack of compliance 
with international gui%elines and institutional dif f erences 
Ad ustlaents to National Accounts data are reflected in a separate 
mo 4 ule which comparises Germany versus The Netherlands. The module 
shows that total Genera1 Government resources as wel1 as uses are 
substantially higher in the Netherlands. 

w 6 7  ühat d d  Het Donestic Product have been in an environmentaL1 
sustainable economy? , Re-Y views m d  results, De Boer, gat, 
Mark de Haan and Monique Voogt ( 994). 
Sustainable use of the environment is a pattern of use that can last 
forever, at least in theory. This pattern is likely to render a lower 
net domestic product than the present economy. The coherence between 
reductions in pressure on the environment and changes in net domestic 
roduct is investi ated with-the help of simple-multi lier model. 

Environmental Accounts (NAMEA). 
Y $is model is base% on a Natlonal Accountxng Matrix inc uding 



NA/68 A Social Accounting btrix for t b  Netherlands caaceptual issues anä 
redt., (f orthcomingl Timmerman, J olanda (1992) . 
In this paper a Socia Accounting Matrix (SAM) for the Netherlands is 
presented. Two ears are covered: 1988 and 1990. The S+ integrate 
statisties on tle distribution of income, and consunptlon expenditure 
amon various household groups in a national accounts framework. 
~imuftaniousl~, labour income and employment are disaggregated into 
several labour categories. 

NA/69 Anal ing relative factor inputs of Dutch exports: An a plication of 
the %O Social Accounting äatrix for t b  Netherlands (forthcoming) , 
Reininga, Ted (1994). 
In this paper the validity of neoclassical trade theo for explainin 
Dutch international trade-patterns i? studied. The sis is carrie 
out with the w e  of a Social Accounting Matrix for 

% 
This study corroborates the outcome of other recent analysis in this 
field: classical trade theory of£ers a better startin -point to % understand Dutch trade pattenis than neoclassical tra e theory. 
Moreover, these recent studies point to the increasing relevance of 
inslghts derived from modern trade theory. The resulrs presented here 
seem to support this point of view. 

NA/70 SE- for the evaluation of rcononic development and social change, 
Keuning, Steven J. ( 1 9 9 4 ) .  
This pa er elaborates on the concept of a S stem of Economlc and Social f Account ng Matrices and Extensions, or SES& for short. The SESAME- 
concept serves to meet the criticism that conventional national 
accounts take a too limited view at social, environmental and economic 
development. SESAME details the monetary accounts and cou les non- 
monetary information in an integral system e proach. SES&E is maant as 
a synthesis of national accounts and the socEaï indicators approach. 

NA/71 New revision olicies for the Dutch Rational Accounts Den Bakker, 
Gert P., Jan %e Gijt and Robert A.H. van Rooijen (1994) 
This paper presents the (new) revision policy for the ~btch National 
Accounts. In the past, several major revisions of national accounting 
data have been carried out in the Netherlands. In the course of time, 
the policy has chan ed several times. Recent1 the aim has become to 
publish relatively fong time-series shortly agier the publication of 
the revised benchmark year data. 

w 7 2  Labour force data in a National &wunting framework, Den Bakker, 
Gert P. and Jan de Gijt (1994). 
This paper deals with the Dutch interwar labour force data. Starting 
with census data the estimation of the working and non-workin labour 
force by indust and by occu arional type is described and tie results 
are discussed. $e data have geen estimated vithin the national accounts 
framework. It is the first time that labour market figures at a meso- 
level have been estimated which are linked to other national accounting 
f igures . 

NA/73 Integrated estinates of rocfuctivity and tem-of-trade changes frorn 
a Soda1 Accounting I4atrE at CO--t rf ces, Keuning , S teven J . 1994) . 
This paper demonstrates that mearures o! real income change for the total 
economy can best be derived from real income changes per subsector. For 
this urpose a Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) at constant prices has been 
conqifed. By breaking down value added at constant prices into constant 
rice estimates for each primary input category productivity changes by 
fndustry can be estimated as an integral part ok the regular national 
accounts compilation. The national total trading gain or loss from a 
chan e in the terms of trade is as wel1 allocated to subsectors, thus 
embesdin the estimation of this macro -measure int0 a meso- consistency 
framewort. These ideas have been applied in a case-study for Indonesia. 
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